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Abstract
Mechanotransduction of haemodynamic forces by endothelial cells is a focal
determinant of atherosclerosis. Endothelial cells may be a potential target for
treatment and diagnosis of atherosclerosis if more was understood about how
flow-induced wall shear stress is transmitted throughout the cell. We have
quantified mechanotransmission using a computational modelling approach that
integrates haemodynamic boundary conditions, material properties of the cell,
and cell morphology informed by experimental measurement. Special emphasis
has been placed on the effect on mechanotransmission of both 1) endothelial
cell morphology and its variation at a sub-cellular, cellular and population level;
and, 2) the primary cilium, a sub-cellular organelle that is involved in the earlier
stages of atherosclerosis.
We considered the effect of morphological variation across a population on
mechanotransmission using a generative approach: morphology was quantified using custom spatial descriptors with sufficient sophistication to recreate
specific cell morphology. These descriptors were used to generate virtual cells
with morphology characteristic of the trends seen in the whole population.
The relationship between morphological variation and mechanotransmission
was quantified: we found a six-fold increase in estimates of intracellular stress.
This effect is of the same order of magnitude as inclusion of other subcellular
components and organelle, hence population morphology substantially affects
mechanotransmission.
Because the primary cilium is associated with inflammatory cell responses to
wall shear stress and the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis, particular emphasis
was placed on this organelle. The role of the primary cilium as a force amplifier
was investigated using a cell-specific image-informed ciliated model. Primary
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cilia substantially amplify mechanotransmission of wall shear stress, in the local
region of the cilia. A smaller force amplification effect also occurs in the region
more than 5 µm away from the base of the cilium.
We report the presence of cilia for the first time in the human microvascular
endothelial cell (HMEC-1) type. Additionally, we identified optimal in vitro models for studying endothelial primary cilia in the micro-vasculature (HMEC-1s
grown for 5 days post confluence in high serum) and in large vessels (human
umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs), grown in high serum). Alternatively,
low serum HUVECs grown to confluence are an ideal cell model for non-ciliated
endothelial studies: ciliogenesis is suppressed without the need for chemical
agents or mutant knock-out models.
We quantified the morphological variation across the population of the cytoskeleton and primary cilia using a generative approach to enable inclusion of these
components into future mechanical analyses.
EC mechanotransmission and mechanotransduction of wall shear stress are complex processes due to the interplay of mechanical forces, biochemical signalling
and gene and protein network activation. We present a framework for integrating a wide range experimental data with multi-scale modelling to understand
EC mechanotransmission and mechanotransduction of wall shear stress. Future
modelling directions are also discussed, as are the major challenges needed to
integrate primary cilium models into a multicomponent EC mechanical model.
These comprehensive computational and experimental studies have provided
new insight on the role of EC subcellular components in mechanotransmission
and the processes of mechanotransmission and mechanotransduction of wall
shear stress. In doing so, this research has contributed to the long term goal of
understanding the cellular basis of atherosclerosis.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Atherosclerosis continues to be a major cause of death in the developed world
[1]. The causes of this disease have been extensively studied, resulting in the
identification of a number of risk factors including smoking, lack of exercise and
a high cholesterol diet. These risk factors are systemic: a person who exhibits
several risk factors is more likely to develop the disease [2]. However, systemic
risk factors are unable to predict specifically where in the vasculature the disease
occurs. The location of atherosclerotic lesions follows a consistent pattern in the
body. This pattern can be explained with focal risk factors. The most important
of these factors is blood-flow induced wall shear stress (WSS) [3]. In other words,
the forces applied by the blood as it flows over the vessel wall can influence the
risk of disease. In particular, disturbed and oscillatory WSS increases the risk of
disease, whereas steady, high WSS protects against disease. The type of WSS is
dependent on both the geometry of blood vessels, and the nature of the flow [3].
The connection between WSS and disease is the endothelium: the single cell
layer that forms the inner lining of blood vessels. Endothelial cells (ECs) detect
and respond to changes in blood flow and subsequently, changes in WSS [4]. The
EC response to disturbed WSS increases the risk of atherosclerosis developing [5].
The endothelial phenotype varies within regions of the vasculature with different
flow characteristics [6], and causes the preferential location of atherosclerosis.
Therefore it may be possible to diagnose and treat the disease by targeting the
endothelium. Before this can happen, more needs to be understood about how
ECs respond to WSS.
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The decentralised model is the leading theory of cellular mechanotransduction
(the detection of, and response to, mechanical force) [6, 7]. The model states that
the net cellular response is the sum of many transducers located throughout the
cell. Transducers range from small macromolecules up to cellular organelles.
Each transducer is only activated when mechanical force is applied to it. Hence
another important process is the transmission of force (mechanotransmission)
throughout the cell: how force is propagated to every transducer within the cell.
In the context of WSS and ECs, forces from the blood flow are applied to the
apical surface of the cell, and are then transmitted throughout the cell via the
cytoskeleton (see Fig. 2.1) [8, 9]. Therefore, mechanotransmission at a cellular
level is dependent on the mechanical behaviour of subcellular components
within the cell, such as the cytoskeleton. Another key subcellular component is
the primary cilia, a rod-like appendage that protrudes from the cell into the blood
stream [10]. Primary cilia deflect in blood flow, applying a torque at the base of
the cilium [11, 12], which is tethered to the cell [13, 14]. Hence primary cilia may
affect mechanotransmission of WSS in ECs. Not every cell express a primary
cilium, but cilia are preferentially expressed in regions of the vasculature that
have low and disturbed flow. These regions also coincide with the preferential
location of atherosclerotic plaque formation [15]. How primary cilia influence
endothelial mechanotransmission of WSS is not yet fully understood, nor is it
known how this subsequently affects the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis.
EC mechanotransmission of WSS can be quantified by either a direct experimental measurement approach, or a computational modelling approach. Computational modelling approaches typically integrate three inputs. Firstly, boundary
conditions that describe the surrounding environment, and how the cell interacts
with the said environment. For instance, how the cell adheres to the substrate,
or the magnitude and direction of the blood flowing over the surface of the cell.
Secondly, material properties that describe how the material (of which the cell
is composed) behaves in response to applied force. Thirdly, a geometric representation of the morphology of the cell (and internal subcellular components of
the cell). Computational models can combine these three inputs to estimate the
internal stresses and strains within the cell, as a result of WSS, thus quantifying
mechanotransmission.
Given the importance of subcellular components to mechanotransmission, the
representation of these components in computational models is an important
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consideration in model development. While much is known about the material
properties of these components, and the boundary conditions that govern cellular
interaction with the environment, the geometric representation of the cell is
often based on simple idealised geometries. Few computational studies use
realistic geometries based on experimentally measured data on cell morphology.
However, these studies have highlighted the importance of realistic geometry:
non-homogeneity and spatial variation of the cell and subcellular components
can substantially affect intracellular stress/strain estimates [16].
Cell morphology is not only non-homogeneous and complex within a single cell,
but also varies cell-to-cell within the same population of cells [5]. However, it is
not currently known how variation in morphology across the population affects
mechanotransmission. This is despite the fact that variation in morphology
across the population is dependent on WSS: laminar flow increases morphological homogeneity (compared to ECs cultured in static conditions), whereas disturbed, pathogenic flow decreases morphological homogeneity [17, 18]. Hence,
the effect of morphological variation across the population on EC mechanotransmission merits further examination.
Better understanding of mechanotransmission and mechanotransduction may
help identify specific transducers for therapeutic pharmacological intervention
[6]. Therapeutic interventions could target these transducers at locations that are
susceptible to atherosclerosis, with the caveat that many of these transducers may
be involved in other fundamental processes of cellular function. Another possible therapeutic approach would be a systemic intervention. Exercise is already
a well established therapy for reducing the risk of atherosclerosis [19], that is
mediated through increased WSS stimulation that elicits an athero-protective EC
mechanotransduction response [20]. Better understanding of EC mechanotransduction would contribute to the development of anti-hypertensive approaches
that are based on altering WSS stimulation throughout the vasculature. Aside
from this, the geometry and placement of stents has implications on the local
WSS distribution [21, 22]. Therefore, focal interventions, such as stent placement
and design would also be aided by improved understanding of mechanotransduction [6].

1.1 Aims

1.1
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Aims

The following aims were proposed to solve the major challenges in quantifying mechanotransmission and transduction: in particular, the effect of both
population morphological variation, and the primary cilium, on endothelial
mechanotransmission. The research is motivated by the potential to develop
new EC-mediated methods of diagnosing and treating atherosclerosis. An indepth motivation of the aims is presented in Chapter 2.

1. Quantify the effect of EC population morphological variation on mechanotransmission of flow-induced WSS using a generative approach.
2. Create a cell-specific, image-informed model of ciliated ECs to quantify the
role of the primary cilium as a stress amplifier of flow-induced WSS.
3. Optimise cell culture methods, visualisation methods and choice of EC type
to aid future in vitro studies of EC primary cilia. In particular, determine
which of the presently used methods for primary cilia culture and detection
result in repeatable, high cilia incidence.
4. Quantify spatial distributions of the EC cytoskeleton and cilium to enable
generative models to be constructed in the future.
5. Identify major challenges in integrating primary cilium models into a
whole EC model, and devise a framework to integrate such a multi-scale
model with experimental data to understand EC mechanotransduction.

1.2

Outline of the thesis

Inability of endothelial cells (EC) to detect and respond appropriately to changes
in blood flow is a cause of cardiac diseases such as atherosclerosis. The mechanism of this pathogenesis is likely to be the inability to maintain homeostasis of
mechanotransmission in response to changes in flow. In this thesis, we investigated endothelial mechanotransmission of flow-induced WSS. Special emphasis

1.2 Outline of the thesis
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was given to the effect of both population morphological variation and the
primary cilium.
In Chapter 2 the context of the study is presented and background information is provided on: blood flow-induced wall shear stress (WSS) and its role in
cardiac disease; structure of an endothelial cell (including subcellular components: the nucleus, the cytoskeleton, focal adhesion complexes and the primary
cilium); endothelial mechanotransduction and transmission of flow-induced
WSS and its connection to cardiac disease; and, methods of quantifying endothelial mechanotransmission and mechanotransduction. Special emphasis
is placed on mechanical modelling approaches for quantifying EC mechanotransmission, and mechanical models of the primary cilium. The motivation
behind the research presented in this thesis is discussed, and the specific aims
are outlined.
In Chapter 3 the morphological variation in the nucleus and cell edge of a population of human microvascular endothelial cells (HMEC-1s) is quantified using
modified shape descriptors. The effect of this variation on the mechanotransmission of flow-induced WSS is also quantified using an image-informed modelling
approach. The model used a generative approach whereby virtual cells were
created that have characteristic morphology of the entire cell population morphology. Morphological variation within the population resulted in up to six-fold
increase in predicted stress.
The primary cilium is a sub-cellular organelle that functions as a mechanical
sensor of flow-induced WSS in ECs. In Chapter 4 we present a cell-specific
model of a single HUVEC. Mechanotransmission in response to simulated flowinduced WSS was quantified. Additionally, the effect of a primary cilium on
overall cell mechanotransmission was quantified. We found substantial increases
in stresses in the near cilia region, and lower increases in strain throughout the
ciliated cell compared to the non-ciliated cell. We illustrate the significance of
the cilium as a force amplifier in EC mechanotransmission.
Hence further studies on the primary cilium are necessary. However, further
research is hinder by the sporadic and varied reported expression of primary
cilia in ECs. In Chapter 5 the effect of cell culture conditions on primary cilia
incidence (percentage of ciliated cells) is assessed in two different EC types:
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human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) and HMEC-1s. We report
the presence of cilia in HMEC-1s, for the first time. Furthermore, cobblestone
HMEC-1s grown in high serum medium exhibited the highest cilia incidence,
and are an ideal model for in vitro EC cilia studies.
In Chapter 6 the morphological variation of the primary cilium and the αacetylated tubulin and f-actin components of the cytoskeleton are quantified in a
population of HMEC-1s. For each component, the spatial distribution across the
population was determined, and samples can be taken from the distribution to
generate additional virtual cell components.
Chapter 7 outlines a framework that describes how an integrated cilium-EC
model can be used to understand EC mechanotransduction. The framework
contributes to future research by illustrating how a wide range of data can be
integrated. Additionally, the framework considers the function of a large range
of transducers, and provides a foundation that future studies can extend upon.
Furthermore, the framework provides a method for determining the role of the
primary cilium in mechanotransmission. Aside from the framework, we present
predictions for future directions in computational models of the primary cilium
and whole EC. Also discussed are the major challenges that need to be solved
to enable the integration of primary cilium models into a multicomponent EC
mechanical model.
Chapter 8 contains a general discussion of Chapters 3-7 and concluding remarks.

1.3

Publications and research outputs

The research comprising this thesis has been published or submitted for publication in three articles. The research has also been presented at international and
domestic conferences, as listed below.

Articles
1. Lim YC, Cooling MT, McGlashan SR, Long DS. Quantifying flow-induced
force transmission and morphological variation in endothelial cells, article
in submission, Biomechanics and Modeling in Mechanobiology.
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2. Lim YC, McGlashan SR, Cooling MT and Long DS (2015). Culture and
detection of primary cilia in endothelial cell models, Cilia journal.
3. Lim YC, Cooling MT and Long DS (2014). Computational models of the
primary cilium and endothelial mechanotransmission, Biomechanics and
Modeling in Mechanobiology.

Conferences
1. Lim YC, Cooling MT, Long DS. Force transmission and morphology in
an endothelial cell population, Auckland Bioengineering Institute Research
Forum, 2016. Auckland, New Zealand.
2. Lim YC, Cooling MT, McGlashan SR, Long DS. Mechanical models of
endothelial mechanotransmission based on a population of cells, Computational Biomechanics for Medicine X Workshop in MICCAI, 2015. Munich
Germany. Best Paper Award.
3. Lim YC, Cooling MT, McGlashan SR, Long DS. Modelling endothelial cell
force transmission of flow-induced shear stress, International Conference on
Unconventional and Natural Computation, 2015. Auckland, NZ.
4. Lim YC, Cooling MT, McGlashan SR, Long DS. Generation of three-dimensional
models suitable for computational mechanical analysis, based on a population of endothelial cells, International Conference in Computational Methods,
2015. Auckland, NZ.
5. Lim YC, Cooling MT, Long DS. Endothelial force transmission, Auckland
Bioengineering Institute Research Forum, 2015. Auckland, New Zealand.
6. Lim YC, Cooling MT, McGlashan SR, Long DS. Modelling force transmission of fluid shear stress in endothelial cells, 7th World Congress of
Biomechanics, 2014. Boston, USA.
7. Lim YC, Cooling MT, Long DS. Understanding endothelial mechanotransduction: towards therapeutic targets for atherosclerosis, Auckland Bioengineering Institute Symposium, 2014. Auckland, New Zealand. Best Poster
Award.
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8. Lim YC, Cooling MT, McGlashan SR, Long DS. Atherosclerosis: Modelling
endothelial cell primary cilia in response to fluid shear, 5th Mechanobiology
Symposium, 2013. Auckland, New Zealand.
9. Lim YC, Cooling MT, Long DS. Quantifying endothelial mechanotransmission, 3rd Annual Biomedical Engineering Society Cellular and Molecular
Bioengineering meeting, 2013. Hawaii, USA.
10. Lim YC, Cooling MT, Long DS. Endothelial mechanotransmission, 4th
Mechanobiology Symposium, 2012. Auckland, New Zealand. 3rd prize in
student presentation category
11. Lim YC, Cooling MT, Long DS. Biomechanics of the primary cilium, The
Medical Sciences Congress 2012. Queenstown, New Zealand.

Chapter 2
Background, motivation and aims
This chapter begins with a discussion of hemodynamics and the role it plays in
cardiovascular disease (Section 2.1). The relationship between hemodynamic
forces and the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis is closely linked to the endothelium. Hence we present a summary of the sub-cellular components of the
endothelial cell (EC) that have been postulated to be sensors of hemodynamic
forces (Section 2.1.1). These components are referred to as transducers, and the
EC-mediated detection and response to force is known as endothelial mechanotransduction. The leading conceptual theory of endothelial-mediated mechanotransduction is outlined (Section 2.1.1), and we summarise investigative methods
that are employed to examine endothelial mechanotransduction (Section 2.2)
and mechanotransmission (Section 2.3). Computational approaches for quantifying the mechanical behaviour of ECs (Section 2.3.3) and the primary cilium
(Section 2.3.4) are also presented.
The motivation behind the research presented in this thesis is discussed in
Section 2.4, followed by the specific aims of thesis Section 1.1.

2.1

Haemodynamics, endothelial
mechanotransduction and atherosclerosis

Haemodynamics is the study of the fluid dynamics of blood flow. A key component of hemodynamics is wall shear stress (WSS): the tangential force per area
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acting on the vessel wall [6, 23]. The magnitude and direction of WSS is dependent on both the velocity field of the blood and vessel wall and the geometry of
blood vessels [23, 24]. Within the circulation there is substantial variation of
WSS: at the inner arch of curved sections of arteries, or near branching regions
opposite flow dividers, decelerating blood flow causes a disturbed oscillatory
WSS [23, 25]. Within straight sections, away from arterial branches, the velocity
field of blood flow is less complex, spatially and temporally. In these locations
there is near laminar, steady flow, and there is increased homogeneity of WSS
[6, 23, 25].
Variation of WSS is significant because low and disturbed WSS is a local determinant of pathogenesis of atherosclerosis [26, 27, 28], a major cause of death
across the developed world [1]. Regions of the vasculature that are characterised
by disturbed flow preferentially develop atherosclerotic lesions. Regions that
are characterised by laminar steady flow are not susceptible to development of
atherosclerosis [27, 26]. Furthermore, atherosclerosis is characterised by both the
thickening of the vessel wall and the accumulation of macrophages and lipids,
eventually leading to plaque formation [29]. The raised surface of the plaque
creates a flow separation region downstream of the plaque which causes further
plaque development [6]. A similar effect also occurs in the interaction of flow
over cardiac stents. The raised surface of the stent can cause disturbed flow
leading to increased disease susceptibility [21, 22, 6]. Hence, further study of the
blood vessel response to WSS is motivated by the need to identify mechanisms
behind pathogenesis of atherosclerosis, and ultimately, treatments of the disease.
Further research would also contribute towards improving stent design and
planning surgical interventions for cardiovascular diseases.
The key cell type that mediates detection and response of WSS is the endothelium, the single layer of cells that form the inner lining of blood vessels [4]. Once
thought to be an inert layer, the endothelium is now regarded as a highly metabolically active layer [4] that functions as a sensor of WSS [7]. The EC response
to WSS is time dependent: altering the duration of WSS exposure will cause
different responses. In the short-term (milliseconds to minutes) ECs respond
to flow by releasing vasodilators and growth factors [7]. Long term exposure
(minutes to hours) to sustained WSS variation prompts ECs to alter gene and
protein regulation, resulting in vascular remodelling [7, 28]. Thus, the mechanotransduction of ECs is robust and highly sensitive to WSS; changes in WSS elicit
a response in the endothelium at a millisecond temporal resolution.
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Furthermore, different WSS gradients and magnitudes elicit different responses
from the cell. These responses have been comprehensively summarised by
Chiu and Chien [28] (see Table 2.1). We elaborate on a few of the responses
here. A crucial biochemical response of the EC to WSS is the release of nitric
oxide, mediated by the expression of endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS)
[6]. Nitric oxide is a potent vasodilator, and is released by ECs within seconds of
exposure to WSS [30]. Sustained exposure to laminar flow causes upregulation
of eNOS expression [31, 32], leading to increased availability of nitric oxide, and
an athero-protective state [33]. Conversely, disturbed or turbulent flow does not
trigger the release of nitric oxide, nor the upregulation of eNOS [31, 32], thus
suppressing the protective-response. Therefore, impaired eNOS expression is a
key marker of systemic endothelial dysfunction [34, 35]. Consequently, increased
WSS induction of eNOS expression may be the mechanism by which regular
moderate exercise reverses systemic endothelial dysfunction [6, 20].
Aside from nitric oxide, laminar flow activates a number of shear activated gene
pathways, which have an aggregate protective (anti-inflammatory) effect [6]. For
instance, laminar flow induces the up-regulation of mitogen activate protein
kinase phosphatase (MKP-1). MKP-1 suppresses pro-inflammatory endothelial
vascular adhesion protein 1 (VCAM-1) [36]. There are many other shear-activated
athero-protective gene pathways (see Table 2.1). In contrast to laminar flow,
disturbed, turbulent and oscillatory flow elicits an inflammatory, pathogenic
response from the cell [6, 28]. For instance, platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF)
expression increases in disturbed flow (and not in laminar flow) [37]. PDGF
is a chemoattractant of monocytes and smooth muscle cells, and leads to the
migration and proliferation of monocytes and fibroblasts, thereby causing an
inflammatory state [38]. Overall, the DNA transcription response of disturbed
flow is far more heterogenous than that of laminar flow [3]. This heterogenous
response has been postulated to be caused by a greater variety of transducers
that are activated in disturbed flow versus laminar flow.
The net effect of the endothelium-mediated response to low and disturbed flow
is an inflammatory pro-disease vessel state [6]. In other words, the correlation
between hemodynamic variation in the circulation and atherosclerotic lesion
formation is mediated by EC mechanotransduction. Subsequently, the formation
of atherosclerotic lesions is preceded by changes in endothelial turnover and gene
expression [29]: atherosclerosis begins with endothelial dysfunction [39]. It is
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not known whether the pathogenic EC response is caused by either: 1) activation
of an inflammatory stimulus that is harmful at present, but may otherwise be
useful in a different WSS environment i.e. a negative compensatory response; 2)
structural loss of EC integrity (cell damage, or denudation of the endothelium)
leading to inability of the blood vessel to adapt to WSS (loss of homeostasis); or,
3) functional loss of integrity (cell damage, or derangement), which causes ECs
to actively express a harmful phenotype. All of the terms are broadly described
as “endothelial dysfunction” [4].
Aside from genetic and biochemical responses, flow-induced WSS also causes
remodelling (adaptive change in morphology) of both individual ECs, and,
in the long term, the overall morphology of the blood vessel. Confluent ECs
cultured in static conditions are qualitatively described as having a “polygonal”
[17], or “cobblestone” [40, 41] morphology, without a preferential alignment
direction. Sustained (order of hours to days) exposure to steady flow, causes
cells to align to the flow direction and change their morphology to ellipsoidal
[17]. Overall, EC population morphology in steady flow is more homogenous
in both shape and alignment, due to remodelling. In contrast, disturbed flow
did not cause alignment and cell shape was more heterogenous than the static
cells [17, 42]. These qualitative trends in EC flow remodelling have also been
quantified using shape descriptors, of which the most common is shape index
[18, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46], a non-dimensional scalar value ranging from 0 (straight
line) to 1 (perfect circle) (see Chapter 3 for further discussion). Sustained shear
stress causes shape index to fall (elongation), whereas disturbed flow does not.
Significantly, ECs are able to distinguish between different types of disturbed
flow: ECs responded to three different types of oscillatory WSS (type I: nonreversing sinusoidal, 4±2 Pa; type II: reversing sinusoidal, 2±4 Pa and 1±1.5 Pa;
type III: oscillatory, 0±2 Pa and 0±4 Pa; all three types had 1Hz frequency) with
quantifiable differences in the shape index [46]. The effect of flow-remodelling
on specific subcellular components of the EC is discussed in Section 2.1.1.
At the tissue level, WSS causes remodelling of the blood vessel [47], and also
affects vessel formation, migration and maintenance [48]. Sustained flow with
increased WSS promotes vessel formation [49]. Disturbed low WSS has been
shown to cause vessel regression through cell apoptosis [50]. Vessel remodelling
is also significant to the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis [47]. Plaque formation
blocks flow within the vessel, which then elicits a compensatory vessel expansion
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to maintain vessel size. This occurs until the plaque occupies 40% of the area [47].
The mechanisms behind EC mediation of vessel remodelling are not completely
understood, but some factors, such as eNOS and NO have been demonstrated
to mediate this response [51]. In summary, WSS elicits remodelling of the cell
morphology and vessel wall.
EC remodelling in response to disturbed WSS may be a cause of atherosclerosis:
Chien postulated that disturbed flow leads to disease and pathogenic states,
due to the inability of the cell to maintain force-homeostasis in response to an
change in flow [9]. Upon the onset of strongly directional laminar flow, the
aggregate response of the cell is to align in the direction of the flow. Thus
the internal mechanical state (and therefore, the phenotypical response and
metabolic activity of the cell) returns to the pre-flow state. However, in the case
of disturbed and oscillatory flow, the cell is unable to realign, in the absence of a
preferential direction. Thus, the EC phenotype remains heterogenous, leading to
a pathogenic state. Central to this “force-homeostasis” concept is the internal
stress and strain distribution of the cell, and how it develops under different
flow conditions.
In this thesis, the activation of gene pathways, bio-chemical signalling and
phenotypic response of the cell is not explicitly considered. Instead, we focus
on the transmission of mechanical forces from blood into the cell. However, it is
important to consider how the two aspects are related. The aggregate effect of
the genetic and biochemical response to WSS is a change in metabolic activity
in the cell. This results in a shape remodelling of the cell, therefore altering the
mechanical forces acting on the transducers, which feeds-back to alter metabolic
activity, and so on. For instance, in response to flow, actin filament turnover
rate increases threefold, and total polymerised actin in the cell reduces by 34%
[52]. The net effect of this is the alignment of the cell in the flow direction. This
newly remodelled aligned cell has a different intracellular force environment.
Mechanical studies have shown that cytoskeletal components that are aligned
in the flow direction bear greater stress compared to unaligned cells [7, 53].
Therefore, the increased stress triggers a new change in the stress-activated gene
pathways/signalling until an equilibrium is reached.
In summary, WSS is a focal cause of cardiovascular disease, and has implications
in surgical intervention and stent design [6]. The link between disease and WSS is
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the endothelium: WSS elicits multiple genetic and biochemical responses in ECs,
including pathogenic inflammatory states [6, 54]. Furthermore, WSS elicits EC
morphological remodelling, through internal-force homeostasis [28]. Endothelial
dysfunction, or a harmful endothelial response (both mechanical remodelling,
and biochemical/genetic) has been linked to atherosclerosis [9, 39]. While the
exact mechanisms behind pathogenesis are not completely understood, it is
evident that the EC responses are dependent on both the temporal and spatial
variation in WSS. Hence it is likely that the temporal and spatial distribution
of intracellular EC forces are significant in pathogenesis [9, 55]. Overall, given
the role the endothelium has in pathogenesis, ECs are potentially useful targets
for diagnosis and treatment of atherosclerosis, if more can be understood about
their mechanotransduction of WSS.
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Intracellular signalling
↑ NF-κB ↑ SphK1
↑ ATP-2 ↓ MKP-1
↑ JNK
↑ Shc
↑ PKC-ζ ↓ KLF-2
↑ Egr-1 ↑ Sp1
↑ c-fos
↑ c-Jun
unknown

Gene/protein induction
↑ ICAM-1
↑ MCP-1 ↑ BMP
↑ VCAM-1 ↑ TGF
↑ TF
↑ E-selectin ↑ HuR
↑ TGFβ
unknown

↓ eNOS

↓ NO
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Function
Inflammation
and thrombosis
Atherogenesis
Vasoconstriction

Table 2.1: EC signaling, gene expression, and function regulated by disturbed flow. ↑, Upregulation or sustentation versus laminar flow with higher shear stress; ↓, downregulation versus
laminar flow with higher shear stress.“Unknown” indicates that the molecules responsible for
mediating the signaling are still not known. NF-κB, nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of
activated B cells; SphK1, Sphingosine kinase 1; ICAM-1, Intercellular Adhesion Molecule 1; MCP1, Monocyte chemoattractant protein-1; BMP, Bone morphogenetic protein; ATP-2, Adenosine
triphosphate; MKP-1, Mitogen-activated protein kinase phosphatase-1; VCAM-1, Vascular cell
adhesion protein 1; TGF, Transforming growth factor; TF, Tissue factor, JNK, Mitogen-activated
protein kinase c-jun N-terminal kinase; Shc, Shc adaptor protein; E-selectin, CD62 antigen-like
family member E, also known as endothelial-leukocyte adhesion molecule 1; HuR, mRNA stability factor HuR; PKC-ζ, Protein kinase C, zeta; KLF-2, Krüppel-like factor 2; Egr-1, Early growth
response factor 1; Sp1, Transcription factor specificity protein 1; c-fos, c-fos gene; c-Jun, protein
encoded by the JUN gene; Adapted with permission from Chiu, Jeng-Jiann, and Shu Chien.
2011. Effects of disturbed flow on vascular endothelium: Pathophysiological basis and clinical
perspectives. Physiological Reviews 91 (1) (January 1, 2011): 327-87.
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Endothelial sub-cellular components and
mechanotransduction

A number of EC sub-cellular components are shown to be involved in mechanotransduction, either as direct biochemical transducers or as contributors to the
mechanical stability of the cell. These include the nucleus [55]; the cytoskeleton
[56, 57], including actin stress fibres [58, 59, 60], microtubules [61] and intermediate filaments [62]; the primary cilium [15, 63, 64]; integrins [65, 66]; and,
focal adhesions complexes [67, 68]. These EC components have been comprehensively reviewed [7, 28, 69, 70]. In this section we present a summary of the
decentralised model that relates these components together, followed by a brief
summary of the individual mechanotransduction response of each transducer
to WSS, flow-induced remodelling of said transducers, and their contribution
towards the overall mechanical stability of the cell.

2.1.1.1

Decentralised model of mechanotransduction

Davies proposed the decentralised model to describe how the many postulated sub-cellular transducers are integrated together in mechanotransduction
[3, 5, 6, 7]. The decentralised model consists of two distinct processes: mechanotransmission and mechanotransduction (see Fig. 2.1). During mechanotransmission, forces from blood flow are transmitted into the cell. The propagated force
then activates transducers located throughout the cell, initiating a biological
response such as release of vasodilators (mechanotransduction). This model
has a number of implications: Firstly, transducers located on the cell-surface
directly experience and respond to WSS. However, due to mechanotransmission,
transducers located anywhere throughout the cell are also able to respond to
WSS. Thus, overall EC mechanotransduction is the aggregate response of all
activated transducers [6]. Another implication is that mechanotransmission of
force occurs far more rapidly (∼2 µs to travel 50 µm) than diffusion (25 s to travel
50 µm) or active transport (50 s to travel 50 µm) of a chemical signal [55]. Thus
it is difficult to distinguish the individual response of each transducer to WSS,
as different transducers are activated nearly simultaneously (in comparison to
the time-scale of the biological response). Given the many different biochemical
signalling and gene and protein expression responses to WSS, it is unlikely that
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a single central transducer is dominating overall EC mechanotransduction [7];
or if there is a dominant transducer, it is unlikely to remain dominant across
different WSS regimes. This lack of a central transducer gives the decentralised model its name. Furthermore, different WSS regimes result in a varying
intracellular force environments, which affects the EC response. It has been suggested that the heterogeneous phenotypic response to disturbed flow is caused
by heterogeneous internal forces (mechanotransmission). These forces activate
a larger variety of different candidate transducers (compared to laminar flow),
which then causes the overall EC response to be complex and heterogenous. The
majority of these components are mechanically coupled [71]; thus it is likely
that components mechanically interact with one another during mechanotransmission, particularly as adaptive remodelling of sub-cellular components can
affect the forces experienced in the entire cell. There may also be interaction
between the mechanotransduction response of each sub-cellular component, and
this interaction may be constructive, destructive (counteracting effects) and/or
non-linear [72]. In summary, the two processes of mechanotransmission and
transduction are interconnected. The sub-cellular components involved in either
processes are likely to interact, leading to complex overall response to WSS.
We now present a brief summary of sub-cellular EC components and organelles that are potential direct mechanotransducers of WSS (see Fig. 2.2, [69]) or
that affect the mechanical stability and mechanotransmission of flow-induced
WSS. Mechanotransmission is also affected by EC morphology, hence adaptive remodelling of these sub-cellular components has a significant impact on
mechanotransmission, and subsequently, mechanotransduction.

2.1.1.2

Nucleus

The nucleus contains the genetic material of the cell. In addition to its role in gene
and protein expression, the nucleus is significantly stiffer than the cytoplasm,
and affects the mechanical stability of the cell [73, 74]. Because the nucleus
lies approximately centrally within a cell, it requires mechanotransmission to
occur before it will respond to WSS [55]. Mechanotransmission of force from
WSS to the nucleus likely occurs along the cytoskeleton: the nuclear scaffolds,
nucleoli, and chromatin are attached to the cytoskeletal filaments, which in turn
were attached to integrins [71, 75]. Experimental evidence for this includes the
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fluid shear stress
primary cilium

Other surface transducers:
glycocaylx, caveolae, G-proteins, ion channels
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Nucleus

extracellular matrix
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the decentralised model of endothelial mechanotransduction of WSS. Flow-induced WSS acts on the cell, activating surface
transducers. However, due to mechanotransmission of force into the cell along
the cytoskeleton (red arrows), transducers located throughout the entire cell
are also activated. Thus, overall EC mechanotransduction is the aggregate
response of all activated transducers.

observation of immediate re-arrangement of the cytoskeleton and nucleolus
when force was applied to integrins: nucleoli were pulled further apart from one
another, and individual nucleoli were internally re-arranged [71]. Furthermore,
when integrins were pulled during mitosis, the spindle axis rotated, and chromosomes were partially separated [76]. Therefore, mechanotransmission is affected
by the initial geometry of the cell, nucleus and cytoskeleton, attachment with
other neighbouring cells and the substrate (via integrins) [55] and the material
properties of the cytoskeleton, nucleus and cytoplasm [71, 77].
The propagated force has a direct effect on the spatial orientation of nuclear
components. This significant because spatial organisation affects a number of
nuclear processes including: DNA replication, transcription and translocation
of nuclear proteins [78]. Therefore, transmitted force affects the spatial orientation of the nucleus and may directly regulate gene and protein expression [78].
Postulated mechanisms for how this occurs include chromatin recombination,
nuclear matrix distortion, nuclear transport and DNA melting [55].
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Cytoskeleton

The cytoskeleton provides mechanical stability to the cell [79], regulates cell
motility [79] and acts as an internal scaffold to enable internal cell metabolic
processes [56]. The cytoskeleton is comprised of three distinct components:
actin, microtubules and intermediate filaments. Each component has different
mechanical behaviour: in ECs actin forms three sub-structures [80]: 1) actin crosslinking of spectrin within the membrane cytoskeleton; 2) the actin cortex; and,
3) actin-myosin stress fibres, which are tension bearing and tension generating
[81, 82]. In contrast, microtubules support compression in the cell, and are
observed to buckle under the force [83, 84]. Intermediate filaments bear tension
during large cell deformations[56, 62].
These components are interconnected and act as a pervasive scaffold that extends
throughout the cell. Therefore, (as earlier evidenced with the nucleus) the
cytoskeleton allows long-range force propagation [56] from the cell surface
throughout the cell at rapid speeds [55]. Hence, the cytoskeleton is a key aspect
of mechanotransmission and the decentralised model. A number of different
approaches have been used to model this mechanical behaviour (see Section 2.3.2
for further discussion). Aside from its significance in mechanotransmission, the
cytoskeleton may directly affect mechanotransduction by changing the relative
position of regulatory molecules that are associated with cytoskeletal filaments
[56]. The cytoskeleton is physically coupled to both the extracellular matrix
(ECM), through focal adhesions, and other cells, through cadherins, selectins
and cell-adhesion molecules (CAMs) [56].
The overall mechanical rigidity of the cell depends on all three components:
actin, microtubules and intermediate filaments. This is evident from studies
that have destabilised cytoskeletal components chemically: disruption of either
the actin, microtubules or intermediate filaments results in a decrease in overall
cell stiffness [61, 85]. Each component is organised differently within the cytoskeleton. Actin comprises part of the membrane skeleton, which stabilises the
plasma membrane and helps regulate membrane shape [80]. Actin also forms
the actin cortex (also called the cortical actin rim), a structure just below the membrane skeleton which functions to regulate plasma membrane behaviour, and
cell signalling [80]. Furthermore, actin forms stress fibres: long filaments that are
tension bearing and tension generating, actin stress fibres are a key component
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of cytoskeletal strength [82]. In ECs, there are three types of actin stress fibres:
ventral stress fibres, which are the most abundant, lie near the basal surface of
the cell, and are tethered at each end to the ECM via focal adhesions; dorsal
stress fibres, which are only tethered at one end by focal adhesions; and, a third
fibre type which inserts into adherens junctions, linking adjacent cells together
[82]. Tension is generated by stress fibres [58], with a force of 5.5 nN/µm2 acting
on the focal adhesions [82]. At a whole cell level, this prestress can be observed
in ECs cultured on flexible gels, release of these cells prompts contraction [56].
Under the tensegrity model of cell mechanical behaviour, increasing prestress of
the cytoskeleton causes the cell stiffness to increase [56], and respond rapidly to
external force [83]. Given that the cell is able to modulate the prestress [86], this
may be a mechanism by which ECs regulate stiffness.
Microtubules originate from the microtubule-organising centre near the nucleus.
They form a cage-like structure around the nucleus [18], and spread outwards
through the periphery. Microtubules are not directly connected to the plasma
membrane [80]. Microtubules resist the tension from actin stress fibres: microtubules buckling and breakage increases with increasing tension in the actin
stress fibres. Furthermore, microtubules straighten when cytoskeletal tension is
removed [83, 87, 88].
The role of intermediate filaments on overall mechanical stability is more complex. It has been argued that intermediate filaments are too flexible to significantly contribute to mechanical stability during typical cell adhesion and motility
[89]. However, a role for intermediate filaments in resisting large deformations
has been demonstrated [56, 62]. Furthermore, application of large stress triggers
stiffening of intermediate filaments to resist the stress [62, 89, 90, 91]. Additionally, intermediate filaments form a protein complex named LINC: linker
of nucleoskeleton and cytoskeleton complex. LINC forms the mechanical connection between the cytoplasm and cytoplasmic cytoskeleton, and the nucleus
[92, 93].
Each of the three cytoskeletal components are highly interconnected. Actin stress
fibres can directly cross link to microtubules, or be indirectly linked through
third-party proteins [80]. Similarly, actin stress fibres are also directly [94] and
indirectly [95] connected to intermediate filaments. Furthermore, intermediate
filaments directly cross link to microtubules as well as forming indirect connections [96].
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Applied force causes remodelling of actin, microtubules and intermediate filaments, and the cytoskeleton as a whole [18, 54]. Given that the function of the
cytoskeleton is to maintain the structural integrity of the cell, flow remodelling of
the overall cell shape is closely related to remodelling of the cytoskeleton. Actin
stress fibres remodel in response to force: a loss of tension prompts stress fibre
disassembly [82]. Furthermore, static cells have no preferential fibre direction.
Application of uni-axial stretching caused stress fibres and the entire cell to reorientate perpendicular to the stretch direction [97]. This re-orientation occurred
even when microtubules were chemically destabilised. This suggests that of
the components of the cytoskeleton, actin remodelling plays the biggest role
in dictating the change in cytoskeleton structure and overall cell morphology
[79]. Different WSS elicits different remodelling responses in actin. Laminar
flow causes stress fibres to thicken, and orientate in the flow direction along
the central region of the cell. Additionally, prominent fibres formed at the periphery of the cell. In contrast, disturbed flow caused fibres to locate mainly at
the periphery of the cell, with the occasional cell have a complete or partial
lose of stress fibres [42]. Furthermore, Galbraith et al. demonstrated that the
cytoskeletal remodelling response to WSS is dependent on exposure time [18].
Within 3 hours, cells elongated and increased the amount of stress fibres. After 6
hours of flow exposure the cytoskeleton became less concentrated around the
periphery, and the nucleus and microtubule centres were typically found in the
upstream region of the cell. After 12 hours cells elongated and oriented in the
flow direction, along with stress fibres. This indicates the highly dynamic nature
of cytoskeletal modelling.
Chiu et al. found microtubules to be distributed relatively uniformly throughout the cell with the exception of a concentration near the nucleus, in static
conditions. Laminar flow with high WSS caused microtubules to align in the
flow direction, with linear organisation. Conversely, disturbed flow caused a
randomly organised microtubule spatial distribution [42]. Galbraith et al. demonstrated that exposure to laminar flow caused variable density of microtubules
around the nucleus, depending on the length of exposure to flow. The long term
remodelling effect was to orientate the cell parallel to the flow direction [18].
Laminar flow has a similar effect on intermediate filaments, causing alignment
in the flow direction and increasing density around the nucleus [18]. Furthermore, single intermediate filaments respond to force ( applied with atomic force
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microscopy) by extending on average 260% up to a maximum of 360% of their
original length [62, 91]. This extension is coupled with strain hardening, where
the filaments contract in diameter by a factor of 4 [62, 89].

2.1.1.4

Focal adhesion complexes

Focal adhesion complexes (FACs) are comprised of clusters of integrins (which
bind to the ECM) connected to actin-binding proteins (such as vinculin, talin,
paxillin, α-actinin), thereby linking the ECM with the entire cytoskeleton [56, 98].
Thus FACs are the mechanically connection between the substrate and the cell,
and have a key role in the mechanical stability of the cell, adhesion to the
ECM and mechanotransmission [70]. This mechanical connection has been
illustrated experimentally: magnetic beads were bound directly to integrins,
and a magnetic field was applied, thereby applying direct force to integrins.
In response, the stiffness increased, however, this response was inhibited by
chemical destabilising of the cytoskeleton [99]. This indicates that the mechanical
connection between cytoskeleton and FACs is pathway of mechanotransmission.
FACs also have a direct role in mechanotransduction through focal adhesion
kinase (FAK). FAK is an enzyme that concentrates in focal adhesions [100] and
binds to integrins [101]. FAK is associated to MAPKs [67], extracellular signalregulated kinase (ERK) and c-Jun NH2 -terminal kinase (JNK): enzymes that
are involved in the regulation of inflammatory pro-atherosclerotic genes (see
Table 2.1). Application of WSS to bovine aortic ECs caused an increase kinase
activity of FAK, thereby affecting the activity of associated enzymes [68, 101].
Furthermore, integrins mediate the flow-induced activation of FLK-1 [65, 66], a
receptor for vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). VEGF is associated with
the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis [102] and, in the latter stages of the disease,
increases the rate of atherosclerotic plaque development [103].
FACs are distributed throughout the basal surface of the cell, and vary in area
[16, 104]. They undergo remodelling in response to WSS: FACs align in the
flow direction, and consolidated into fewer larger FACs compared to static
controls [105]. Furthermore, WSS prompts a change in spatial distribution, with
more FACs at the periphery in flow versus static ECs [18]. Another important
flow-induced remodelling response is the integrin-mediated formation of actin
filaments and stress fibres [106, 107].
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Primary cilium

The primary cilium is an organelle present on many cell types in the human body
[108]. In ECs, the primary cilium is a rod-like appendage with variable length
(2-15 µm) that extends from the apical surface of the cell, in to the blood stream
[109]. The base of the primary cilia is tethered to the cell, possibly through the
micro-tubule organising centre [13, 14], although the mechanical linkage is not
completely known. Each EC only expresses a maximum of one primary cilium
[41, 110].
There is significant variation in cilia incidence (percentage of cells that express
a cilia) between EC types, and in different WSS types. Importantly, among the
postulated transducers of WSS, the primary cilium has the unique property of
being preferentially expressed in regions that are exposed to low or oscillatory
WSS (and absent from regions typified of high steady WSS) [10, 15, 111] . This
variation in cilia incidence is one of the major challenges of examining the
role of primary cilia in EC mechanotransduction: it is difficult to consistently
culture cells to express a cilium, which also confounds detection and imaging of
the cilia. Additionally, this spatial pattern of cilia incidence motivates further
study of this organelle: cilia incidence coincides with regions of the vasculature
that are prone to atherosclerosis. Furthermore, primary cilia dysfunction is
postulated to be a cause of cardiovascular disorders including hypertension, the
development of aneurysms and Bardet-Biedl syndrome [112]. Furthermore, it has
been speculated that primary cilia represent a restorative attempt to adjust the EC
phenotype away from the athero-susceptible state caused by low and oscillatory
WSS [63], although further study is needed to conclusively demonstrate this.
Therefore, primary cilia are given particular focus in this thesis due to their
possible role as mechanotransducers involved in atherosclerosis [15].
The role of the cilia as a mechanotransducer of WSS can be divided into two categories: firstly, as a direct bio-chemical transducer, secondly, as a force amplifier
that increases the forces experienced by other transducers in the cell. Examples
of the cilia functioning as a direct transducer, include the presence of several
stress-sensitive proteins on the cilia surface, such as polycistin-1 and -2 [110, 113],
that facilitate intracellular calcium and cyclic adenosine monophosphate signalling [114]. Thus it is likely that the primary cilium acts as a standalone WSS
transducer, facilitating direct transduction.
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WSS also produces a torque on the cilium that is transmitted into the cell via
the microtubule organising centre and cytoskeleton. Therefore, primary cilia
may also play a role in amplifying intracellular forces, facilitating mechanotransmission. Before this hypothesis can be tested the magnitude of torque acting
on the primary cilium must be determined. This is experimentally challenging
at the scales present: Cilia are ∼ 0.2 µm in diameter and less than 8 µm in
length, thus typical fluid shear stresses of less than 1 Pa result in drag forces in
the order of nN to pN. Similar magnitude forces are present in flow-induced
intra-cellular mechanotransmission. These forces also vary at sub-micron length
scales [115, 116], making them difficult to quantify experimentally.
Computational modelling is another useful method for understanding the role
of the primary cilium in mechanotransduction: evidence for the primary cilium
as a force amplifier has been found in a number of mechanical model studies
(see Section 2.3.4 for further discussion). Standalone models of the primary
cilium have been used to estimate that the force transferred from a fluid into
the primary cilium is in the order of 10-100 pN [117, 118]. This force is sufficient
to disrupt the cytoskeleton [119] and is only an order of magnitude below the
maximum internal stresses produced by fluid-induced WSS acting on the entire
EC, which is on the order of less than 5000 pN for WSS of less than 1 Pa [16].
These calculations suggest that primary cilia could have a significant effect on
force transmission within ECs. Additionally, Hierck et al. demonstrated that the
expression of a range of stress-related genes is affected by both the stabilising
and destabilising of the microtubular connection between cilia and cytoplasm
[64]. This suggests a role for the cilium as a force amplifier, as purely biochemical
signalling on the cilia surface would not be affected by this connection.
The primary cilium remodels under flow. Cilia are able to dynamically alter
their length in response to WSS [109], and disassemble in response to high WSS
(>1.5 Pa) [120]. Furthermore, they passively bend in flow and return to their
original configuration upon flow cessation [11]. However, there is evidence for
plastic deformation in the cilium, both in shape and in angle relative to the cell,
suggesting a (possibly passive) remodelling of the cilium in response to WSS.
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Other components

Several other components have also been implicated as mechanotransducers:
ion channels and the plasma membrane [113, 121], GTP binding protein-coupled
receptors (GPCR) [122, 123, 124], caveolae [125, 126], cell-cell junctions and their
associated proteins PECAM-1 and VE-cadherin [18, 54, 127, 128, 129] and the
glycocalyx [130, 131, 132, 133, 134].
Ion channels and the plasma membrane are possible mechanotransducers: several mechano-sensitive ion channels have been identified, such as Polycystin-2,
a calcium channel located on the primary cilium that mediates an increase in
intracellular nitric oxide in response to WSS [113]. Another example is the hyperpolarisation of the EC membrane in response to WSS [121]. This polarisation
creates a gradient to drive extracellular calcium in to the cell [70].
Exposure to WSS causes GPCR activation within 1 second [122], subsequently
stimulating an increase in GTPase activity that is dependent on the magnitude of
WSS [123]. G-protein activity regulates ERK and JNK, hence GPCRs potentially
have a role in mechanotransduction of WSS [135]. GPCRs also exhibit flowinduced conformational remodelling in response to WSS [124].
Caveolae are invaginations of the plasma membrane forming a membrane microdomain. This domain acts as a site for a number of mechano-sensitive receptors
and signalling molecules [70], and the density of caveolae increases in response
to WSS exposure [125, 126]. Furthermore, caveolae are involved in the integrinmediated formation of actin stress fibres in response to WSS [107].
Adjacent ECs are connected together through cell-cell junctions (also known as
intracellular junctions) that mediate para-cellular permeability, an important
function of the EC [129]. Adherens-junctions are a subtype of cell-cell junctions
that are composed of VE-cadherin connected to the actin component of the
cytoskeleton. Adherens-junctions play an important role in mechanotransmission of force from adjacent cells, as demonstrated experimentally: Ueki et al.
pulled an EC in a confluent monolayer with a glass microneedle. They were
able to detect tension, reorientation and remodelling in neighbouring cells and
their cytoskeletons [128]. VE-cadherin remodels in response to WSS as evidenced by both in vivo and in vitro studies: in the descending thoracic aorta and
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abdominal aorta (laminar flow regions) VE-cadherin distribution is stronger
around the border of the cell compared to its distribution in ECS at the aortic
arch and opposite flow dividers (disturbed flow regions). Miao et al. found that
in vitro VE-cadherin in static cells concentrated at the border, but this concentration became intermittent when disturbed flow was applied. Pulsatile flow
also caused this intermittent response, but borders became continuous when
flow was extended [127]. Given the role of VE-cadherin in maintaining the structural integrity of cell-cell contacts [136], this remodelling may have a significant
impact on mechanotransmission. Aside from this role in mechanical stability
and force transmission, cell-cell junctions can act as mechanotransducers: a
number of cell-cell junction-associated molecules are activated by WSS, such as
platelet-endothelial cellular adhesion molecule-1 (PECAM-1) [128]. PECAM-1
is phosphorylated when exposed to ECs, causing binding with the protein Src
homology 2-containing tyrosine phosphatase-2 (SHP-2) [137]. SHP-2 is involved
in neointima formation and the activation of MAPKs [138], therefore there is a
link between atherosclerosis and cell-cell junction-mediate mechanotransduction
[139]. Additionally, PECAM-1 is also associated with integrins [139, 140].
The gylcocalyx is the surface layer of ECs with a thickness of around 0.1 to
1 µm [131]. It contains a number of membrane-bound macro-molecules, the
composition of which is actively regulated in healthy cells. Conversely, in
pathogenic conditions the glycocalyx can disintegrate [130]. A number of the
glcocalyx molecules are demonstrated to be mechanotransducers such as hepran
sulfate proteoglycans [132] and hyaluronic acid glycoaminoglycans [133]. The
glycocalyx may also affect the reorganisation of the actin cytoskeleton in response
to WSS, thereby affecting mechanotransmission [134]. Computational models
have demonstrated that removal of the glycocalyx affects the forces acting on
stress fibres attached to adherens-junctions [53].
In summary, many subcellular components and organelle have been associated
with mechanotransmission and transduction of WSS in ECs. While dysfunction of some of these sub-cellular components have been linked to disease, it is
still not completely understood how an inflammatory pathogenic endothelial
phenotype at the cellular or tissue level is caused by these sub-cellular components. A key step towards understanding this is to determine the force acting on
each transducer. In other words, to quantify mechanotransmission of WSS and
changes in WSS, particularly disturbed or oscillatory WSS.
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Candidates for shear stress sensors.
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Figure 2.2: Candidates for shear stress sensors. Ion channels, various types of ion channels
including K+ channels, Cl− channels, and Ca2+ channels have been shown to be shear stress
responsive. Tyrosine kinase receptor (TKR): rapid phosphorylation of VEGFR2 occurs in response
to shear stress in a ligand-independent manner. GPCRs: G-protein-coupled receptors and Gprotein itself have been shown to be activated by shear stress. Caveola: caveolae, membrane
microdomains containing a variety of receptors, ion channels, and signalling molecules, and
their component protein, caveolin-1, have been demonstrated to be involved in shear-stress
sensing and response mechanisms. Adhesion proteins: various adhesion proteins located at sites
of cell-cell and cell-matrix attachment are subjected to tension under shear stress and respond to
it, resulting in the activation of downstream signal transduction pathways. Integrin, PECAM-1,
and VE-cadherin are such adhesion proteins. Cytoskeleton: the cytoskeleton is responsible for
cell shape regulation and its components such as actin filament and microtubule may directly
sense mechanical forces that deform cells. Glycocalyx: the random-coiled glycocalyx unfolds
into a filament structure under flow conditions, and this conformational change affects the
local concentrations and transport of ions, amino acids, and growth factors, or triggers signal
transduction via the intracellular core protein of the glycocalyx. Primary cilia: deflection of
the primary cilia caused by flow is detected by PC1 and PC2, two transmembrane proteins.
Shear stress induces an influx of extracellular Ca2+ via PC2, a member of the TRP ion channel
family. Plasma membrane: the plasma membrane itself may function as a shear stress sensor.
It seems possible that shear-stress-induced changes in the physical properties of the plasma
membrane lead to activation of various membrane-associated molecules and microdomains.
Figure from Ando J, Yamamoto K. Flow detection and calcium signaling in vascular endothelial
cells. Cardiovascular Research. 2013; 99:p262. Figure 1. By permission of Oxford University
Press.
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Quantifying endothelial mechanotransduction

Under the decentralised model framework, a complete understanding of EC
mechanotransduction requires the measurement of both the transduction and
transmission processes. In the next sections, we summarise methods used to
quantify endothelial mechanotransduction and transmission, to identify gaps in
the literature and motivate this research. Conceptually, methods of quantifying
EC mechanotransduction involves culturing ECs or isolating them in vivo, applying forces on to the cells and then measurement of the phenotypic response of
cells to said force.
Traditionally, in vitro endothelial studies have cultured cells in 2D: growing cells
in chambers or on plates [16, 141] coated in a soft substrate, such as fibronectin
[74] or gelatin [128, 59, 142, 60]. More recently, 3D cell culture has been shown
to be more similar to in vivo tissue than 2D in vitro models in a range of cell
types. Particularly, in the areas of cell viability, proliferation and migration,
differentiation, response to stimuli, gene expression and protein synthesis, morphology and general cell function [143]. Hence, the future trend is towards 3D
culture, despite the increased difficulty of implementation. In the case of ECs, 3D
culture can be achieved by seeding suspensions of ECs within a collagen gel. The
ECs then form networks with similar morphology to microvascular circulation
[144]. Alternatively, specific microvascular geometries can be created out of
hydrogels, either with injection moulding [145], bio-printing, soft lithography
or photopatterning [146]. ECs seeded in suspension within such structures will
form continuous monolayers [145].
It should be noted that the endothelial model is likely to have a less pronounced
difference between 2D and 3D culture than other cell types: in vivo ECs form a
monolayer [4] unlike, for instance, osteocytes which exist in a 3D matrix [147].
Furthermore, WSS is the central mechanical cue in endothelial cells; WSS acts
on the apical surface of the EC [5], and can be replicated using a 2D culture.
Conversely, controlling the WSS that the cells experience is much more difficult
in 3D culture. Hence a number of recent studies still use 2D culture methods
[128, 59, 142, 60, 148, 74, 149].
There are a number of force application methods that are employed in studying the endothelium. These include: flow of culture media or blood, driven
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by parallel plate flow chambers [45, 60, 150], peristaltic pumps [151], cone and
plate pumps [152, 149], rotating disk flow chambers [153, 154], or hydrostatic
pressure perfusion [155]; micro-pipette aspiration [156, 157], or cell prodding
[158]; magnetic bead twisting or electromagnetic tweezers [58, 59, 141]; atomic
force microscopy [159, 160, 161]; substrate stretching [81, 97, 162, 163, 164]; optical tweezers; or a combination of the above [149]. A key variable in each of
these methods is the spatial resolution of applied force: application of flow and
substrate stretching are examples of “global” applied force: the entire cell (and
indeed, most of the neighbouring cells) experiences a force. Atomic force microscopy, magnetic bead aspiration, micro-pipette aspiration and optical tweezers
allow local forces to be applied with finer spatial and force magnitude resolution, although due to mechanotransmission it is not possible to only perturb an
isolated small part of the cell. Another important consideration is the time and
spatial variation of the applied force. Disturbed and oscillatory flow is of interest
due to association with disease: many of the flow systems have been designed
with this in mind, to allow complex temporal (oscillatory, periodic, sinusoidal)
and spatial (laminar ranging to turbulent or reversed, with different wavefronts,
such as plug, Womersley or laminar) variation of flow.
Methods of measuring the phenotypic and genetic response of ECs to WSS are
well established and will not be covered in depth here (see Davies et al. for
further discussion [5, 165]). Some more commonly used methods include using RNA isolation in conjunction with qPCR, as well as western blotting and
immunoprecipitation [64, 67, 110, 113, 124, 127, 166, 167, 168]. A key point is
that the phenotypic response of ECs can be measured with fine spatial resolution: specific vessels [169] or even a single cell [170] can be isolated using laser
microdissection, and their genetic material amplified to allow quantification of
the phenotype. Cytosolic calcium transients can be measured using calcium
specific dyes (such as Fura-2 acetoxymethyl ester) in conjunction with time-lapse
or video microscopy [110, 113]. Intracellular nitric oxide can also be quantified
using a similar approach with NO-sensitive probes such as 4-amino-5-methylamino-2’,7’difluorofluorescein [110]. A key feature of these methods is that the
biochemical signalling response of individual cells can be examined at micro
second and sub-micro meter resolutions in real time. single ECs can be isolated.
Hence current experimental methods are sufficient to quantify the aggregate cell
response to WSS.
Of particular note is the implicit approach to quantify the mechanotransduction
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response of a particular transducer. This involves removing a particular transducer using mutant knock-out models, RNA interference, or chemical agents,
then comparing the WSS response of the altered cell against the response of
a wild type/untreated cell. Thus the abolished transducer’s function can be
implicitly determined. Examples of this include using RNA interference (siRNA)
to inhibit Pkd2 mRNA, thereby preventing the formation of polycystin-2, a calcium channel on primary cilia [113]. Thus the effect of polycystin-2 could be
determined [113]. Another example is the removal of cilia with chloral hydrate
to implicitly determine the contribution of the cilium on Krüppel-like factor 2
(KLF-2) expression [64]. An advantage of this method is that the contribution of
a particular transducer can be separated from the aggregate cell response.

2.3

Quantifying endothelial mechanotransmission

Studies of mechanotransmission use similar methods of force application as
described earlier (Section 2.2). Methods for quantifying endothelial mechanotransmission can be broadly classed into two approaches: direct experimental
measurement and computational modelling. These approaches are complementary: experimental studies often employ computational modelling to infer results
from their measurements. For instance, Vargas-Pinto et al. used AFM to determine the indentation depth of the AFM tip into the EC cortex [171]. The applied
force needed to make the indentation is known [171], thus they estimated the
stiffness of the cell cortex, using a finite element model of the tip geometry and a
small region of the cell.
Conversely, experimental measurement can be used to validate computational
model predictions. For instance, Pakravan et al. used a two-dimensional model
to simulate flow remodelling of an EC population under both flow-induced
WSS and cyclic stretch [172]. They compared their model predictions against a
number of experimental studies that examined morphology in different WSS
conditions [46, 45, 173] and cyclic stretch [174]. Another example is the study by
Caille et al. They used a finite element model of a nucleated EC deforming under
compression between two plates. The model results were compared against
micrographs from an experimental setup, whereby cultured ECs were deformed
between two plates, and the stiffness of the cell was determined. Therefore,
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modelling does not replace experimental approaches but instead provides a
platform to help interpret experimental data. Indeed, imaging data of primary
cilia/whole ECs is effectively used to define the spatial input of the model as
well as verifying the model outputs.
A key challenge in quantifying endothelial mechanotransmission is the potential
interconnectivity of the subcellular components as postulated by the decentralised model. Indeed, it is not yet fully understood how component interacts with
one another. For instance, standalone cilia mechanical models illustrate that the
cilium may play a role as a force amplifier, but an integrated cilia-cell model
is needed to see to what extent these forces propagate into the cell. However,
it is possible that the force propagation only occurs due to pre-stress in the
cytoskeleton, which in turn, relies on the presence of cell-cell junctions and focal
adhesions. Thus, without including all of these components there is the possibility that an important interaction may be overlooked. However, modelling
all of these subcellular features would substantially increase the complexity of
analysis and the difficulty of numerical validation. Conversely, it also difficult
to experimentally validate any model that does not include all of the aforementioned components, because experimental data is based on cells with all of those
features present and interacting.
Both direct experimental measurement and computational modelling approaches
will now be discussed in more detail.

2.3.1

Direct experimental measurement of endothelial
mechanotransmission

Mechanotransmission has been experimentally measured using a number of
approaches. Ueki et al. used a direct imaging approach, whereby cytoplasmic
and nucleus dyes were applied to HUVECs, resulting in a speckled pattern. Flow
was applied to the HUVECs, and the resulting intracellular cell displacement
field was obtained by performing image correlation analysis on images of the deformed and undeformed cell. Finite-element models were then used to calculate
the strain from the displacement field [142]. A similar direct imaging approach
was used to quantify strain in a single stress fibre, using transfected ECs instead
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of dyes [60]. There are a number of other methods that can used to visualise
components of the cell [175], but all of these are classed as direct imaging approaches. The advantages of direct imaging to quantify mechanotransmission is
that the effect of a number of different flow conditions can be rapidly assessed.
Furthermore, the methods used to quantify mechanotransmission are compatible
with chemical agents, so the implicit approach can be readily used to estimate
the mechanotransmission effect of a specific transducer. The disadvantages of
this method are that image correlation also requires the magnitude of motions to
be approximately known so that the interrogation window size can be specified,
and is less effective if the displacement field is heterogenous. Furthermore,
due to overlapping spectra of fluorescent dyes/antibodies, the number of subcellular components that can be measured simultaneously is limited. Another
limitation is that direct imaging cannot quantify stress concentration (although
this can be estimated with a mechanical model analysis based on experimental
measurements [176]).
Another method for directly measuring mechanotransmission is laser microdissection [177]. Kumar et al. used a laser to sever individual stress fibres, whilst
measuring the force applied onto the ECM by the cell using traction force microscopy. They found that stress fibres retract gradually after being severed,
suggesting a pre-stress tension and viscoelastic response. Thus, they were able
to estimate tension on each fibre. Furthermore, they found that cells cultured on
stiff substrates would not change shape substantially even when several fibres
were severed. In contrast, when a single stress fibre was cut in cells cultured on
compliant substrates, the entire cell would undergo cytoskeletal rearrangement
to a new force balance, causing ECM retraction far from the fibre that was cut.
The advantage of this method is that the stresses and strains in individual fibres
can be estimated. The disadvantage is that cut fibres (and geometry of the cell)
are irreversibly altered during the measurement process, confounding the measurement of subsequent fibres after the initial cut. Furthermore, it is difficult to
combine the experimental methods with application of flow.
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Quantifying endothelial mechanotransmission through
computational modelling

Computational models are the second approach for quantifying EC mechanotransmission. They require as input: a spatial representation of the cell, material
properties governing the behaviour of the cell, and boundary conditions. The
latter two inputs are obtained using experimental measurement, as previously
described. Models can be classed as either idealized or image-informed, depending on the spatial representation cell. In this section, we define a classification
system for computational models of endothelial mechanotransmission. We then
discuss in more detail the published EC models. Because of the relationship
between primary cilia, disturbed WSS and atherosclerosis, we will also summarise computational studies of the primary cilium.

2.3.2.1

Classes of computational models of the EC

• Idealized models versus image-informed models
Idealised geometry models typically represent the cell as a simple geometric shape, such as a hemisphere or a simple polygon. Such a representation
has a lower computational cost, which is preferred for models considering sophisticated sub-cellular contact dynamics, or discrete modelling
of the cytoskeleton network [53, 178, 179]. Image-informed models have
a geometry based on micrograph images of a cell. An image-informed
model based on a single cell is known as a cell-specific model. Imageinformed models typically have a higher computational cost to represent
the cell. They have been used to demonstrate that heterogeneity of either
cellular material properties or morphology has an effect on overall cell
mechanotransmission [16, 180].
• Continuum versus discrete models
Continuum models of the cell operate by the principle that the smallest
length scale of interest is significantly larger than the finer structures within
the cell. For instance, a region of the cell can be approximated as linear
elastic and homogeneous, using a continuum approach [16]. In reality,
within that region there is the interaction of many subcellular components,
which in turn, behave as the aggregate of molecular interactions of proteins.
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However, as long as the bulk behaviour of the region is of interest, the
continuum model is satisfactory. In contrast, discrete explicitly consider
subcellular organelle and filaments/components of the organelles. For
the purposes of our classification we define discrete as indicating models
that incorporate representation of the individual cytoskeletal (and other
subcellular) components. The advantage of the continuum approach is
the ability to consider cell-specific geometries and complex morphologies
through discretisation. The disadvantage of the continuum model is that
the aggregate modelling approach may not be able to capture the aggregate
mechanical behaviour of the cell, if the finer scale effects dominate overall
behaviour. For instance, a pre-stressed cytoskeleton increases stiffness
of the entire cell, and anisotropy in material properties, until a strain is
achieved and the cytoskeleton de-polymerises. Such behaviour occurs at
a resolution below the continuum model of the cell: in this instance the
continuum model will not capture the mechanical behaviour of the cell.
• Compressible vs imcompressible models
Continuum models can also be further categorised by their compressibility.
This material property is quantified by the Poisson’s ratio, the ratio of transverse to axial strain, imcompressible materials having a Poission’s ratio of
0.5 (or 0.49 to allowing stability of numerical solvers). There is not a consensus in the compressibility of ECs, with a number of continuum models
using either formulation (compressible: [12, 16, 61, 178]; imcompressible:
[53, 73, 74, 141, 171, 179]).
• Finite-element method versus non-finite element method models
Finite element methods are a class of numerical methods for solving partial differential equations. In the context of cellular biomechanics, finiteelement method represents a modelling approach that integrates: 1) a
spatial representation of the cell that is discretised in to elements; 2) boundary conditions that represent how the cell interacts with the environment.
For instance, a fixed displacement (u=0) boundary condition can be used
to represent a cell focally adhered to the substrate. Finally, 3) constitutive
equations that describe the mechanical behaviour of the cell (and subcellular components) in response to force. Closely linked to the previous point,
finite-element method is generally used in continuum models, whereas
purely discrete models generally use other numerical implementations.
Recently, a few models have used a mixture of discrete and continuum
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elements to represent the cell [12, 178]. These mixed models are still able to
be solved using the finite-element method.
• 3D versus non-dimensional models
The computational cost of 3D models is typically higher than that of 2D or
other dimensional models, requiring more elements (in the case of finiteelement models). Hence, if the observed mechanical behaviour of the cell
can be captured with a 2D model, then 2D is preferred. For instance, Vargas Pinto et al. were examining how AFM measurements of EC stiffness
were affected by the geometry of the AFM tip [171]. Because the tips are
axisymmetric and they were interested in the near cell region, they were
able to simplify the model to two dimensions. Caille et al. modelled the
compression behaviour of an EC between two-plates. Because the cell was
imaged side-on to the compression, the deformations were observed in two
dimensions, hence a 2D model was used [73]. Furthermore, a wide range
of material properties were simulated to fit the model to the observed deformations, so the reduced computational cost of a 2D model was preferred.
However, there are instances when 3D models are required. For instance,
Yamada et al. was interested in the cell deformation behaviour at different
cell heights during stretching [74]. Because they imaged stretched cells in
3D, a 3D finite element analysis was required to fit the deformations.
• Cytoskeletonised models versus non-cytoskeletonised models
Cytoskeletonised models refer to models containing discrete elements to
represent the cytoskeleton. Some continuum models account for the structural rigidity provided by the skeleton, without explicitly modelling it.
This is achieved by increased bulk modulus of the continuum, compared
to estimates of cytoplasm stiffness. However, these are not classed as cytoskeletonised models. A benefit of cytoskeletonised models is the ability to
integrate spatial data of the cytoskeleton. Additionally regions of the cell
are reinforced, and there is significant anisotropy in cells aligned to flow
- this behaviour can be captured with a cytoskeletonised model. Furthermore, there is evidence that the rapid propagation of force along the far
stiffer (compared to rest of the cell) cytoskeleton cannot be captured by a
non-cytoskeletonised model. A limitation is the increased computational
cost and complexity of the model. Additionally, it is difficult to capture
dynamic remodelling of the cytoskeleton in a mechanical model. Doubtless,
this remodelling affects mechanical behaviour of the cell.
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• Tensegrity versus non-tensegrity models
Tensegrity (coined as a combination of “tension” and “integrity”) is a
concept derived in the fields of art and architecture. It describes a mechanical system whereby non-connected, compression elements are joined
to tension elements. A simple example of tensegrity is a kite, where the
two sticks (compression resisting) that form the cross are not connected,
but instead are held in position by the skin of the kite (tension element).
The stability and compliance of the structure is dependent on the stress
within elements prior to loading, referred to as pre-stress. In the aforementioned example, if the sticks in the kite are not connected, the kite will fall
apart if the skin is not taut. Ingber was the first to postulate tensegrity
in biological cells [8]. Actin filaments are thought to act as tension-only
elements, with microtubules able to resist tension and compression. Thus
tensegrity is a subset of cytoskeletonised models. From a modelling stand
point, tensegrity principles are incorporated by the inclusion of a discrete
cytoskeleton, that can be pre-stressed. Thus, line elements are required that
are able to be specified as compression or tension only, and with pre-stress,
increasing the computational complexity compared to non-tensegrity models.
• Cell-specific versus generative models
Both classes of models are subclasses of image-informed models. Cellspecific (or representative) models are digital representations of specific
cells or sub-cellular components. This approach enables models to be
directly validated through experimental measurement of signals (forces,
signalling etc.) on the cell that the model is based on. Generative models are
virtual cells that are synthesised based on spatial data acquired from a set
of cells. Using this method, the characteristic morphologies of the overall
population are captured using fewer virtual cells than the number that
comprise the population. Generative models have been used to quantify
morphology in a population of cells, albeit in a different cell type. However,
a generative approach has not yet been combined with a computationalbased analysis of EC mechanotransmission of WSS (although Pakravan
et al. have presented what could be described as an inverse-generative
approach which will be discussed in the next section). A potential benefit
of combining these methods is that generative models offer the advantage
of considering the effect of population morphology while maintaining the
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computational efficiency of cell-specific models. Furthermore, a generative
approach is beneficial when both experimental measurement of signals and
imaging of cell morphology cannot be done simultaneously at desirable
resolution.

The wide variety of modelling approaches are due to the distinct advantages
and disadvantages that each type possess. For instance, Ferko et al. estimated
the effect of cellular material inhomogeneities (in the nucleus) and discrete
attachment points (non-homogeneous attachment of the cell) on intracellular
stress in response to WSS [16]. Given their interest in the spatial distribution
of focal adhesions and the nucleus, an image-informed cell specific approach is
better suited than idealised approaches. Also, because the focal adhesions are
distributed in the xy - planes, but the shear stress varies with z, cell height, a 3D
analysis is required. Furthermore, due to the computational cost of modelling
the realistic morphology of the cell, only a single cell was considered (instead of
population morphology). Thus, there are several computational approaches for
studying different aspects of mechanotransmission. Overall, it can be concluded
that computational modelling offers a useful investigative tool for quantifying
EC mechanotransmission of WSS. Fig. 2.3 and Table 2.2 categorise published
EC models using the above framework. We will now present a more detailed
discussion of these published mechanical models.
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Discrete models

Pakravan
et al. 2016

Cell specific
geometry

Zeng et al. 2010
Jean et al. 2005
Dabagh et al. 2014
Barreto et al. 2013

Chapter 4

Cytoskeletonised
Satcher &
Dewey 1996

Khayyeri et al. 2015

Caille et al. 2002
Ferko et al. 2007
Yamada et al. 2010
Satcher et al. 1992
Fung and Liu 1993
Deguchi et al. 2009
Vargas-Pinto et al. 2013

Continuum models

Ultimate aim: A cytoskeletonised
image-informed model, based on
population morphologies with
discrete and continuum elements

Figure 2.3: Classification of models of endothelial cell (EC) mechanotransmission. Red boxes indicate models that consider the effect of population
morphology. Blue boxes indicate models that consider tensegrity principles.
Green boxes indicate models that use non-FEM methods. The ultimate aim
is our prediction of the trend in model advancement: such a model would
incorporate the strengths of the different model categories. It is discussed in
more detail in Chapter 7.

Ref

2D/3D

Satcher et al. 1992
Fung & Liu 1993
Satcher & Dewey 1996
Caille et al. 2002
Jean et al. 2005
Ferko et al. 2007
Dabagh et al. 2014
Zeng et al. 2010
Yamada et al. 2010
Deguchi et al. 2009
Vargas-Pinto et al. 2013
Barreto et al. 2013
Khayyeri et al. 2015
Pakravan et al. 2016
*axi-symmetric

[181]
[182]
[183]
[73]
[179]
[16]
[53]
[141]
[74]
[61]
[171]
[178]
[12]
[172]

3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
2*
3
3
2

Idealized/
cell-specific
idealized
idealized
idealized
cell-specific
idealized
cell-specific
idealized
idealized
cell-specific
idealized
idealized
idealized
idealized
cell-specific

Continuum/
discrete
continuum
continuum
discrete
continuum
both
continuum
both
continuum
continuum
continuum
continuum
both
both
discrete

FEM
yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no

Cyto- Tenseskeleton grity
no
no
no
no
yes
no
no
no
yes
no
no
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
no

Population
morphology
no
no
no
yes
no
no
yes
no
yes
no
no
no
no
yes
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Table 2.2: Classification of EC mechanical models according to whether the modelling approach is 2D or 3D; has a spatial domain based on idealized or
cell-specific geometry; uses a continuum or discrete elements in the model; uses a finite element approach (yes) or an alternative numerical approach
(no); contains an explicit representation of a cytoskeleton (yes) or not (no); considers tensegrity principles (yes) or not (no); and, considers the effect of
population morphology (yes) or not (no).
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State of art of computational models of the EC

In this section we summarise selected examples of computational models of the
EC. Because many published models contain features of several of the classes
described in the previous section (see Fig. 2.3 and Table 2.2), models are categorised in this section as non-finite element, finite element, and tensegrity EC
models. Many of these models are image-informed, and consist of both: 1) an
experimental application of force onto ECs, and 2) a computational simulation
of the applied force as an input to the EC model. The methods of force application include wall shear stress [16, 183], mechanical pressing [73], magnetic
bead pulling [141], atomic force microscope indentation [171], and substrate
stretching [74]. We also review studies of EC internal-force dynamics, as is the
case in self-stabilising tensegrity models. Some of these model types are shown
in Fig. 2.4.

2.3.3.1

Non-finite element models

Fung and Liu [182] modelled the tensile stresses present in the EC membrane
using idealised rectangular-based cellular geometry with embedded spherical
nucleus at the centre. Satcher and Dewey Jr. utilised electron microscopy to
quantify the cytoskeleton of ECs, revealing a resemblance between the actin
distributed throughout the network and synthetic (foam) materials [183]. Thus
the EC cytoskeleton was modelled using open lattice equations previously developed for modelling foam. Experimentally measured constitutive properties
were taken from literature and demonstrated close agreement with model outputs. The same study also examined the effect of parallel versus series alignment
of stress fibres within the cell under shear stress. On the basis of their model,
Satcher and Dewey Jr. were one of the first to suggest that the cytoskeleton plays
a key load-bearing role in cellular mechanotransmission. Non-finite element approaches will continue to valuable modelling tools for describing EC behaviour.
A feature of these formulations is that they are better equipped (compared to
finite element models) to consider more sophisticated contact dynamics between
sub-cellular components and more complex cytoskeletal networks. This is a
trade-off against a reduction in realism of cellular geometries.
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Pakravan et al. [172] have developed a two-dimensional model to simulate morphology of an EC population under both flow-induced WSS and cyclic stretch.
Their model represents an inverse generative approach: rather than starting
with micrographs of EC morphology, and creating a model representation of a
cell, a random idealised cell population is generated and allowed to remodel
according to simple rules. These rules represent the mechanical behaviour of
each sub-cellular component, with each cell containing a cell membrane (initially an approximate circle, containing membrane nodes), an actin filament
network (Voigt viscoelastic element), focal adhesions (Drag coefficient) and cellcell junctions (membrane nodes from neighbouring cells are linked with a spring
and dampener configuration). The nucleus and pre-stretch in the cytoskeleton
were not considered. From the mechanical interactions of these components,
the resulting geometry, both qualitatively and quantitatively, are in agreement
with images of ECs. This was the case whether simulating ECs grown in static
conditions, as well as ECs grown in WSS or cyclic stress or a combination of
both. Their study has two key extensions on the previous body of work: firstly,
both WSS and cyclic stretch are considered simultaneously. Secondly, the model
allows dynamic remodelling of the cell morphology (in particular cytoskeletal
filaments) in response to both WSS and cyclic stretch. This study demonstrates
that the complexity of EC force-induced remodelling emerges as a result of the
net effect of simpler mechanical interactions of the sub-cellular components.

2.3.3.2

Finite element models

Satcher et al. [181] published one of the first EC computational models to investigate observed differences in the structure and function of the EC monolayer in
response to static, laminar, and turbulent flow regimes. Their model consisted
of a wavy surface over which Stokes flow was applied and solved using the
spectral element method.. The waviness of the surface could be varied from
smooth to “bumpy” to simulate, respectively, a flow-aligned EC monolayer and
a turbulent or static flow monolayer.
Subsequently, finite element models have been widely used to study EC mechanotransmission. FEM EC studies typically focus on 1) the role of intra-cellular
components and organelles in force transmission and 2) the measurement and
validation of material properties of EC and its components. These aspects are
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complimentary; empirically-derived material properties provide crucial input
for multi-component models. Such models in turn demonstrate the high sensitivity to material properties that force transmission estimates possess. Several
studies incorporate both aspects. For example, Caille et al. [73] presented a twodimensional model of ECs to estimate material properties and force-transmission
role of both the nucleus and cytoplasm. Cultured bovine aortic ECs were compressed with a micromanipulation plate system and the resulting deformations
were quantified using light microscopy and a CCD camera. A finite element
model was formulated to capture the deformation behaviour. The forces applied
by the micromanipulation plate system were simulated in the model, and the
material properties of the nucleus and cytoplasm were varied until simulations
matched the observed compression profiles. This study illustrated that cellular
deformation is non-linear due purely to the material properties of the cell and not
due to inhomogeneity between nucleus and cytoplasm. They were able to report
an estimate of 5000 Pa and 500 Pa for the elastic modulus of the nucleus and
cytoplasm, respectively. These elastic moduli correspond well with experimental
studies of human umibilical vein cells, with Chouinard et al. [160] reporting
a cytoplasm Young’s modulus of 360±20 Pa and Mathur et al. [184] reporting
a nucleus elastic modulus of 7220±460 Pa. Jean et al. [179] also presented a
two-dimensional nucleated model which, atypically, lacked external forces and
instead considered internal forces in an attempt to capture cellular behaviour during cell-round and migration. This modelling approach is similar to tensegrity
models (described below) that prescribe inherent stresses in the cytoskeleton to
self-stabilize the cell.
Ferko et al. [16] used an image-informed approach to examine the role of focaladhesions on the inter-cellular forces of ECs under flow. They created a cellspecific three-dimensional computational model using calcein to image the cell
membrane and Hoerscht stain to image the nucleus. Constitutive properties were
taken from published experimental measurements. Quantitative total internal
reflection fluorescence microscopy was carried out on GFP-FAK transfected
bovine cells to reveal the location of the focal adhesion for the cell model. These
focal adhesions were subsequently modelled as fixed-displacement boundary
conditions and compared to a model without adhesions (essentially a fixeddisplacement boundary condition applied to the entire basal surface of the cell
which is the approach used in the majority of other FEM studies of adhered cells).
Two separate force application methods were simulated in the model: 1) nominal
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shear stresses of 1 Pa and 2) mechanical bead twisting were simulated in the
model. They found that the inclusion of focal-adhesions to the model increased
the non-homogeneity of stress/strain distributions within the cell as well as
increasing the maximum Von Mises stress from 5 Pa to 38 Pa. These findings
suggest that focal adhesions may play a role in force amplification within the
context of the decentralised model.
Dabagh et al. [53] also examined internal EC force transmission of WSS as postulated by the decentralised model, using a FEM, idealised geometry approach.
Their model consists of a central EC surrounded by six other ECs, thus simulating a confluent monolayer. In addition to the nucleus and focal adhesions, the
central cell is comprised of a glycocalyx, actin cortical layer, intercellular junctions and the stress fibre component of the cytoskeleton. Again, focal adhesions
are modelled as a fixed-displacement boundary, whereas intercellular junctions
in each cell are connected to the junctions in adjacent cells. All structures were
modelled as incompressible neo-Hookean solids. In response to shear stress of 1
Pa, their model predicted 250-600 fold stress amplification in the intercellular
junctions and 175-200 fold stress amplification in the focal adhesions. These
findings support the decentralised model: due to stress transmission and amplification, spatially peripheral mechanotransducers could still be activated —
despite being located at the focal adhesions and intercellular junctions, far below
the apical surface. This study is the first to consider a confluent monolayer, and
incorporates the largest number of intracelular EC features to date.
In contrast to the sub-cellular/organelle focus of the study by Dabagh et al. [53],
FEM methods have also been used to estimate material properties. Notable FEM
applications include measurement of Young’s modulus of an aggregated EC by
magnetic bead pulling cytometry [141], Neo-Hookean behaviour of aggregated
EC by substrate pulling [74] and measurement of Young’s modulus of a multicomponent EC by atomic-force microscopy [61, 171].
Zeng et al. [141] estimated the Young’s modulus of Schlemm’s canal ECs. In this
instance, force was applied using magnetic bead pulling cytometry; a magnetic
field was applied to ferrous beads coated in a synthetic peptide that binds with
cells. The resulting deformations were captured using light-video microscopy.
Each bound bead was modelled as a sphere half-embedded in a cylinder representing the immediate-cell area. Force was prescribed on the bead and the
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Young’s modulus of the cell was iterated until FEM simulations matched that
observed deformations. Although this study did not model an entire EC (instead
focusing on the immediate cell area around the bead) it illustrates the effectiveness of FEM to examine ECs, namely facilitating cell-specific estimation of
Young’s modulus of ∼ 1000-3000 Pa. This estimate is consistent with other EC
types [159].
Yamada et al. [74] quantified non-linear elastic properties of ECs using an imageinformed approach in parallel with FEM. They cultured porcine aortic ECs onto a
stretchable substrate and then used confocal laser-scanning microscopy to image
the cells in both uni-axially stretched and un-stretched configurations. Cellspecific FEM models were generated based on the un-stretched configurations
and the model estimates were compared against the stretched configurations.
They were able to determine that strains in the stretch direction decreased with
distance above substrate, but transverse strains remained largely constant. They
also suggested that neo-Hookean elastic properties are better suited to model
the cytoplasm than linear elasticity.
Atomic-force microscopy (AFM) is another common method employed in measuring material properties. Briefly, AFM consists of a cantilever that indents the
cell a known deformation, causing the cantilever to deflect. This deflection is converted into force, thus AFM provides a measurement of force versus deformation,
and can be used to determine the cellular stiffness [185]. This method of AFM
was observed to produce higher modulus estimates when a sharp cantilever tip
was used instead of a larger spherical tip [171] and this difference was examined
through finite element modelling of ECs. It was suggested that the material
behaviour of the cell-cortex was likely to be the cause of this difference. AFM
can also be used to measure surface topography. This alternative function was
used in-conjunction with FEM to examine the role of the cytoskeleton in vascular
EC force transmission, in particular, the basal-apical axis direction [61]. The actin
stress fibre network (disrupted by cytochalasin D) and microtubule network
(disrupted by nocodazole, stabilised by taxol) were selectively altered using
chemical agents. The effect of these agents on cell height and morphology was
then measured using both scanning AFM and time-lapse light microscopy. They
found that cell height increased when actin was disrupted or when microtubules
were stabilised. Cell height decreased when microtubules were disrupted. To
interpret the results they developed an FEM consisting of a nucleus, cell membrane, cytoplasm, and substrate. While the study utilised idealised geometry,
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and did not model discrete cytoskeletal elements, they examined a wide of
range of material properties used in whole cell modelling including material
stiffness (10, 100, 1000, 10000 kPa), pre-strain representing pre-stress (ranging
from -30% to 30%), Poisson’s ratio (0.2-0.49) and substrate stretching (0-8 µm).
They performed simulations across this range to empirically determine material
properties to recreate observed cell heights (and therefore implicitly recreate
intracellular vertical force balance). This approach differs from previous models
in that no external forces were applied. Instead, internal pre-stresses were considered in the model. Incorporation of a pre-stressed cytoskeleton is a common
trait possessed by the next class of models that we will examine: tensegrity
models.

2.3.3.3

Tensegrity models

The aforementioned models are based on continuum mechanics theory where
force is transmitted continually along the entire cell surface. That theory is suited
for flow-induced WSS cell models where force is applied continually to the
apical surface. Alternatively, Ingber [56] proposed a tensegrity model to capture
certain observed cell characteristics: 1) The cytoskeleton is the main component
of force transmission in the cell, as such is modelled discretely. 2) Cytoskeletal
pre-stress is the primary force in cells at rest; the cytoskeleton of resting cells
is in a state of internal force balance. Thus, these internal pre-stresses must be
included in models of mechanotransmission of external forces. 3) In adherent
cells force is transmitted to basal surface of cell via the extracellular matrix and
cell-cell junctions. The basal surface is focally-adhered and these adhesions form
complexes directly with cytoskeletal fibres, hence force is transmitted discretely
at these points and not continuously across the cell surface. Finally, 4) cells are
self-stabilising and are able to immediately respond to stress [56].
Barreto et al. [178] have developed perhaps the most mechanically advanced
multi-component FEM whole cell model to date, incorporating traditional continuum modelling approaches with tensegrity theory. A finite element framework was employed to combine three distinct computational element types:
1) Three-dimensional hexahedral solid elements (representing the nucleus and
cytoplasm; linear elastic, continuous, homogenous. 2) Two-dimensional beam
elements (representing microtubules in tension and compression with alterable
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pre-stress). 3) two-dimensional truss elements (representing actin stress fibres,
solely in tension with alterable pre-stress). Hence, this study incorporates many
tensegrity principles, but also allows individual cytoskeletal components to
move independently. To verify the model, AFM measurements were performed
on adherent 3T3 and U2OS cells. AFM was also performed on cells treated
with chemical agents to selectively degrade targeted cytoskeletal components.
This cytoskeletal degradation was mimicked in silico, to further verify model
outputs. The AFM force indentation was modelled as a bonded bead on the
surface of the cell that indented 0.5 µm, the same displacement as the AFM
tip. The model had good agreement with AFM measurements and is able to
identify key cellular components in force-transmission due to compression (actin
fibres, actin pre-stress). Although this model is non-EC specific and utilises idealised cellular geometry, its approach will be useful in extending to EC models,
particularly in its incorporation of 1) advanced FEM with both two and threedimensional elements, 2) tensegrity-based pre-stress and 3) verification through
real cell in vitro experiments. Furthermore, the formulation is compatible with
cell-specific geometries, and could be extended to examine fluid-induced WSS
force transmission.

2.3.4

State of art of computational models of the primary
cilium

A number of studies have utilised image-informed computational modelling
to estimate the forces acting on the primary cilia of kidney-epithelial cells
[11, 118, 186, 187]. Work done in the kidney-epithelial cell is of interest to EC researchers due to the similar modelling approaches, and are also summarised here.
We notice a repeating cycle in image-informed cilia models, whereby imaging
advances reveal new cilia-behaviour, which leads to greater model complexity to
account for these observations. For instance the earliest models of primary cilia
sought to capture the bending behaviour of cilia in response to uni-directional
flow. Bending was first detected in kidney tubules using light microscopy, and
later in the vasculature through immunofluorescence. Cilia models were initially
two-dimensional [11], reflecting the computational power available at the time
as well as the observation (then) that such bending occurred in the flow plane.
Subsequent studies have used electron microscopy and immunofluorescence
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with laser-scanning confocal microscopy to identify torsion and other higher
dimensional bending behaviours in cilia [188]. Furthermore, the link between
low oscillatory shear stress and atherosclerosis has become more apparent [3],
prompting studies involving the application of oscillatory flow onto primary
cilia [15]. Oscillatory flow results in higher-order bending behaviour, hence the
emergence of three-dimensional primary cilium models of increasing complexity.
Therefore, primary cilia models have been classed as lower-dimensional or
three-dimensional: The three-dimensional case is almost exclusively modelled
using finite element methods, whereas lower-dimensional models use a range
of numerical formulations. This section exhaustively summarises the currently
published primary cilia mechanical models to our knowledge. These models
generally incorporate fluid WSS and are image-informed. Some of these primary
cilium model types are shown in Fig. 2.4.

2.3.4.1

Lower-dimensional models

Schwartz et al. published the first ever primary cilium model in 1997. They
used an image-informed approach; light microscopy was used to quantify the
deflections of live kidney epithelial cell primary cilia in response to flow in vitro.
Laminar flows with maximum velocity between 0-120 µms−1 were applied. To
model the cilia bending behaviour in response to the flow, Schwartz et al. used
an Euler-Bernoulli beam formulation. The cilium was modelled as a uniformly
rigid, cylindrical cantilevered beam of length varying between 2.5 µm and 5 µm,
within a cylindrical chamber with no end effects:
d2 ϕ
+ k2 cos ϕ = 0
2
ds

(2.1)

where s is distance along beam from free end, ϕ is the angle of slope of the beam
at a point (s) and k is a constant based on material properties, beam size and
shape and beam loading. This equation has no known closed-form solution [189],
and was instead solved numerically, using a heavy elastica boundary condition
which describes beam slope as a function of beam length, load and flexural
rigidity. The flow was simulated as a constant perpendicular drag force applied
to the entire length of the cilia [190]. Flows with identical maximum velocities
(0–120 µms−1 ) were simulated using this model and the flexural rigidity of the
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cilium was iteratively updated until the simulated beam deflections matched the
observed deflections [11].
This approach yielded a flexural rigidity of 3.1±0.8×10−23 Nm2 , an order of
magnitude less stiff than that of motile cilia — providing evidence that the
primary cilium has a unique function and is not merely a evolutionary vestige (a
prevailing theory at the time). Furthermore, the model was able to capture the
one-dimensional bending behaviour of a cilium, as observed by light microscopy.
Subsequently this model was further developed to incorporate three-dimensional
confocal data of living cells in flow, allow initial cilia tilt, initial cilia curvature,
linear drag forces and larger deflections [117], while still being fundamentally
based on Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. This beam equation has also been solved
using an iterative boundary element method [191]. A distinct advantage of this
approach is the accuracy to which large deformations can be predicted compared
to the classic approximations of the Euler-Bernoulli equation.
In 2003, Liu et al. published a model to calculate the torques acting on the cilia
together with a parallel experiment measuring calcium transients in response
to flow in vitro[118]. Flow over a laminar sheet of ciliated kidney tubule cells
was modelled as two-dimensional flow through a porous medium using the
Brinkman equation (protruding cilia represent a porous material, and each
cell has an identical, idealised geometry [192]). Stokes flow was sufficient to
characterise the flow regime (Reynolds number ∼ 10−4 ); Stokes equations were
used to model the velocity field around the cilium and the subsequent drag
and torque. For a cilium of 8 µm in length, the model predicted a bending
moment of 2.44×10−18 Nm and a force of ∼ 11-16 pN acting on the microtubule
pairs within the cilium. Such force, if transmitted into the cell, is sufficient
to disrupt the cytoskeleton [119]. This model was the first to incorporate a
degree of fluid-structure-interaction as well as examining cilium-cilium effects
(for cilia of neighbouring cells). The length and frequency of cilia were based on
immunofluorescence micrographs.
Cilia have also been modelled as slender bodies in Stokes flow [193], making
use of the low Reynolds number and the slender aspect ratio of the cilia (0.01<
e <0.1) to efficiently quantify the flow field around the cilium. Although the
primary cilium was not specifically examined in this study, this approach is
useful for modelling a cilium in isolation. The slender body/Stokes flow cilia
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model has also been used in an image-informed approach by Young et al. [194],
in which the model outputs were fitted to match micrographs (taken with laserscanning confocal microscopy) of ciliated cells (GFP-transfected kidney epithelial
cells) under laminar flow. Furthermore, EC cilia have also been modelled as a
viscoelastic linear solid: The cilium was modelled as a linear spring in parallel to
a Maxwell body (linear spring in series with a viscoelastic dashpot) [195]. Cilia
deformation in response to steady, pulsatile, and oscillatory flows was simulated.
All of the aforementioned models avoid costly computational formulations and
are thus useful in considering various material stiffness and/or flow regimes.
Boselli et al. [196] have used a similar methodology to that of Young et al. [194]
and extended it in vivo into the EC type using the Zebrafish embryo animal model.
The model presented by Boselli et al. is also image-informed, two-dimensional,
and based on slender body theory, and can be used to measure bending rigidity
of the primary cilium.

2.3.4.2

Three-dimensional cilium models

Subsequent primary cilium model development was prompted by the advances
in both imaging and computational power availability. The former allows observations of greater detail in cilia behaviour and the latter facilitates increasingly
sophisticated models. Downs et al. [187] published a model based on live-cell
experiments: Ciliated cells (GFP-transfected ciliated inner medullary collecting
duct cells) under laminar flow (WSS 0-1.5 Pa) were imaged using laser-scanning
confocal microscopy. A three-dimensional finite element model was used to
simulate the flow field around the cilia, thus providing a drag force input for
the cilium model. Their cilium model was also fundamentally based on EulerBernoulli beam theory, but included novel features such as modelling of the
cilia cap, user-specified initial base rotation, and user-specified initial cilium
bending profile/shape. The latter two features may be crucial to cilia function
[188]. A flexural rigidity estimate (of 2×10−22 Nm2 ) was found by iterating
until simulated cilia deflections matched observed cilia behaviour. It is worth
noting that stiffness of flexural rigidity estimates have increased with increasing
model complexity: Downs et al. reported rigidity 17 times stiffer than previously
reported by the first published cilia model Schwartz et al. Increased stiffness
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leads to greater force transmission into the cell, supporting the cilia’s role as a
force amplifier.
Another FEM image-informed approach was published by Rydholm et al. [186].
They measured intracellular calcium transients (typically lasting several minutes,
measured at 5 second increments) in response to both pulsatile and continuous
flow. In parallel they developed a sophisticated finite element model consisting
of three sub-ciliary components: 1) A linear elastic microtubule core, length
based on immunofluorescence imaging. 2) A viscoelastic cilia membrane. 3) A
viscoelastic apical cell membrane. Each component was assigned constitutive
properties based on model estimates from earlier studies [11, 197, 118]. Boundary
conditions were assigned to simulate the flow they applied in vitro. The model
showed that peak stress occurs at the base of the cilium, in agreement with
another study [194]. Interestingly, due to the viscoelastic properties of the cilium,
simulated peak stress estimates decreased as the frequency of fluid pulsed flow
increased. This correlated strongly with measured concentration of calcium,
which also decreased as pulse frequency increased. The authors suggested that
the primary cilium may act as a low-pass flow filter and, more generally, that the
cilia response to flow is based on its constitutive properties. This study further
illustrates the value of image-informed modelling in interpreting experimental
results.
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Figure 2.4: Representative illustrations of different classes of primary cilium
and endothelial cell models. a One-dimensional Euler-Bernoulli beam theory
model of a primary cilium as a uniformly rigid, cylindrical cantilevered beam.
Where s is distance along beam from free end, ϕ is the angle of the beam at a
point (s) and k is a constant based on material properties, beam size and shape
and beam loading. b Finite-element model (FEM) of a primary cilium and adjacent cell membrane. Finite-element modelling can capture three-dimensional
cilium bending behaviour, varying constitutive properties, and a range of different flow types. c Numerical model of whole endothelial cell (EC), with
wavy cell surface. These approaches generally use representative geometry
and are able to capture sophisticated contact dynamics between sub-cellular
components. d Schematic illustration of a FEM of whole EC consisting of
a cytoplasm and nucleus. FEMs can include spatial geometry derived from
images acquired from real cells (imaged-informed approach). Again varying
constitutive properties and different flow boundary conditions can be investigated using this method. e Conceptual tensegrity model. Cell is represented
by blue tension-bearing cables (actin) and tension and white compression and
tension-bearing beams (microtubules). Pre-stress in the actin filaments acts to
stabilise the structure. f Tensegrity principles can be incorporated into FEMs of
the EC, through the discrete modelling of the cytoskeleton.
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Integrated primary cilia and whole cell computational
models

Mazzag and Barakat [198] published a model of an EC represented as a network
of linear viscoelastic Kelvin bodies, with the primary cilium as an (unspecified)
flow sensor that is represented by a Kelvin body that initially experiences turbulent flow before the rest of the cell, implemented by being placed in series with
all the other sensors.
Khayyeri et al. published a study with an integrated cilium and whole cell model
[12]. The cell model included a discrete 2D cytoskeletal structure, embedded in
a 3D structure. Tensegrity elements were incorporated by having tension-only
elements (representing actin) and compression and tension resisting elements (to
represent microtubules). The base of the cilia was tethered to the cell by sharing
common nodes between the cilia, cortex, microtubules and actin. While this is
an assumption, it is a reasonable starting point for incorporating the cilia into a
whole cell model. They found that primary cilium length is related to magnitude
of internal strains transmitted from flow-induced WSS.

2.4

Motivation

Further understanding of the mechanisms behind endothelial mechanotransduction will enable future endothelial based therapies for ciliopathies and cardiac
disease. In particular, focal and system pharmacological therapies, and physical interventions such as planning surgical interventions and the design and
placement of stents. The immediate step towards understanding mechanotransduction is the quantification endothelial mechanotransmission: given a
particular WSS regime, where do the stresses and strains concentrate throughout
the cell? Image-informed computational models are a valuable tool for investigating this phenomenon [16]. A number of studies have employed computational
approaches to quantify mechanotransmission. However, there are still several
gaps in the knowledge:
Firstly, there are few studies that have examined the effect of population morphology on mechanotransmission. There is substantial decrease morphological
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homogeneity in EC populations that are re-modelled in unsteady, flow, compared to static cells [7, 17, 28, 42, 44, 54, 199]. Furthermore, this type of flow
elicits an inflammatory EC response [6]. Conversely, steady flow increases morphological homogeneity in the EC population [7, 17, 18, 28, 42, 44, 54, 163, 199,
200, 201, 202, 203, 204]. Taken together, there is experimental evidence for population morphology affecting mechanotransmission. In addition, a number of
computational models have also demonstrated how population morphology
affects transmission. Ferko et al. demonstrated that EC mechanotransmission
of WSS was dependent on the spatial distribution of focal adhesions [16]. The
distribution of focal adhesions in a EC population is also dependent on the WSS
flow environment, with prolonged shear causing the focal adhesions to shift
towards the cell periphery [18]. Hence, it is reasonable to assume that population
morphology would also affect mechanotransmission. Caille et al. also performed
a finite element analysis on two distinct morphologies of endothelial cells: spread
and rounded cells. They found that the deformation curve was shifted by 50%,
indicating a significant difference in the mechanotransmission between the two
morphologies [73].
Furthermore, a generative approach has been developed and applied to quantify
morphology in other cell types [205, 206, 207]. This approach could potentially
be very useful to future mechanical models of EC mechanotransmission, because
the generative approach enables the morphological variation across population
to be characterised with only a small (relative to the population size) set of virtual
cells. Thus, in future it may be possible to perform mechanical analysis on virtual
cells. Therefore the effect of mechanotransmission on morphological variation
across population could be quantified, while minimising the computational cost
of representing the cells. This computational cost is an important consideration
in study design, particularly when developing image-informed models with
complex geometry.
The primary cilium is a particularly important transducer involved in EC mechanotransduction due to its spatial correlation with regions of the vasculature that
are susceptible to atherosclerosis [112]. While it has been demonstrated that
the primary cilium acts as a direct mechanotransducer [110, 113], the role of the
cilium as a force amplifier in mechanotransmission of WSS has not yet been fully
elucidated. Standalone models of the primary cilium have demonstrated that the
drag forces acting on the primary cilium are substantial, relative to the maximum
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intracellular force in response to WSS. However, standalone models cannot fully
investigate the role the primary cilium plays as a force amplifier of WSS, because
they fail to consider the interaction of the cell with the cilium. Existing integrated
models have suggested that the primary cilium may act as a force amplifier of
WSS [12, 198], a finding that is supported experimentally [15, 112, 120]. However,
existing computational approaches use an idealised geometry approach. Given
that, cell-specific models have illustrated the importance of morphological and
material heterogeneity on mechanotransmission estimates [16, 180], there is a
need to extend mechanical analyses on the effect of the primary cilia with a
cell-specific approach.
Given that cell-specific and generative models have spatial domains based on
micrographs of ECs, experimental measurement of EC and primary cilia morphology is required. However, experimental studies of the primary cilia are
hindered by low cilia incidence (% of cells expressing a cilia) in EC models,
both in vivo and in vitro [15, 40, 64, 120]. This increases the cost (material and
time) of the study as a large sample size of cells is needed to find sufficient cilia.
Furthermore, reported cilia incidence is variable for the same EC type, possibly
due to differing cell culture techniques used in each study. The effect of EC type
and culture technique on cilia incidence needs to be determined, in order to
identify efficient cell models for investigating EC cilia. Beyond computational
modelling, the primary cilium of ECs is an organelle that is becoming increasingly researched due to its relationship with the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis.
Future research using a variety of approaches would also benefit from reliable
culture and detection methods for the primary cilium.
There is a large amount of evidence that both the cytoskeleton and the primary
cilium play a substantial role in EC mechanotransmission of WSS (see Section 2.1.1). Furthermore, flow-remodelling experiments have demonstrated that
the morphology of both the cytoskeleton and the primary cilium, are dependent
on WSS exposure [18, 42, 109, 120]. Taken together, this suggests that the morphological variation of these subcellular components across an EC population
may have a substantial effect on the cell-to-cell variation in mechanotransmission. This effect has not been quantified, partially due to the large computational
cost of considering many cytoskeletonised models in the population. A generative approach would be ideal to investigate this effect in future, as a range of
morphologies can be considered using a subset of virtual cells, thus reducing
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computational cost. However, existing morphological data on the cytoskeleton
and the primary cilium is quantified using spatial descriptors that are not suitable
for a generative approach. Thus it is not currently possible to model ECs with a
cytoskeleton and primary cilia using a generative approach: there is insufficient
data on the spatial distributions of the cytoskeleton and primary cilium.
Because EC mechanotransduction of WSS is complex and multi-scaled it is examined using investigative methods from the varied fields of mechanobiology,
biochemistry, biomechanics and physiology. Hence there is a wide range of relevant data including: 1) spatial distributions of ECs and subcellular components; 2)
material properties of the EC and subcellular components; 3) stress/strain estimates within the EC in response to different WSS and, 4) bio-chemical transducer
output such as calcium transients. There is a need for a framework to integrate
these data with computational modelling to understand EC mechanotransduction. A key gap in the understanding of mechanotransduction, is the relative
contribution of each transducer to the overall process: it is not clear which of the
many postulated mechanotransducers contribute to overall mechanotransduction. Furthermore, it is not known if interaction occurs between the contributions
of each transducer (interaction may be either constructive or destructive, and
linear or non-linear). It is also not known if these contributions change in different WSS conditions, for instance between disturbed flow and laminar flow. A
framework is needed to explain how these contributions can be determined, in
different WSS conditions.
The central focus of this thesis is the effect of cellular morphology and the primary
cilium on mechanotransmission of WSS in ECs. These effects are investigated
using computational models that are informed by experimental data of cell
morphology. In doing so, the research provides insights about the process of
EC mechanotransmission, a key component of EC mechanotransduction. Thus,
this thesis contributes towards the long-term goal of understanding endothelial
mechanotransduction, which will subsequently enable future endothelial based
therapies for ciliopathies and cardiac disease.

Chapter 3
Quantifying flow-induced force
transmission and morphological
variation in endothelial cells

3.1

Preamble

In the previous chapter (Chapter 2) EC models were reviewed. While imageinformed EC models are increasingly employed to study EC mechanotransduction, there are only three studies that examine the effect of morphological
variation across the population on mechanotransduction (see Fig. 2.3). Caille
et al. used 3 different models to represent the spread and round EC, and the
isolated nucleus [73]. Each model is formed by averaging the morphology of the
population of spread, round and average cells cultured in vitro. Thus the cells
models are more symmetric and regular in shape than what we have observed
in vitro. There is scope to improve on their approach by extending analysis to
three dimensions, as well as using other spatial methods besides averaging, to
capture more of the morphological variation.
Pakravan et al. examined EC population morphology and remodelling in response to cyclic stretch and WSS [172]. They found that the (two-dimensional)
morphology of the cell emerges as a result of the net effect of simpler mechanical
interactions of the sub-cellular components and cell-cell interactions. Again there
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is scope to extend analysis to three dimensions and to include the effect of the
nucleus on mechanotransmission.
Yamada et al. examined the response to stretch in a population of 6 aortic
ECs in vitro, with a neo-Hookean finite-element approach [74]. Models were
image-informed, and experimentally validated against images of cells in their
stretched configuration. While the effect of a nucleus on mechanotransmission
was also examined, this was tested only in a single geometry. Hence the study
could be extended by including nucleus in examining the effect of population
morphology on mechanotransmission. Furthermore, the study can be extended
by considering the mechanical response to WSS.
In the previous chapter it was also suggested that populations of cells could be
imaged to provide statistical data needed to generate the spatial domain for modelling (image-informed models). This concept is extended in this chapter: virtual
cells are created that represent the statistical variation of the entire population of
cells. This is referred to as a generative approach. Hence, the computational cost
of image-informed cell-specific models can be minimised (only one or a few cells
need to be analysed) whilst ensuring that results can be generalised to the whole
population (as the cells have representative morphology).
Further research into the effect of population morphology on mechanotransmission of EC is motivated by cell-specific image informed studies that demonstrate
substantial changes in mechanotransmission, due to the specific cell morphology. Additionally, flow-remodelling studies have demonstrated a correlation
between variation in population morphology, and the WSS environment, with
steady athero-protective WSS and disturbed inflammatory WSS eliciting opposite
responses. A generative approach can be used to examine the effect of population morphology, and extend and improve on existing modelling approaches
[73, 74, 172].
In this chapter our original contribution to the field is to modify existing spatial descriptors to allow the morphological variation in an EC population to
be quantified. This was achieved by combining wetlab experimental data with
computational and statistical techniques. This is the first study to use a generative approach on ECs. Furthermore, we have investigated the relationship
between morphological variation and mechanotransmission. We conclude that
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population morphology substantially affects mechanotransmission and should
be considered in any study of EC mechanotransmission.
The work comprising this chapter has been submitted for publication as a paper
with the same title in the Biomechanics and Modelling in Mechanobiology journal.
This chapter is an expanded version of that paper. The principal component
analysis methods and formulation of shape descriptors were also presented at
conferences. Firstly, as an oral presentation at the Biological Cell Information
Processing Workshop at the Unconventional Computation and Natural Computation Conference 2015, entitled Modelling endothelial cell force transmission of
flow-induced shear stress. Secondly, as a paper (and presentation) in the Proceedings of the International Conference on Computational Methods 2015, entitled
Generation of three-dimensional models suitable for computational mechanical analysis,
based on a population of endothelial cells. Thirdly, as a chapter entitled Mechanical
models of endothelial mechanotransmission based on a population of cells. This chapter
will appear in “Computational Biomechanics in Medicine: Imaging, Modelling
and Computing”, a book of the proceedings of the Computational Biomechanics
for Medicine X, a workshop within Medical Image Computing and Computer
Assisted Interventions 2015.

3.2

Abstract

The mechanotransmission of fluid-induced forces in endothelial cells is a focal
determinant of atherosclerosis. Hence understanding mechanotransmission is a
key step towards developing endothelial-cell based therapies for cardiac diseases.
Mechanotransmission is dependent on cell morphology, yet the effect of morphological variation across the population on mechanotransmission has not yet
been examined. Before this can be achieved more sophisticated morphological
descriptors are needed.
We have developed a set of morphological descriptors to quantify morphological
variation in a population of human microvascular endothelial cells. Our method
allows one to determine quantitatively how the morphology of any particular
cell compares to the overall population. Descriptors were used to generate virtual cells representative of the population morphologies. These virtual cells were
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used as the spatial domain in a finite-element analysis to quantify mechanotransmission behaviour in differing morphologies. Blood flow was simulated
on the virtual cells, and the resulting stress distribution within each cell was
computed. We found a six-fold increase in predicted stress between virtual cells
created by varying the first and second cell shape modes. This effect is in the
same order of magnitude as including additional organelle within the model.
We conclude that population morphology should be considered in future EC
mechanotransmission studies.
Our study is the first to examine morphological variation in an EC population
using shape descriptors and a virtual cell approach. Furthermore it is the first to
examine the effect of these morphological descriptors on mechanotransmission
through computational modelling.

3.3

Introduction

Blood flow-induced wall shear stress (WSS) regulates vessel wall re-modelling
and is a key determinant of vessel health and function. In the body the detection
and response to fluid-induced WSS is mediated by endothelial cells (ECs) in a
process known as mechanotransduction [4]. Abnormal EC mechanotransduction
of WSS has been postulated to be a focal determinant for the pathogenesis
of atherosclerosis [3, 6, 7]. Hence ECs have untapped potential as a basis of
treatment and diagnosis of cardiac disease. However, before these therapeutic
interventions can be developed, the process of mechanotransduction needs to be
better understood.
The decentralised model [5, 6] is a leading theory of mechanotransduction; it
postulates mechanotransduction as the sum of two distinct processes: mechanotransmission and transduction. During mechanotransmission, forces from
blood flow are transmitted into the cell. The propagated force then activates
transducers located throughout the cell, initiating a biological response such
as the release of vasodilators (transduction step). Mechanotransmission can be
quantified by the internal stress and strain distributions within a cell in response
to fluid WSS. These distributions are dependent on the haemodynamics (shear
stress field), material properties of the cell, and cell morphology. In healthy ECs,
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an internal stress/strain homeostasis is maintained [9]. Thus both EC material
properties [156, 208, 209] and morphology [9, 18, 200, 210] dynamically adapt
in response to changes in WSS to minimise changes in intracellular stress and
strain. Conversely, the inability to detect and adapt to changes in flow, due to
complex temporal flow dynamics, has been linked to pro-inflammatory pathogenic EC phenotypes [28, 54]. Thus, quantifying EC mechanotransmission is an
important step towards understanding the pathogenesis of EC-related diseases
and ultimately EC-based therapies.
Computer modelling offers a constructive method to quantify mechanotransmission. In particular, finite element models achieve this by integrating the
three aforementioned inputs: boundary conditions representing haemodynamics, material properties of the cell and spatial geometry of the cells (morphology).
There are two established categories of finite-element models: idealised geometry models, and cell-specific models. EC models of both types have recently
been reviewed [72]. Idealised geometry models typically represent the cell as
a simple geometric shape, such as a hemisphere or a simple polygon. Such a
representation has a lower computational cost, which is preferred for models
considering sophisticated sub-cellular contact dynamics, or discrete modelling
of the cytoskeleton network [53, 178, 179]. Cell-specific models have a geometry
based on micrograph images of a cell, and therefore, typically have a higher
computational cost to represent the cell. Cell-specific models demonstrate that
heterogeneity of either cellular material properties or morphology has an effect
on overall cell mechanotransmission [16, 73, 180].
Neither cell-specific nor idealised geometry models consider the effect of morphological variation in the population on their predicted outputs (estimates of
mechanotransmission). As such, it is uncertain whether findings from individual
studies can be applied to all populations of endothelial cells. Specifically, several
key studies have clearly shown that EC morphological heterogeneity has a dramatic impact on stress/strain estimation. Ferko et al. found that the distribution
of focal adhesions causes heterogenous stress/strain distributions. They also
found that stresses concentrated at the interface of the nucleus and cytoplasm
[16]. This suggests that varying focal adhesion and nuclei morphology would
have resulted in substantially different stress/strain estimates. Caille et al. imaged populations of round cells (N=17), spread cells (N=17) and isolated nuclei
(N=21). They averaged the morphology of each population to create spatial
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geometries for mechanical analysis [73]. They found that rounded cells had an
elastic response to compression, whereas spread cells of identical elastic moduli
exhibited hysteresis [73]. Because these models are averages, they are more
symmetric and regular in shape than what we have observed in vitro. Yamada
et al. examined the response to stretch in a population of 6 aortic ECs in vitro,
with a neo-Hookean finite-element approach [74]. They reported up to 25%
relative difference in intracellular maximum principal strain between 2 cells in
the population. Taken together, these results suggest that individual endothelial
morphology is an important determinant of cell mechanical behaviour. We hypothesise that it is important to consider morphological variation in the population
of cells when performing single cell mechanical simulations.
Our hypothesis is supported by flow-induced remodelling observed in ECs.
Within an EC population the variation in morphology is dependent on haemodynamics: this variation is observed in cytoskeleton, focal adhesions, intracellular junctions and overall cell shape morphologies. Sustained steady flow (or
stretching) increases morphological homogeneity in the population, causing cell
elongation and cell/cytoskeletal alignment in flow direction [7, 17, 18, 28, 42, 44,
54, 163, 199, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204]. Unsteady disturbed flow does not promote
an alignment direction nor increase homogeneity [7, 17, 28, 42, 44, 54, 199]. The
mechanism behind these observations is likely to be homeostasis of mechanotransmission (or the inability to maintain it in the case of disturbed flow) [54].
Hence, morphological variation within a population is linked to mechanotransmission.
Flow remodelling studies have developed a number of qualitative and quantitative measures to describe EC morphological variation. EC morphology has been
qualitatively described as “polygonal”, “elongated”, “ellipsoidal” or “cobblestone” [17, 40, 120, 200]. Scalar quantitative measures have also been developed,
such as the axis of orientation (with respect to flow direction), length, area,
perimeter length, width, width-length ratio, axis-interaction ratio (measure of
elliptical asymmetry, relates distance between intersection of the major axis and
minor axis, and centre of major axis) and shape index (measure of elongation, 1
for a circle, 0 for a straight line [18, 43, 44]). More advanced quantitative morphological descriptors include statistical descriptors of the associated bivariate
spatial point pattern (points are centroids of the cell, and triple points, where
3 neighbouring cells meet, thus capturing information about shape interaction
with neighbouring cells) [211].
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Existing morphological descriptors are clearly insufficient to allow a specific
cell to be re-created from a set of its morphological descriptors. This is evident
from the fact that there are a variety of differing morphologies that can have
the same length, width, axis of orientation, and shape index. For instance, two
cells that are mirror images, one with the majority of the cell upstream of the
nucleus, the other with the majority downstream. Hence the current descriptors
are not sufficiently descriptive to visualise a particular cell for the purposes of
cell-specific mechanical analysis. Furthermore, a global set of morphological
descriptors cannot be used to generate a virtual cell that is representative of the
entire population. Hence although idealised geometries can be generated, it is not
possible to generate a realistic spatial domain suitable for a finite-element model
based on these morphological descriptors. Therefore, the relationship between a
cell’s morphological description and its mechanotransmission behaviour has not
been quantitatively assessed.
In this study, we quantified the morphological variation in an EC population.
We also determined if this variation has a significant effect on the mechanotransmission of fluid-induced WSS. The starting point for our methods to quantify
morphological variation was the generative approach, proposed by Murphy
et al. [205, 206, 212]. They proposed a generative model approach, whereby a
population of cells are imaged and used to build up a dataset of morphological
descriptors. From these descriptors, new virtual cells were generated that display
characteristic morphology learned from the cell images.
We have developed a modified set of morphological descriptors and quantified
them within a population of endothelial cells. From this data set we have generated virtual cells. Flow-induced WSS stress was applied to these cells using the
finite element method. The resulting stress distributions were computed in each
virtual cell to determine the effect of EC population morphology on mechanotransmission. Our findings demonstrate how modulation of cell morphology
alone can substantially alter internal forces experienced during mechanotransduction. Hence population morphology must be considered in any study of EC
mechanotransmission.
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Materials and methods

We imaged a population of endothelial cells cultured under identical conditions
(N = 15, see Fig. 3.1) . The nucleus, f-actin and acetylated α-tubulin components of the cytoskeleton were imaged. Shape descriptors were formulated to
numerically describe the morphology of the nucleus and cell membrane. The
statistical variation in each descriptor was analysed by creating virtual cells with
a morphology based on the morphological descriptor distribution of the entire
population of endothelial cells. These virtual cells were then used as the spatial
domain for our finite element analysis. Physiological levels of flow-induced
shear stress formed the boundary conditions and material properties were taken
from the literature. Von Mises stress distributions were calculated in each cell.

Figure 3.1: The population of endothelial cells used in the study. The nucleus
(blue), f-actin (green) and acetylated α-tubulin (red) components of the cytoskeleton have been visualised using a combination of immuno-fluorescence
and laser-scanning confocal microscopy.

3.4.1

Cell culture and imaging

Unless otherwise stated all materials were obtained from Life Technologies
(Carlsbad, CA, USA). Cell culture methods were previously described [41]
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(Chapter 5 in this thesis). Briefly, HMEC-1s between passages 5-7 were seeded
(1 × 104 cells/cm2 concentration) onto fibronectin-coated 6-well plates (fibronectin,
20 µg/ml, #33016-015). They were grown to confluence at 37o C in 5% CO2 . Cells
were maintained daily in MCDB131 (#10372019) media with 2 mM L-glutamine
(#25030081), 2% fetal bovine serum (FBS, #10091148) and penicillin/streptomycin
(#15140122, 100 U/ml and 100 µg/ml concentration, respectively).
Due to overlapping wavelengths of absorption and emission only three distinct
subcellular components could be imaged simultaneously. Thus, we stained and
imaged the nucleus, acetylated α-tubulin and f-actin. The protocol is as follows:
Upon confluence, cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (#158127-100,
Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) for 30 minutes at 37o C, then washed with
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; 3 × 5 min, #00-3000). Next, cells were permeabilized in triton X-100 (0.5%, 5 min, #T9284, Sigma-Aldrich), followed by PBS
wash (3 × 5 min). To image the nucleus, cells were stained with Hoechst 33258
(1:1000, #B2883, Sigma-Aldrich) for 5 minutes at room temperature and washed
with PBS (3 × 5 min). To image acetylated α-tubulin, cells were blocked with
goat serum (1:20, #G9023 Sigma-Aldrich) for 30 minutes at room temperature.
They were then incubated overnight with 611b (1:500, #T7451 Sigma-Aldrich).
This was followed by a 2 hour incubation with secondary antibody goat anti
mouse Alexa Fluor 594 (1:500, #A11005), and a PBS wash (3 × 5 min). To image
F-actin, cells were incubated with Alexa Fluor Phalloidin 488 (1:500, #A12379)
for 30 minutes at room temperature, followed by PBS washes (3 × 10 min).
Next, coverslips were mounted directly onto 6 well plates using ProLong Gold
(#P36934). The bottom of each well (with coverslip attached) was then removed
with a heated scalpel to allow direct imaging. An Olympus FV1000 laser scanning
confocal microscope with a 60x/1.35 NA oil immersion lens was used to image
the cells. Diode-pumped 405 nm (to image the nucleus), helium neon 543 nm
(acetylated α-tubulin) and an argon ion multi-line 458 nm (F-actin) lasers were
used to sequentially excite samples. Acquired image resolution was 1600×1600
pixels, with an xy spatial resolution 0.132 µm/pixel.

3.4.2

Morphological descriptors

Image processing and image analysis of the nucleus and cell edge were carried
out in MATLAB (version R2013b), ImageJ (version 1.48o) and AMIRA (version
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6.0). Nuclei morphology was quantified first, as the nucleus is an easily identified
feature present in every cell. Thus, the nucleus functions as a useful reference
point for the morphological descriptors of the other sub-cellular components. To
avoid bias, all cells in a single image were processed.

3.4.2.1

Nucleus

To quantify nuclei morphology we used a modified version of the method
described by Buck et al. [205], (see Figure 3.2). This method involved 4 morphological descriptors per nucleus: 1) median axis. 2) Nucleus width. Both (1) and
(2) are an 1 × n vector, where n is the number of pixels in nucleus. 3) Nucleus
length (scalar value). 4) Centroid vector (3 × n vector, where m is the number of
z-direction slices in the nucleus).
To compute the median axis, images of nuclei were automatically thresholded,
and the central axis was computed (longest line that can be drawn within the
nucleus). Images were rotated so that the central axis ran top-to-bottom, and
rotated 180° if needed, to ensure the majority of the cell volume was on the
right-side of the central axis. All slices in a stack were rotated by the same angle
as the central slice. Next, the median axis was computed by finding the point
equidistant from the nucleus boundary (in the x-direction, left-to-right). This
distance is known as the nucleus width. This procedure was repeated for every
row along the central axis, hence the median axis and nucleus width vectors
contain n elements, where n is the number of pixel rows present in the nucleus.
Both median axis and nuclei curves were normalized by the length of the central
axis, and fitted with a 10th order polynomial. Finally in every 2D slice, we
defined the centroid vector: the vector between the centroid of a 2D nucleus on a
given slice, and the centroid of the whole 3D nucleus. Hence any nucleus can be
described by the 1 × m vector of central axis lengths where m is number of slices,
two 11 × m vectors (fitted coefficients of a 10th order polynomial to describe
the median axis and nuclei width) and the 3 × m array of centroid vectors. A
distribution for each morphological descriptor was gathered from a population
of cells (N = 15). By sampling from this distribution, it is possible to generate
nuclei representative of the entire population.
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(b)

(c)

10 μm

(d)

(e)

median axis

Nucleus width

Figure 3.2: Quantifying nuclei morphology using morphological descriptors.
(a)Triple-labeled co-image of a human microvascular endothelial cell, with the
nucleus in blue, f-actin in green and acetylated α-tubulin in red. (b) Thresholded
image of cell shown in (a) with the central axis in blue. The central axis length
is the nucleus length. (c) Cells were rotated so that the central axis runs top-tobottom. (d) the median axis was found (red dots), as the point along the row
(shared y coordinate) that is equally distant from either edge of the nucleus. (e)
This distance is known as the nucleus width (blue lines).

3.4.2.2

Cell edge

The cell membrane was not explicitly imaged in this study. Instead the edge of
the cell was approximated as being one pixel (132 nm) beyond the edge of the
f-actin and acetylated α-tubulin features. The edge was determined by adding
these channels together and Gaussian blurring the resulting image. This is a
reasonable assumption as f-actin is present in the actin cortex, which lies on the
inner face of the cell membrane [213, 214]. The morphological descriptors of the
cell membrane were adapted from Buck et al. [205].
First, the nuclear centroid of the central slice within the cell was defined as
the origin of the cell. All the cells were centered around the nuclei centroid,
and aligned, so that the nucleus central axis ran top-to-bottom and the majority
of cell area was on the right hand side of the central axis (see Figure 3.2 b-d).
The centroid of each slice was also determined, and the x and y displacement
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between the slice centroid and the origin was recorded. In each slice the cell
boundary was detected by finding the boundary at 240 equally-spaced points,
radiating outwards 1.5° apart from the slice centroid (see Figure 3.5). Instead
of storing these points as x, y, z coordinates, they were converted to a polar
coordinate system, thus only 240 radial lengths were needed (as the angle is
known). Hence the cell membrane morphological description could be stored
as a 241 × n cell edge vector, where n is the number of slices, being 240 radial
lengths, and a single z coordinate that all the points in each slice share. Prior
to calculating radial length, each x and y coordinate in the cell edge vector was
normalized by the displacement of the slice centroid relative to the origin. This
was repeated in all 15 cells.
Principal component analysis (PCA) was used to analyse the morphological
variation in these 15 cell membrane edges. Conceptually, PCA describes each
cell edge as a linear combination of the average cell edge shape and a series of
shape modes multiplied by a weighting. Each specific cell is generated using a
different weighting set. Since only a few shape modes are needed to recreate
the cell (8 modes explain 93% variance), PCA reduces the dimensionality of the
dataset [205]. The PCA process is as follows: firstly, as described above, the
cell edge shape in each slice is described as 241 × n vector. This vector was
converted back into Cartesian coordinates resulting in a 1 × 720n vector (n slices,
each slice having 240 x, y and z coordinates). A matrix was formed from the
edge vectors of all 15 cells, 15 × 720n. Each column was centered by subtracting
the average cell edge shape vector (also 1 × 720n vector). The singular value
decomposition algorithm was then performed on the matrix (see [215, 216] for
a complete description of this algorithm). The resulting eigenvalues are the
variance of the population of cells in the direction of each of the shape modes.
The eigenvectors are the shape mode directions.
Virtual cell membrane shapes can be generated by randomly generating shape
mode weightings. The square root of the eigenvalue is the standard deviation
of that particular shape mode (corresponding eigenvector) in the population.
Hence, the weightings can be sampled from a normal distribution with a mean
(zero, as data are centered), and standard deviation, to generate “typical”cells, or
sampled from a three standard deviations above or below the mean to generate
“atypical” cells.
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To visualise the shape modes, and to assess the effect of each shape mode on
mechanotransmission, virtual cells were generated to represent each mode, as
follows (first mode as an example) :
first shape mode = average cell + 1 ×

p

eigenvalue(1)

This was repeated for the following weightings: 2 × ± and 1 × ± the eigenvalue of the first two shape modes, and their combinations (see Figure 3.3 and
Figure 3.4).
As PCA decomposes the cells into linear combinations, the interactions of the
first two shape modes are created through linear addition. For instance a (2,-2)
shape is computed by:
p
(2,-2) =(0,0) + (2 × eigenvalue(1) × first shape mode)
p
+ (−2 × eigenvalue(2) × second shape mode)
Only the first two shape modes were analysed, as there are a large number of
possible combinations (= 3n , where n is the number of shape modes). Furthermore, the first two modes explained ∼60% of the variance of the cell. Therefore,
higher order modes have a smaller effect on cell edge shape.
To deconstruct our actual cell shapes into a linear combination of shape-modes,
we used the Open Genetic Algorithm Toolbox, implemented in MATLAB [217].
The solutions of the genetic algorithm were a 1 × 14 vector of shape-mode
weightings. For illustrative purposes, we describe the genetic algorithm procedure here in 2D, as seen in Figure 3.5, methods were also extended to 3D. The
fitness function of the algorithm minimises the root-mean-squared difference
between the 240 points in the original cell, and the 240 points of the cell created
from the genetic algorithm. Fitness selection was conducted using stochastic
remainder proportional selection, with the ranked scaling method. A single
crossover point was used with a crossover probability of 90% and a mutation
probability of 6%. Elitism was also used in the genetic algorithm (the best 10% of
solutions in the previous generations were included in the next iteration, without
modification).
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Mode 1

30 µm

(-1, 0)

average cell (0, 0)

(1, 0)

(2, 0)

(0, -2)

(0,-1)

average cell (0, 0)

(0,1)

(0, 2)

Mode 2

(-2, 0)

Figure 3.3: The effect of the first two shape modes on cell morphology. Cells
are labelled (i,j), where i and j are the number of standard deviations in the
first and second mode directions, respectively. The first shape mode (top row,
moving left-to-right) increases in size and shifts cell volume below nucleus.
The second shape mode (bottom row, moving left-to-right) shifts the bulk of
cell volume from left and right of the nucleus, to above and below the nucleus.
For additional visualisation 3D embedded models of these cells can be found
in Appendix B.
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(-2, 2)

(0, 2)

(2, 2)

(-2, 0)

average cell (0, 0)

(2, 0)

30 µm

(-2, -2)

(0, -2)

(2,- 2)

Figure 3.4: Visualisation of shape modes and their interactions. This 3x3 grid
illustrates the first two shape modes and their interactions. Cells in diagonal
positions are linear combinations of cells along the axes.Cells are labelled (i,j),
where i and j are the number of standard deviations in the first and second
mode directions, respectively. Because two standard deviations are used to
form these virtual cells, the majority of cells exist within the region bounded
by the outer 8 cells. The colours correspond to legend colours throughout
the result section (first mode, light to dark; second mode red to blue). For
additional visualisation 3D embedded models of these cells can be found in
Appendix B.
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Figure 3.5: Spatial descriptors of the cell edge. (a) Illustration of polarcoordinate description of the cell outline, 240 data points outlined in blue.
(b) Percentage of shape variation explained by each of the shape modes found
using principal component analysis on the 3D cell edge data set. The first 8
modes accounted for > 93% of the total variation. (c) Goodness of fit of the
results of the genetic algorithm (blue) versus the actual cell outline (red), in 2D,
using 8 shape modes. The actual nucleus is shown in green.
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Computational method

3D cell models were generated from cell images using AMIRA (6.0) and saved
as .stl files. These were converted into IGES files using SolidWorks (version
2011), and exported into ANSYS (version 16) for computational modelling. The
9 models simulated in this study are shown in Figure 3.4.

3.5.1

Fluid domain

Each cell was simulated as an isolated cell at the centre of a flow chamber. The
flow direction is aligned with the central (nuclear) axis. Flow inlet and outlets
were 300 µm up and downstream of the cell. The side and upper walls were 200
µm away from the cell. The outlet pressure boundary condition was 0 Pa. Inlet
pressure boundary conditions of 6 or 24 Pa, were applied to simulate typical
low or high WSS, respectively. These conditions resulted in average wall shear
stresses of 0.95 Pa (low) and 3.01 Pa (high). The exact wall shear stress acting on
the surface of the cell is dependent on cell height and geometry (see Table 3.1).
While these shear stresses are not as extreme as those reported in the literature,
they typify low and high WSS values (see Table 3.2).
The Reynolds number of our fluid domain simulations was was ∼ 10, indicating
laminar flow. Hence we can validate our simulations using a numerical solution
to laminar flow in a rectangular duct, as described by Spiga and Morino [218].
We estimate a maximum velocity of 0.50 ms−1 which is in close agreement with
our simulated value of 0.49 ms−1 . Figure 3.6 illustrates the mesh independence
for the fluid domain.
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Cell
(0,0)
(2,0)
(-2,0)
(0,2)
(0,-2)
(2,2)
(2,-2)
(-2,2)
(-2,-2)
mean
std dev
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Low WSS (Pa)
1.16
0.92
1.01
0.96
0.89
0.87
0.94
1.08
0.76
0.95
0.11

High WSS (Pa)
3.68
2.94
3.20
3.10
2.87
2.45
3.01
3.43
2.45
3.01
0.38

Surface Area (m2 )
6.2×10−10
1.15×10−9
4.47×10−10
7.78×10−10
8.54×10−10
1.33×10−9
1.28×10−9
4.94×10−10
6.41×10−10
8.43×10−10
3.14×10−10

Velocity u, ms-1

Table 3.1: Mean wall shear stress (WSS) acting on the cell surface

fluid domain

0.055
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0
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Figure 3.6: Mesh independence of the fluid domain occurred at 1.4×105 number of elements. The plotted point is the velocity in the middle of the channel
100 µm downstream of the cell. Simulated peak velocity 0.49 ms−1 is in very
close agreement with 0.50 ms−1 , the numerical estimate to laminar flow in a
rectangular duct, as described by Spiga and Morino [218].

Mesh independence analysis was conducted on both the solid and fluid domain. Fluid domain mesh independence was achieved at ∼ 2.5 × 105 elements.
The forces acting on the cell surface were exported from the fluid domain into
the solid domain (one-way fluid-structure interaction). The fluid domain was
meshed with 4-node tetrahedron elements. The solid domain was meshed with
10-node ANSYS solid 187 elements (4 vertices, 6 mid-edge nodes). Both fluid and
solid domains were meshed using the patch conforming method, which firstly
generates a surface mesh, then uses the Delaunay advancing front approach to
mesh the remaining volume.
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Anatomical Location (human)
abdominal aorta
abdominal aorta
brachial artery
brachial artery
coronary artery
coronary artery
coronary artery
retinal arterioles
venules
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Wall Shear (Pa)

Measurement Technique

Ref

0.12±0.05 at rest
0.51±0.08 during exercise
5.03 in 4.88mm artery
1.37 in 0.52mm artery
0.57±0.23, “low” shear
1.83±0.47, “mean” shear
4.39±2.14, “high” shear
5.40±1.3
2.4±0.4

MRI
MRI
PC-MRI and ultrasound
PC-MRI and ultrasound
ultrasound + CFD
ultrasound + CFD
ultrasound + CFD
laser doppler ultrasound
laser doppler ultrasound

[220]
[220]
[221]
[221]
[222]
[222]
[222]
[223]
[223]

Table 3.2: Measured wall shear stress (WSS) within the human circulation.
WSS varies across different vessel types, and has been measured in a variety
of ways (see [219] for an extensive review). For the purposes of mechanical
analysis we selected ∼ 1 Pa and ∼ 3 Pa respectively, as indicative of high and
low WSS values. Whilst more extreme WSS values have been observed, these
are typical of WSS reported in the literature.

3.5.2

Solid domain

The basal surface of the cell was constrained in all directions, simulating cell
attachment with the extracellular matrix. Every cell model had the same nucleus
shape (that of the average nucleus), and nucleus size was scaled (keeping aspect
ratio fixed) such that the % volume occupied of the cell was constant. If this
nucleus would not fit in the cell, it was shrunk until 0.5 µm clearance was
achieved. We treated both the nucleus and the cytoplasm as incompressible
neo-Hookean materials [53, 179, 224]. As described by Dabagh et al. [53], the
strain energy function of the material, U, is given by the equation
U = C10 (λ21 + λ22 + λ23 − 3)
where C10 is a constant and λ1 ,λ2 and λ3 are the principal stretches. C10 is 16
of Young’s modulus, E. The Young’s moduli used in this study were taken
from literature, and is 5100 Pa for the nucleus [16, 53, 73, 179, 184], and 775
Pa for the cytoplasm [16, 53, 73, 179, 184]. The solid domain was meshed with
10-node ANSYS solid 187 elements (4 vertices, 6 mid-edge nodes). The number
of elements used in each cell to achieve mesh independence varied from 1.5 × 105
to 5 × 105 depending on the size of the cell.
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Results

3.6.1

Spatial descriptors

3.6.1.1

Nucleus

The mean centroid vector was 0 ± 1.5 pixels in both x and y, indicating that each
slice of the nucleus had a centroid essentially directly above the middle slice
centroid. Nuclear length was 144 ± 20.4 pixels (mean and standard deviation).
The maximum average width of the nucleus is at the centre, and is 40 pixels ×
0.132 µm/pixel = 5.28 µm (on each side of the median axis). The median axis
position is nearly zero and exhibits little variation (Figure 3.7a). Furthermore,
the nucleus width curve is symmetric (Figure 3.7b). Taken together with the
near-zero values and variation of the nuclei centroid vector, we suggest that the
nuclei is well represented as a tri-axial ovoid. We found variation in nuclei width
and length, but there are insufficient samples to determine if these descriptors
are well fitted with a normal distribution, as found by Zhao and Murphy using
HeLa cells [212].
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Figure 3.7: Two nuclei morphological descriptors: (a) median axis position and
(b) nucleus width of the entire population (right side, N =15). The average
median axis and nucleus width are shown in red. The green and blue lines
represent an envelope of 2 standard deviations above and below the average.
Hence, nearly all nuclei fall within the envelope. y-axis units are in pixels, with
0.132 µm/pixel resolution. x-axis the fractional distance along the nuclei axis.

3.6.1.2

Cell edge

Each cell in the population was de-constructed into a linear combination of shape
modes using the genetic algorithm. The resulting weightings are presented in
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Table 3.3. Of the 15 cells, 5 had a first or second shape mode weighting greater
than one standard deviation away from the average. Cell 7 has an atypical
morphology, with a first shape mode more than 3 standard deviations away
from the mean. Hence, there is considerable morphological variation in the
population.
The first shape mode explains 38% of the shape variation, the first two modes
represented > 60% of shape variance, and the first 8 modes representing >
93% of shape variance (see Figure 3.5). Hence we have represented our cell
population as n vectors of size 8 × 1, and 9 vectors of size 720 × m, where n is
the number of cells in the population and m is the number of slices in the image.
To assess the effect of morphological variation on mechanotransmission, the first
two modes (Figure 3.3) and their interactions (Figure 3.4) were visualised and
simulated with finite element analysis. The first mode of cell shape ((-2,0) to
(2,0) direction) increases in size and shifts centre of mass from above the nucleus
centroid to below. The second mode of cell shape has fairly constant size and
centre of mass position as it changes from (0,-2) to (0,2): the bulk of the cell shifts
from being adjacent left and right (0,-2) of the nucleus to being above and below
(0,2).

3.6.2

Effect morphological variation on mechanotransmission

To demonstrate intracellular stress/strain through the 3D structure of each cell
we have specified a custom coordinate system (see Figure 3.8), consisting of the
flow axis (central axis), basal-apical axis, and the perpendicular axis (90° to other
two axes).

3.6.2.1

Effect of first two shape modes on intra-cellular stress

Figure 3.9 plots the Von Mises stresses along the flow axis, in each of the 9 virtual
cells. Generally, stresses through the nucleus are substantially higher than in the
cytoplasm, due to increased stiffness of the nucleus relative to the cytoplasm. We
observe the effect of the first shape mode to increase stresses in the -2 standard
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Cell
1
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4
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7
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9
10
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13
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Eigen
value

Table 3.3: Shape mode weightings of all cells in the population. Eigenvalue indicates the standard deviation of each weighting in the population. Red
shaded values indicate weightings that are more than one standard deviation away from the mean. Cell 7 has atypical morphology, as the first shape
mode is more than 3 standard deviations away from the mean.
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deviation direction, whereas the second shape mode increases stresses in the
+2 standard deviation direction. Hence we observe larger stresses in the upper
left quadrant ((-2,0), (0,2) and (-2,2)) cells, and smaller stresses in the lower right
quadrant ((2,0), (0, -2) and (2,-2)) cells. In (2,2) and (-2,-2) cells we observe lower
and moderate stresses, respectively, suggesting that the first shape mode effect is
larger than the second shape mode effect. These trends are also evident along
the perpendicular and basal-apical axis (see Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.11).
Our predictions of 5 to 35 Pa (nucleus) and < 10 Pa (cytoplasm, in all but one of
the modelled cells), are of a similar order of magnitude to estimates found in the
literature: in response to 1 Pa WSS, Dabagh et al. predicted 2 to 6 Pa Von Mises
stress in the nucleus, and a maximum of 3 Pa stress in the cytoplasm [53]. For
the same WSS, Ferko et al. found < 6 Pa Von Mises stress 0.1 µm above the basal
surface of the cell [16].
Along the first shape mode direction, changing from +2 to -2 standard deviations
in shape resulted in a six-fold maximum increase in the predicted Von Mises
stress. Six fold differences in Von Mises are also observed between (-2,2) and
(2,2) cells. In the second shape mode direction, changing from -2 to +2 standard
deviations increases stress approximately two-fold. Six-fold to two-fold changes
are in the same order of magnitude to the effect of adding focal adhesions to
the model [16], removing the nucleus [16], adding a primary cilium [12] or
disrupting components of the cytoskeleton [178]. Furthermore, the difference in
cell shape that resulted in these changes in stress prediction (+2 to -2 standard
deviations in shape mode) are observed amongst the population of real cells.
Taken together we conclude that population morphology substantially influences
estimates of mechanotransmission, and we suggest it should be considered in
future studies.

3.6.2.2

Effect of mode interaction on intra-cellular stress

To further assess interaction between modes, the results were normalised by
subtracting the average cell stress from the stress profile of each of the other 8
cells (see Figure 3.12). The normalised stresses in each diagonal cell are plotted
against its two constituent shape modes (for instance, (-2,2) is plotted against
(-2,0) and (0,2)).
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Figure 3.8: Coordinate system for finite element results visualisation, illustrated for the average cell (0,0). (a) Flow axis, corresponding to the direction
of both the flow and nuclear axis (longest line through nucleus), the positive
direction is downstream to upstream. (b) Perpendicular (to flow) axis, positive
direction is left-to-right. (c) Basal-apical axis, the positive direction is basal
to apical. The axis units have been normalised to cell length, hence 0-1 is the
cytoplasm between the basal surface and nucleus, 1-2 is nucleus and 2-3 is
cytoplasm between nucleus and apical surface.

We found that a particular mode tends to dominate (Figure 3.12 b-c). Interestingly,
the dominant mode is not always the first mode (Figure 3.12 d), which explains
a greater proportion of shape variance, nor is it always the mode that has the
largest effect on stress (Figure 3.12b-d).

3.6.2.3

Effect of high WSS on intra-cellular stress

Higher WSS lead to a linear increase in stresses (see Figure 3.13). This is expected,
as the strain magnitudes are within the linear portion of the stress-strain curve
for neo-Hookean materials. Therefore, the earlier discussion on the effect of morphological variation on mechanotransmission of low WSS also applies to high
WSS. It is reasonable to conclude that morphological variation has a considerable
effect on mechanotransmission for a wide range of steady flow values..
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Figure 3.9: Effect of shape modes on Von Mises stress along the flow axis.
Shaded grey area indicates the nucleus. (a) Effect of first shape mode. Stress
through the (2,0) cell is smaller than the average cell (0,0), whereas the stresses
through the (-2,0) cell are larger than the average cell(0,0). Additionally the
downstream stress is higher in the (-2,0) cell than upstream, whereas the (2,0)
cell and the (0,0) cell have nearly symmetric stress profiles. (b) Effect of the
second shape mode. The effect of the second shape mode is lower that the first
shape mode. Stresses through the (0,2) cell are higher than the average cell (0,0)
and the (0,-2) cell. Models are symmetric. (c) Effect of interaction on the shape
modes. The (-2, 2) cell has greater stress than the average cell (0,0), whereas the
(-2, -2) cell has similar stresses to the average cell (0,0). Both the (2,-2) cell and
the (2,2) cell have similar stress profiles, both being lower than the average cell
(0,0). The (-2, -2) cell has higher upstream stress than downstream. All other
models had relatively symmetric profiles.
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Figure 3.10: Effect of shape modes on Von Mises stress along the perpendicular to flow axis. Shaded grey area indicates the nucleus. (a) Effect of first
shape mode. Stress through the (2,0) cell is smaller than the average cell (0,0),
whereas the stresses through the (-2,0) cell are larger than the average cell(0,0).
Additionally the right-sided stress is higher in the (-2,0) cell than left-sided
stress, whereas the (2,0) cell and the (0,0) cell have nearly symmetric stress
profiles. (b) Effect of the second shape mode. The effect of the second shape
mode is lower that the first shape mode. Stresses through the (0,2) cell are
higher than the average cell (0,0) and the (0,-2) cell. Models are symmetric. (c)
Effect of interaction on the shape modes. The (-2, 2) cell has greater stress than
the average cell (0,0), whereas the (-2, -2) cell has similar stresses to the average
cell (0,0). Both the (2,-2) cell and the (2,2) cell have similar stress profiles, both
being lower than the average cell (0,0). The (-2, -2) cell has higher right-sided
stress than left-sided stress. All other models had relatively symmetric profiles.
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Figure 3.11: Effect of shape modes on Von Mises stress along the basal-apical
axis. Shaded grey area indicates the nucleus. (a) Effect of first shape mode.
Stress through the (2,0) cell is smaller than the average cell (0,0), whereas the
stresses through the (-2,0) cell are larger than the average cell(0,0). (b) Effect
of the second shape mode. The effect of the second shape mode is lower that
the first shape mode. Stresses through the (0,2) cell are higher than the average
cell (0,0) and the (0,-2) cell. (c) Effect of interaction on the shape modes. The
(-2, 2) cell has greater stress than the average cell (0,0), whereas the (-2, -2) cell
has similar stresses to the average cell (0,0). Both the (2,-2) cell and the (2,2) cell
have similar stress profiles, both being lower than the average cell (0,0).
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Figure 3.12: Effect of shape mode interaction on Von Mises stress along the
flow axis. Interaction plots were normalised by subtracting the average cell
stress from each of the surrounding 8 cells. Hence, positive values indicate that
the stress in that particular cell is greater than the average cell (0,0), whereas
negative values indicate lower stress compared to the average cell (0,0). Stresses
in diagonal cells are plotted against the two modes that comprise that cell. (a)
Whilst both (-2,0) and (0,2) have similar shape profile with different magnitudes,
(-2,2) has a completely different profile, downstream closely following (0,2) and
upstream following (-2,0). (b) (2,2) cell closely follows (2,0), suggesting that
the second shape mode (0,2) has almost no effect on the (2,2) cell. (c) Again,
(2,-2) cell closely follows (2,0), with second shape mode (0,-2) having little effect
on (2,-2) cell. (d) (-2,-2) cell has lower stresses than either (-2,0) or (0,-2). The
profile of (-2,-2) is closer to (0,-2).
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Figure 3.13: Effect of shape modes on Von Mises stress along the flow axis.
Shaded grey area indicates the nucleus. Dotted lines indicate stresses in response to high WSS (3 Pa), solid lines indicate stresses in response to low WSS
(1 Pa). (a) Effect of first mode. (b) Effect of second mode. The increase in WSS
lead to a linear increase in magnitude of stresses. However, the pattern of stress
remained constant. Similar magnitude increases were found along other flow
axes.
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Discussion

A custom set of spatial descriptors was developed to quantify morphological variation in a population of ECs. The effect of the overall cell shape descriptor (shape
mode) on mechanotransmission was assessed using finite-element modelling.
Our study is the first to examine morphological variation in an EC population
using a shape descriptor and virtual cell approach. Furthermore, it is the first to
examine the effect of these morphological descriptors on mechanotransmission
through computational modelling.
We have extended on existing studies [73, 74] by considering three dimensions,
including the nucleus, considering the mechanotransmission response to WSS, as
well as using spatial descriptors to capture more of the morphological variation
that an averaging method. Several studies have examined flow-induced remodelling of EC adhesions, intercellular junctions, actin stress fibres and microtubules
[17, 18, 43, 44, 200]. The morphological descriptors used in this study are more
sophisticated than those previously used to describe the EC and subcellular
components. The increased sophistication will benefit future remodelling studies as they allow better comparison of effect sizes of changes in flow, chemical
treatments, or experimental variables. For instance, studies that are interested in
the elongation of ECs in response to flow, could use our method to more accurate
quantify the change in morphology. This would be particularly useful in examining how step changes in the shear stress magnitude or different time-scales of
flow affect morphology. Increased sophistication also enables the generation
of virtual cells that are representative of the entire population. Virtual cells are
suitable for finite-element analysis, and represent an advance in the cell-specific
modelling field. Furthermore, it is possible to generate virtual cells to represent
variation in a specific morphological descriptor. Thus, we were able to quantify
the relationship between morphological descriptor and mechanotransmission
through mechanical modelling.
While existing morphological descriptors are likely to be co-dependent (for
example it is easy to imagine a relationship between alignment and length in flowremodelled cells), this dependency has not been examined. In contrast, our PCA
approach ensures that each mode is independent and thus the overall cell shape
is a linear combination of shape modes. This linearity allows the morphological
effect of each shape mode to be separately assessed rather than having to consider
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their interactions. It should be noted that while each shape mode is independent,
the mechanotransmission effect of each shape mode can interact. However, our
approach allows these mechanical interactions to be identified rather than being
obscured by interactions in cell morphological descriptors. Furthermore, while
overall cell shape modes are independent, a dependency may exist between cell
shape modes and nuclear morphological descriptors. Testing the existence of
this dependency is a logical extension of our study, perhaps with a regression
analysis and a larger data set. To explore the relationship between remodelling
and disease, other variables could be added such as variable flow conditions
during culture or mutant/diseased EC types.
We have demonstrated a methodology for quantitatively comparing a specific
cell morphology against the population dataset. This allows one to determine
quantitatively whether experimental results from cell-specific studies can be
generalised across the population. From our data set, we found that one cell
from the population (N = 15) had substantially different morphology compared
to the overall population. If this cell was examined solely, then cell-specific
results would have been incorrectly generalised. This approach can be used in
large datasets to quantitatively identify classes of cells with similar morphology:
clusters of points in n dimensions, where n is the number of shape modes. Cellspecific results could then be generalised to all cells in the same morphological
“class”.
Within our population of cells, it is not possible to predict the exact mechanotransmission inside a specific cell based on its shape modes, due to interaction
between modes. However, in spatially homogenous populations, such as cells
remodelled under high steady WSS, or cells grown on patterned substrates, only
a few shape modes may be needed to explain the variation in the majority of
cells. Thus all modes and interactions could be analysed using our finite element
approach, and each mechanotransmission of each cell could be estimated from
it’s shape modes. In more heterogenous populations, such as our static-cultured
cells, or cells cultured in disturbed flow, our method still serves to quantify
the range of variation in mechanical behaviour across the population: the effect
size of population morphology. Furthermore, if distinct classes of cells exist
in a population, this will be identified using our method, and specific cells (or
generated virtual cells) could be analysed to determine mechanotransmission
behaviour in each class.
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Peng and Murphy used a modified PCA-based approach for quantifying overall
cell shape variation. They found that with a larger population (N=447, HeLa
cells) the first two modes represented > 30% of shape variance, the first eight
modes represented > 75% of shape variance, and 20 modes were required to
represent > 90% of shape variance in the dataset [206]. This suggests that the
saving in dimensionality that PCA enables increases with increasing sample
size. It also suggests that if we increased our sample size more shape modes
may be needed to capture morphological variation. However, HeLa cells are
more heterogenous in shape than endothelial cells, being qualitatively described
as a mixed population of round/oval, short/rod like and filamentous, in static
culture [225]. Therefore the same size population of ECs may need far fewer
modes to explain variation. Even if many more modes are needed, our approach
scales well with increasing sample size: the effect of each mode on mechanotransmission can still be assessed with a feasible number of models (total models
needed = 2 × n + 1, where n is the number of modes), without considering
interactions (total models needed with interactions = 3n ). Hence our approach
still dramatically reduces the amount of models needed to understand the effect
size of population morphology. Mechanotransmission behaviour in a specific cell
could be determined using the aforementioned morphological class approach.
Other studies have observed a reduction of EC population morphological variation in response to WSS [7, 17, 18, 28, 42, 44, 54, 200, 201]. The mechanism
behind this remodelling is thought to be force homeostasis [9]. Our study has
quantified the extent of stress heterogeneity in the static cell population: we
found up to six-fold increases in Von Mises stress between the (-2,0) cell and
the (2,0) cell, in response to low WSS. Such a magnitude of stress difference
is likely to trigger EC calcium signalling and nitric oxide, and activate genetic
networks. Hence, our study provides further evidence for force homeostasis as
the mechanism behind flow remodelling: there are substantial differences in the
mechanotransmission between cells with different morphology. These differences will likely lead to a difference in remodelling response. Furthermore, cells
in disturbed flow have similar morphological variation to static cells [17], with
both having greater variation than cells in steady flow. Therefore our findings
provide a rough estimate of the potential differences in stress in the disturbed
cell population. This suggests that the substantially different internal force state
of disturbed cells, coupled with the inability of disturbed cells to return forces to
equilibrium, is an underlying early cause of atherosclerosis.
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A useful extension of our study would be the inclusion of other subcellular
components into the model. Several EC subcellular features have been found
to be mechano-sensitive such as: the nucleus; glycocalyx; focal adhesions; integrins; the cytoskeleton [57], including actin stress fibres [58] and microtubules
[61]; the primary cilium [63]; and, intracellular junctions [128]. To consider the
latter, it is necessary to model a confluent layer of cells, extending beyond the
single cell approach presented in this study. This would require extending the
generative approach to consider the morphology of neighbouring cells. One
possible method to achieve this would be to visualise cell-cell junctions using
platelet endothelial cell adhesion molecule antibodies and immunofluorescence.
The morphology of the cell-cell junctions and adjacent cells relative to the cell
of interest could then be quantified using the triple-point (point at which 3 cells
meet) method developed by Díaz et al. as a starting point [211].
It is likely that including cell-cell junctions would affect mechanotransmission
estimates of WSS in ECs: Ng et al. studied force transmission in epithelial clusters
using traction force microscopy, the force balance principle and thin-plate finite
element modelling [226]. They found that for control MCF10A cells, the coupling
between cell-cell forces and cell-matrix was stronger than the coupling between
cell-cell forces at opposing cell junctions, irrespective of substrate stiffness, indicating that forces exerted at cell-cell junctions were only weakly transmitted
through a cell [226]. Hence, if we included cell-cell junctions in our analysis
it is likely that there would be a measurable impact on mechanotransmission
estimates. However, it is likely to be of a lower effect size than the effect of
adding focal adhesions to the analysis.
It is not currently known how all the mechano-sensitive subcellular features interact; their mechanotransductive responses may be non-linear and/or dependent
on the presence of other neighbouring transducers. Future inclusion of these
features into our analysis will enable us to better address the question: what are
the forces experienced by each type of transducer in different parts of the cell in
response to a range of flow-induced WSS? Answering this question is central
to determining individual transducer contributions to mechanotransduction,
which, in turn, will improve understanding of the pathogenesis of EC-related
disease.

Chapter 4
Effect of the primary cilium on
endothelial mechanotransmission of
WSS: a cell-specific approach

4.1

Preamble

Within this chapter we present the first image-informed ciliated EC model,
which was then used to assess the role of the cilia as a force amplifier in WSS. The
contents of this chapter were presented in as an abstract and oral presentation at
the 7th World Congress of Biomechanics 2014, entitled Modelling force transmission
of fluid shear stress in endothelial cells. It was also presented as an abstract and
poster presentation at the 3rd Annual Biomedical Engineering Society, Cellular
and Molecular Bioengineering meeting 2013, entitled Quantifying endothelial
mechanotransmission.

4.2

Introduction

There is substantial experimental evidence that EC primary cilia act as force
amplifiers of low WSS: primary cilia co-localise in regions of disturbed flow
where atherosclerotic lesions preferentially occur [15]. Additionally, primary
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cilia dynamically adjust their length in flow [109], and disassemble in high flow
[120]. Furthermore, it has been postulated that force amplification of primary
cilia may be a compensatory response by the EC [63]. Taken together, we suggest
that primary cilia may become expressed (or increase in length) in ECs exposed
to disturbed, lower magnitude WSS, to allow internal forces within the cell to
be amplified up to the level that exists when steady high shear laminar flow is
applied.
Computational modelling has also provided evidence for the cilia as a force
amplifier. Computational models of the standalone primary cilium estimate that
the force transferred from a fluid onto the primary cilium is in the order in the
order of 10-100 pN [117, 118]. This force is sufficient to disrupt the cytoskeleton
[119], and is within an order of magnitude of maximum intracellular forces
(WSS of ∼1 Pa results in a maximum intracellular force of around 5000 pN)
[16]. However, standalone models cannot fully elucidate the role of the primary
cilium as a force amplifier as they are unable to quantify following five factors:
1) The drag and fluid effects of adjacent cells up and downstream of the cilia. 2)
The drag and fluid effects of the bumpy EC apical surface below the cilia and,
conversely, the drag and fluid effect of the cilium on the EC surface. A surface
structure 1.5 by 0.375 µm, with a height of 1.5 µm has been shown to significantly
reduce fluid-induced WSS on the EC surface [227]. Such a structure is comparable
in size to the 0.2 µm diameter, 5 µm high cilium. 3) The angle between the cilia
and the EC may change as the EC deforms in response to WSS — this behaviour
is not captured by modelling cilia alone. 4) Cytoskeletal remodelling (in response
to changes in substrate stiffness and topography) has been shown to influence
both ciliogenesis and basal body positioning [228], as well as cilia length and
orientation [229]. Furthermore, pre-stress in the cytoskeletal structure can have
an effect on the stiffness of the cilium. 5) Non-ciliated whole EC models have
demonstrated that maximum stress concentration typically occurs at the interface
of the nucleus and cytoplasm [16, 61]. Primary cilia are typically observed to
protrude from the cell in close proximity to the nucleus/cytoplasm interface,
and may, therefore, alter or amplify the stress concentration in this region. Taken
together these observations motivate integration of primary cilium and whole
EC models.
An idealised geometry integrated cilia-cell model was recently published by
Khayyeri et al. [12]. They found that cilia increase forces in the cytoplasm and
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nucleus, and these increases were dependent on the length of the cilium. However, changing cilium stiffness did not substantially alter the force amplification
effect of the cilium. This suggests that the cilium can be modelled as a cantilevered beam, where the stiffness of the beam has no effect on the torque at
the base of the beam. These idealised model findings support the experimental
evidence for primary cilium as a force amplifier of WSS. However, cell-specific
image-informed models have illustrated that morphological and material heterogeneity of other subcellular components has a substantial effect on the overall
mechanotransmission estimates [16, 180]. Therefore, there is a need to develop
an image-informed model of the ciliated EC.
In this chapter, we use a ciliated cell-specific image-informed model to determine
if the primary cilium acts as a force amplifier, or if its role in mechanotransduction confined to direct mechanotransduction. The model incorporates a spatial
domain based on images of HUVECs, with material properties taken from the
literature, and flow boundary conditions to represent physiological levels of
WSS exposure. The effect of the primary cilium is to amplify, by an order of
magnitude, the intracellular stress in the local region of the cilium (within 5 µm
of the cilium). Furthermore, stress throughout the cell was also slightly increased
(∼ 5%).

4.3
4.3.1

Methods
Cell culture, imaging and image processing

The model consists of a cytoplasm, nucleus and primary cilium, and has a
morphology based on images of static confluent HUVECs. Confluent HUVECs
were cultured in low FBS (2%) using methods that are previously described in
Chapter 5. The cytoplasm of the cell was not explicitly imaged, but was assumed
to be one pixel (53 nm) beyond the edge of the f-actin and acetylated α-tubulin
features. The nucleus was explicitly imaged. The cilia was not explicitly imaged,
as this work was carried out prior to the work described in Chapter 5, and there
was no reliable ciliated EC in vitro model available. Sub-cellular components
of acetylated α-tubulin, f-actin and the nucleus were visualised using methods
previously described in Chapter 3.
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Figure 4.1: Cell-specific spatial domain of a ciliated EC, with three components:
a) the cytoplasm; b) the nucleus; and, c) the primary cilium.

Acquired image stacks were 1600×1600×24, with an xyz resolution of 0.053 µm,
0.053 µm, and 0.173 µm, respectively. An image stack of a particular cell was
processed to form the spatial domain of the finite element analysis. The image
processing step consisted of background subtraction of each channel using a
radius value larger than the nucleus (>800 pixels).
Images were then Gaussian blurred, followed by the application of a median
filter, and then thresholded. Each image processing step was carried out using
ImageJ (version 1.48o). Next, the thresholded stacks were segmented into a 3D
cell model using AMIRA (version 6.0). This model was saved as an .stl file and
converted into an IGES file SolidWorks (version 2011). This was then exported
into ANSYS (version 16) for computational modelling. This process was carried
out on both the nucleus stack, and the cytoplasm stack. To ensure processing
did not modify the original size of the cell, the area of the cell was hand traced,
and compared against the segmented area. A virtual cilia was added to the cell
surface in ANSYS, using geometry taken from literature on EC cilia dimensions:
2.5 µm in length [10], and 0.2 µm in diameter [63]. In the absence of a cytoplasm
in the model, the base of the cilium is bonded to the underlying cytoplasm. The
spatial model is visualised in Fig. 4.1: each of the components is highlighted.

4.3.2

Computational method

4.3.2.1

Fluid domain

The fluid domain of the model is visualised in Fig. 4.2. The cell is located in
a channel, with 50 µm clearance in flow direction, upwind and downwind of
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cell, and 30 µm clearance above the cell. The inlet boundary condition was a
pressure condition of 6.15 Pa. The outlet boundary condition was a zero pressure
condition. This resulted in a maximum velocity of 5.6× 10−3 ms−1 at the centre
of the channel (velocity streamlines visualised in Fig. 4.2). The average WSS
acting on the apical surface of the cell was 0.65 Pa. Flow was laminar (Reynolds
number < 10), hence the solution could be verified with the numerical solution
for laminar flow in rectangular duct presented by Spiga & Morini 1994 [218].
There was 0.5% difference between our converged estimates and their solution.
Mesh independence was achieved with 1.2 × 106 elements.
The forces acting on the cell surface were exported from the fluid domain into
the solid domain (one-way fluid-structure interaction). The fluid domain was
meshed with 4-node tetrahedron elements. The solid domain was meshed with
10-node ANSYS solid 187 elements (4 vertices, 6 mid-edge nodes). Both fluid and
solid domains were meshed using the patch conforming method, which firstly
generates a surface mesh, then uses the Delaunay advancing front approach to
mesh the remaining volume.

4.3.2.2

Solid domain

The solid domain consisted of three materials: the cytoplasm/cytosol, the nucleus and the primary cilium. All three were modelled as linear-elastic, isotropic,
homogeneous, compressible (ν = 0.33) materials with geometric non-linearity
(see Table 4.1), using 10-node ANSYS solid 187 elements.
The cell fit into a bounding box with dimensions 84.6, 84.6 and 5.4 µm, in the x,
y and z directions, with a volume of 12870 µm3 . The Nucleus fit into a bounding
box with dimensions 18.1, 25.8 and 3.9 µm in the x, y and z directions, with a
volume of 961 µm3 . To assess the effect of the primary cilium another model was
created with identical geometry and material properties, with the cilia removed.
Mesh independence was achieved with ∼ 2.0 × 105 and ∼ 1.1 × 105 elements for
the ciliated and non-ciliated models, respectively.
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Figure 4.2: Pressure boundary conditions at the inlet and outlet result in laminar flow over the cell surface, imposing a steady WSS. Blue arrows indicate
direction of the flow. Left-hand side legend applies to the velocity streamlines,
whereas the right-hand side legend applies to the wall shear stresses on the cell
surface. WSS of < 1.5 Pa is in the low to medium range of WSS in the literature
(see Table 3.2).

Component
Cytoplasm
Nucleus
Primary cilium

Young’s Modulus (Pa)
775
5100
178 000

Reference
[16]
[16]
[186, 12]

Table 4.1: Material properties used in the ciliated cell-specific model of an
endothelial cell. All materials were modelled as elastic, homogeneous and
compressible (ν=0.33) with large deflections enabled.
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Results

The strains on the apical surface of the nucleus in ciliated and non-ciliated models
are presented in Fig. 4.3. To assess the effect of the cilia two different coordinate
systems were defined: one centered on the nucleus and the other centered on the
region below the primary cilium. Both coordinate systems used the same axis
definitions as outlined in Fig. 3.8. Inclusion of the primary cilium increases stress
by several orders of magnitude in the near cilia region (< 5 µm, see Fig. 4.5).
Stresses far away from the cilia are also slightly increased in magnitude compared
to the non-ciliated cell (see Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 and Table 4.2). Similar trends were
observed in the strain field.

Axes
Flow axis
Perpendicular axis
Basal-apical axis

Von Mises Stress (Pa)
Ciliated
Non-ciliated Difference
2.10 ± 0.40 2.02 ± 0.39
4.2 ± 3.0%
2.01 ± 0.34 1.90 ± 0.31
5.8 ± 2.7%
1.97 ± 0.10 1.84 ± 0.08
6.9 ± 1.3%

Table 4.2: Effect of the primary cilia on Von Mises stress (mean ± standard
deviation) along the three axes that intersect the centroid of the nucleus. Also
presented is the % difference (mean ± standard deviation) in Von Mises stress
between ciliated and non-ciliated models (stress in the ciliated cells are always
higher).
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Strain on the nucleus – no cilium
maximum principal
elastic strain
3.2x10-4
2.4x10-4
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0.0
apical surface

Strain on the nucleus – cilium
perpendicular axis
flow axis

maximum principal
elastic strain
3.2x10-4
2.4x10-4

cilium location

1.6x10-4
0.8x10-4

basal-apical axis
0.0
apical surface

Figure 4.3: Effect of cilia on EC mechanotransmission of WSS, quantified using
a cell-specific multi-component EC model. Strains on the apical face of the
nucleus are presented, in both ciliated and non-ciliated models. The strains on
the nucleus are very slightly higher in the ciliated cell, and the overall stress
distribution does not substantially change. The set of axes defined in Fig. 4.5
are also illustrated in the diagram.
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Figure 4.4: Effect of cilia on EC mechanotransmission of WSS, in the near
nucleus region. Plots are of Von Mises stress in the ciliated cell (blue), and in
the non-ciliated cell (red) along 3 different axes. The axes are defined using
the same custom coordinate system used in Fig. 3.8. The intersection of the
three axes is the centroid of the nucleus. The three axes are: (a) the flow axis,
the axis along the same direction as flow, the positive direction is downstream
to upstream; (b) the perpendicular-to-flow axis, the positive direction is leftto-right; and, (c) the basal-apical axis, the positive direction is basal to apical.
The axis units have been normalised to cell length, hence 0-1 is the cytoplasm
between the basal surface and nucleus, 1-2 is nucleus and 2-3 is cytoplasm
between nucleus and apical surface. The regions of the cell bisected by the
axes are several microns away from the cilium. The effect of the cilia is to
slightly increase the forces along these axes. The overall distribution of stresses
is almost the same with or without the primary cilium.
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Figure 4.5: Effect of cilia on EC mechanotransmission of WSS, in the near
cilia region. Plots are of Von Mises stress in the ciliated cell (blue), and in the
non-ciliated cell (red) along 3 different axes. The axes are defined using the
similar coordinate system as defined in Figs. 3.8 and 4.4. The intersection of
the three axes is the region below the cilium (see Fig. 4.3). The three axes are (a)
the flow axis, the axis along the same direction as flow, the positive direction
is downstream to upstream; (b) the perpendicular-to-flow axis, the positive
direction is left-to-right; and, (c) the basal-apical axis, the positive direction is
basal to apical. The axis units have been normalised to cell length, but these
axes do not bisect the nucleus, so 0 and 1 indicate the boundaries of the cell.
The stresses in the regions of the cell far away from the cilium are slightly
higher the ciliated model compared to the non-ciliated model. However, in
the region near to the cilium the stresses are orders of magnitude higher than
the rest of the cell, indicating that the force from the cilia is mostly locally
concentrated.
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Discussion

An image-informed, finite element approach was used to assess the effect of the
primary cilium as force amplifier of flow-induced WSS. The model developed
in this study is the first cell-specific image-informed model of a ciliated cell.
Furthermore, it is the first model to explicitly consider EC mechanotransmission
of WSS using a ciliated model.
We have extended on Khayyeri et al. ’s idealised approach [12] by considering
cell-specific geometry, as well as applying physiological levels of WSS found in
the vasculature. Our estimates of a several orders of magnitude increase in stress
(and strain, not shown) in the near cilia region, are in agreement with Khayyeri
et al. study: they showed (Figure 5, [12]) that maximum principal strains in the
region directly below the cilium are between 0.1 and 0.01, whereas strains further
away from the base of the cilium are < 0.001.
Existing estimates of force amplification in the regions of the cell far from the
cilium are substantial: Khayyeri et al. found that the ratio between ciliated and
non-ciliated estimates of the strain in the cytoplasm was 2.59. This is higher than
our estimate of 1.15. Furthermore, our estimate for the ratio of stresses in regions
far away from the cilium is ∼ 1.05 (see Table 4.2).
There are several reasons for this difference in estimates: firstly, their cilium was
twice as long as the cilium used in this study, so there is a greater (relative) drag
force produced by the flow onto the cilium. Secondly, their cell is much smaller
(basal surface area of 152 µm2 versus 5783 µm2 in this study), therefore there is
less mass to dissipate the added force of the primary cilium. Furthermore, the
cilium is closer to the cell in their model (< 4 µm versus ∼ 20 µm), therefore
forces have less distance to propagate before affecting the nucleus, compared to
our model.
Additionally, Khayyeri et al. model included the cytoskeleton whereas this study
did not [12]: the cytoskeleton is the pathway for long-range propagation of force
onto the nucleus [8, 55, 56, 71, 76]. This is clearly illustrated in an experiment
performed by Wang and others. They applied force to two types of microbeads,
bound to either the cell membrane or to integrins linked to the cytoskeleton.
Pulling on membrane-bound microbeads caused no displacement across the cell,
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whereas pulling the integrin-bound beads did [83]. Furthermore, the base of the
primary cilium is associated with the microtubule organising centre [14], and is
thus mechanically linked to the cytoskeleton. Taken together, it is likely that the
local dissipation of stress in the near-cilium region observed in our study is due
to the lack of cytoskeleton: in order to capture the force amplification effect of
the cilium it is necessary to move away from purely continuum approaches and
incorporate discrete cytoskeletal structures and consider tensegrity.
Hence, an important extension of this study is to extend the model to include
the cytoskeleton. In order for this to occur using a cell-specific approach morphological data of cytoskeletal network is required. Furthermore, this study, in
comparison with Khayyeri et al. study [12], illustrates that both cilium length
and the distance between the nucleus and the primary cilium is important. Nevertheless, this study demonstrates that the cilia acts as a slight force amplifier
for the whole cell. Therefore, the primary cilium should not be considered just
for its role as a direct transducer, but should be considered in future studies of
mechanotransmission.
We found that significant force amplification occurs at the local region of the
cilium [12]. This finding is in agreement with computational studies [12], and
has a number of implications to both mechanotransmission and mechanotransduction. Firstly, the position of the cilium relative to the rest of the cell is an
important variable in mechanotransmission, as it will apply a large local force
there. Experimental evidence suggests that the cell may be able to control the
location of cilia organisation, thereby controlling where this force is applied.
The small GTPase Cdc42 is activated by WSS, causing polarization in the flow
direction, which in turn, causes the microtubule organising centre to reorientate
downstream of the nucleus [230]. Crucially, the microtubule organising centre
is at the base of the primary cilium [14], and cdc42 activation is necessary for
ciliogenesis in mammalian cells [231]. Therefore, cdc42 may be the mechanism
dictating the position of the cilia relative to the rest of the cell: once formed, cdc42
associates with the cilium. Furthermore, cdc42 regulates the spatial organisation
of both actin and microtubule components [231]. Therefore, the primary cilium
may be expressed to play a role in cytoskeletal regulation, through amplifying
local forces acting on regulatory proteins such as cdc42. Experimental evidence
for this theory has been found by Espinha et al. . Applied WSS induces an
increase in the number of microtubules at the base of the primary cilium in
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several cell types [232]. Other regulatory proteins are also localised at the base
of the primary cilia [231] and may be affected by mechanical forces. Hence, our
study suggests a possible additional role of the primary cilium in regulating
WSS, through mechanotransmission of force to this basal region.
The methodology proposed here enables direct experimental validation: images
of an EC can be acquired before and shortly after the onset of flow. The pre-flow
images can be used as input for the model (using our approach), and then model
predictions of deformation can be directly validated using the images of cells
exposed to flow. Compared to idealised models our approach has removed the
ambiguity caused by the difference in morphologies between the experimentally
measured cell, and the idealised geometry.
This study is the first image-informed cell specific model of a ciliated EC. The
model was employed to examine the role of a cilium as a force amplifier of WSS.
Model findings demonstrated that primary cilia cause significant force amplification (orders of magnitude) in the local region near the base of the cilium, with a
smaller force amplification effect (∼ 10%) in peripheral areas away from the cilia.
Hence, our model suggests a role for the primary cilium as a force amplifier of
WSS. Based on these findings and comparisons with other studies, we speculate
that this force amplification effect would be increased if the cytoskeleton was explicitly included in the model. To test this hypothesis using the image-informed
approach used in this study would require experimental data on the morphology
of the cytoskeleton. Furthermore, comparisons with other studies have demonstrated the importance of cilia morphology on mechanotransmission estimates.
Therefore, experimental data of primary cilium morphology is also required.
Partially motivated by this, we will explore methods for culturing and detecting
EC primary cilia, and quantify primary cilium and cytoskeletal morphology,
in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively. Further model development is also required
to implement the increased complexity of the internal contact mechanics and
tensegrity principles that a cytoskeletonised model would require. We present
a discussion of the trends in model development, and the major outstanding
challenges in developing such a model in Chapter 7. Thus the research presented
in this preliminary study has clarified research directions for computational approaches to quantifying mechanotransmission. Furthermore, this study provides
the foundation for a generative, image-informed ciliated, cytoskeletonised endothelial cell. With this model it will be possible to comprehensively determine
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how the cilium affects mechanotransmission, and if this effect is a harmful
(mal-adjusted response) or a helpful compensatory response to disturbed flow.

Chapter 5
Culture and detection of primary
cilia in endothelial cell models

5.1

Preamble

In Chapter 2 methods for modelling the primary cilium were discussed. In
Chapter 4 a model of a ciliated EC was presented that demonstrated the importance of image-informed morphological data of the primary cilium on estimates
of mechanotransmission. These research efforts towards understanding the
mechanical behaviour of the primary cilium are motivated by the increasing
evidence to support a role for EC primary cilia in atherogenesis.
In order to facilitate further study of the role of the cilium in disease progression,
it is necessary to have reliable in vitro and in vivo EC models of cells that express
primary cilia. However, studies of EC primary cilia are hindered by the low
reported cilia incidence across a range of EC types, both in vivo and in vitro.
Furthermore, reported cilia incidence is highly variable for the same EC type,
due to variation in cell culture technique.
In this chapter our original contribution to the field is to identify viable cell
models and culture techniques for future in vitro studies of EC primary cilia.
Additionally, we report the presence of primary cilia in the HMEC-1 type for the
first time.
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The contents of this chapter appeared as a paper with the same title in the Cilia
journal [41]. Aside from minor typesetting, the content of this chapter is identical
to the published article.

5.2

Abstract

The primary cilium is a sensor of blood-induced forces in endothelial cells (ECs).
Studies that have examined EC primary cilia have reported a wide range of cilia
incidence (percentage of ciliated cells). We hypothesise that this variation is due
to the diversity in culture conditions in which the cells are grown.
We studied two EC types: human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) and
human microvascular endothelial cells (HMEC-1s). Both cell types were grown
in media containing fetal bovine serum (FBS) at high (20% FBS and 10% FBS
for HUVECs and HMEC-1s, respectively) or low (2% FBS) concentrations. Cells
were then either fixed at confluence, serum-starved or grown post-confluence
for 5 days in corresponding expansion media (cobblestone treatment). For each
culture condition we quantified cilia incidence and length.
HUVEC ciliogenesis is dependent on serum concentration during the growth
phase; low serum (2% FBS) HUVECs were not ciliated, whereas high serum
(20% FBS) confluent HUVECs have a cilia incidence of 2.1± 2.2% (median ±
interquartile range).
We report, for the first time, the presence of cilia in the HMEC-1 cell type. HMEC1s have between 2.2 and 3.5 times greater cilia incidence than HUVECs (p <
0.001). HMEC-1s also have shorter cilia compared to HUVECs (3.0 ± 1.0 µm
versus 5.1 ± 2.4 µm, at confluence, p = 0.003).
We demonstrate that FBS plays a role in determining the prevalence of cilia in
HUVECs. In doing so, we highlight the importance of considering a commonly
varied parameter (% FBS), in the experimental design. We recommend that
future studies examining large blood vessel EC primary cilia use confluent
HUVECs grown in high serum medium, as we found these cells to have a
higher cilia incidence than low serum media HUVECs. For studies interested in
microvasculature EC primary cilia we recommend using cobblestone HMEC-1s
grown in high serum medium, as these cells have a 19.5 ± 6.2% cilia incidence.
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5.3

Introduction

Endothelial cell (EC) primary cilia are sensors of blood flow-induced mechanical
forces [69, 70]. An important component of these forces is fluid-induced wall
shear stress (WSS), defined as the drag force (in the flow direction) over the wall
area. ECs are particularly sensitive to fluid-induced WSS. For example, ECs
are able to detect and respond to WSS variation within seconds, at microscopic
spatial resolution [4]. Both low and oscillatory WSS have been implicated as
potential causes of cardiovascular diseases such as atherosclerosis [6].
EC primary cilia are thought to be specialised sensors of low and oscillatory WSS
due to a number of observations. Primary cilia are able to dynamically alter their
length in response to WSS [109], disassemble in response to high WSS (>1.5 Pa)
[120], and are typically absent in regions of high WSS [112]. Throughout the
vasculature, primary cilia are prevalent in regions that are exposed to low or
oscillatory WSS [10, 15, 111]. Low WSS regions are also where atherosclerotic
lesions typically develop. Furthermore, primary cilia dysfunction has been
implicated in the development of a number of cardiovascular disorders including
hypertension, the development of aneurysms and Bardet-Biedl syndrome [112].
It has been suggested that the presence of primary cilia represents a restorative
attempt by the body to prevent atherosclerosis [63]. Although the precise role
of primary cilia in the vasculature remains unknown, we believe that there is
increasing evidence to support a role for EC primary cilia in atherogenesis.
Previous studies have used human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) to
examine primary cilia in the vasculature. Geerts et al. [40] demonstrated that
HUVECs cultured in vitro beyond the point of confluence form a ‘cobblestone’
morphology, whereby HUVECs establish cell-cell contacts such as tight junctions.
This condition is thought to mimic the in vivo lining of umbilical veins, thus
providing an appropriate human cell line model [40]. HUVECs have also been
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employed to demonstrate cilia disassembly in high fluid shear stress of greater
than 1.5 Pa [120]. Beyond cilia studies, HUVECs are a common model used
to study the interaction of ECs with fluid-induced WSS. Several studies have
shown, using HUVECs, that WSS and WSS gradients affect EC morphology [233],
alignment [234, 235] and transcription profile [236]. Furthermore, HUVECs have
been used to investigate the mechanisms by which high WSS can lead to atheroprotective EC states [168].
The percentage of ciliated cells (cilia incidence) varies greatly across studies
that have examined primary cilia in HUVECs. Geerts et al. reported a ∼ 30%
cilia incidence in HUVECs in vitro [40], Iomini et al. reported a ∼ 8% cilia
incidence [120], whereas Wheatley et al. reported a 0% cilia incidence [108]. We
hypothesize this is due to the varying conditions in which the cells were cultured.
For example, Geerts et al. cultured HUVECs in 2% fetal bovin serum (FBS) with
endothelial cell growth medium-2 (EGM-2) and L-glutamine, whereas Iomini
et al. cultured HUVECs in 20% FBS containing 4% human serum, vascular
endothelial growth factor (VEGF), fibroblast growth factor basic (FGFb) and
heparin.
Both growth to confluence and serum starvation are commonly used methods
to promote ciliogenesis. This is because primary cilia reabsorb during the early
stages of mitosis [237], and re-assemble during exit from the cell cycle. Therefore,
confluent cells cultured in low or zero growth supplemented media are induced
into a state of differentiation, thus have increased likelihood of ciliation [238]. In
particular, most in vitro studies of cells from many different tissue types usually
serum starve cultures for between 24-72 hours prior to stimulation or analysis
[239, 240, 241, 242, 243]. Both Geerts et al. and Iomini et al. grew cells to
confluence prior to quantifying cilia incidence, but neither Geerts et al. nor
Iomini et al. serum-starved HUVECs prior to examining cilia incidence.
Another commonly used EC model is the human microvascular endothelial
cell (HMEC-1) line. HMEC-1s were created by immortalizing human dermal
microvascular ECs with a simian virus 40 large T-antigen plasmid [244]. They
have been used to examine the regulatory pathways of EC growth hormones
[166], the EC response to inflammatory proteins [245] and the feasibility of
using micro-circulation flow chambers to maintain healthy endothelial layers
in vitro [246]. While HMEC-1s are a commonly used model for studying the
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microcirculatory endothelium, primary cilia incidence in HMEC-1s has not yet
been examined.
In this study we aim to determine the effect of cell culture conditions on primary
cilia incidence in two different cell types. We examine HUVEC and HMEC-1
cilia incidence in response to (1) the effect of FBS concentration in the media, (2)
post-confluence growth to promote cell-cell contact (cobblestone morphology)
and (3) serum starvation. In doing so, we aim to explain the variation in reported
cilia incidence. Furthermore, we aim to determine optimal cell culture conditions
that maximise EC primary cilia incidence, which will be of use to future EC
primary cilia studies.

5.4
5.4.1

Methods
Cell culture

Figure 5.1 illustrates the cell culture work flow and different treatments used
in this study. Unless otherwise stated all materials were obtained from Life
Technologies (Carlsbad, CA, USA). HMEC-1 were kindly provided by Dr. Edwin
Ades, Mr. Francisco J. Candal (CDC, Atlanta GA, USA) and Dr. Thomas Lawley
(Emory University, Atlanta, GA, USA). HUVECs (#C-003-5C) between passages
2—4, and HMEC-1s between passages 5—7 were seeded at a concentration of
1 × 105 cells/ml ( 1 × 104 cells/cm2 ) onto either (1) fibronectin-coated 6-well
plates (fibronectin, 20 µg/ml, # 33016-015) or (2) fibronectin coated chamber
slides (25 µg/ml, #354559, BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA). They were grown to
confluence at 37°C in 5% CO2 .
HUVECs and HMEC-1s were grown in either high or low serum media until
confluence, at which point they were either fixed for imaging or subjected to
one of two post-confluence treatments: (1) serum starvation with a serum-free
media for 48 hours; (2) growth beyond confluence for 5 days, herein referred to
as cobblestone treatment (see Figure 5.1).
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HMEC-1 low serum (2% FBS) cobblestone
HMEC-1 high serum (10% FBS) confluent
HMEC-1 high serum (10% FBS) serum starved
HMEC-1 high serum (10% FBS) cobblestone

Figure 5.1: Flow diagram illustrating the cell culture conditions of HUVEC and HMEC-1 used in this study. Firstly, during growth prior to confluence,
cells are grown in either low or high serum media treatment. Upon confluence, cells were either fixed or subjected to serum starvation for 48 hours or
cobblestone treated (grown for an additional 5 days in the corresponding expansion media). All 12 combinations were assessed.
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Culture media

HUVECs subject to low serum pre-confluence treatment were maintained in
M200 media (#M200-500) with low serum growth supplement (#S-003-10, final
concentration: FBS, 2% v/v; hydrocortisone, 1 µg/ml; human epidermal growth
factor, 10 ng/ml; basic fibroblast growth factor, 3 ng/ml; and heparin, 10 µg/ml),
and penicillin/streptomycin (at 100 U/ml and 100 µg/ml concentration, respectively #15140122). HUVECs subject to high serum pre-confluence treatment were
maintained in identical media formulation with the addition of FBS (#10091148)
to result in 20% v/v final concentration.
HUVECs that were cobblestone treated were maintained in the same media as
used pre-confluence. HUVECs subject to serum starvation post-confluence were
maintained in media consisting of M200 with penicillin/streptomycin (100 U/ml
and 100 µg/ml concentration, respectively).
HMEC-1s subject to low serum pre-confluence treatment were maintained in
MCDB131 (#10372019) media with 2 mM L-glutamine (#25030081), 2% FBS and
penicillin/streptomycin (100 U/ml and 100 µg/ml concentration, respectively).
HMEC-1s subject to high serum pre-confluence treatment were maintained in
identical media formulation with the addition of FBS to result in 10% v/v final
concentration.
HMEC-1s subject to cobblestone post-confluence treatment were maintained in
the same media as used pre-confluence. HMEC-1s subject to serum starvation
post-confluence were maintained in media consisting MCDB131 (#10372019)
media with 2 mM L-glutamine (#25030081) and penicillin/streptomycin (100
U/ml and 100 µg/ml concentration, respectively). Media was refreshed daily.

5.4.3

Immunofluorescence labelling

Although acetylated α-tubulin-based approaches have traditionally been used
to visualise the primary cilium using immunofluorescence techniques [15, 40,
64, 110, 113, 120], more recently, Caspary et al. have developed an antibody
that targets the arl13b protein, a small GTPase protein localised to the axonemal
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portion of the primary cilium [247]. In this study, we identified cilia using both
arl13b antibody and 611b acetylated α-tubulin antibody. The nucleus was also
stained with 33258 DNA dye. The staining protocol is as follows: Cells were
fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (#158127 − 100, Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO,
USA) in PBS (#00-3000) for 30 minutes at 37°C, then washed with PBS (3×5 min).
Cells were then permeabilised with triton X-100 (0.5%, 5 min, #T9284, SigmaAldrich), then washed with PBS (3×5 min). This was followed by 30 minute
blocking with goat serum (1:20, #G9023 Sigma-Aldrich) at room temperature.
Rabbit polyclonal arl13b (1:300, #17711-1-AP, Protein Tech, Chicago, IL, USA)
was then applied overnight at 4°C. Cells were then washed with PBS (3×10 min),
and incubated for 2 hours at room temperature with secondary antibody goat
anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 (1:500, #A-11008), followed by another PBS wash
(3×10 min). Cells were then fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, washed in PBS
(3×5 min), and blocked in goat serum (30 min at room temperature), followed
by an overnight incubation in 611b (1:500, #T7451 Sigma-Aldrich). Cells were
then incubated for 2 hours with secondary antibody goat anti mouse Alexa
Fluor 594 (1:500, #A11005), and then washed with PBS (3×5 min). Cells were
then stained with Hoechst 33258 (1:1000, #B2883, Sigma-Aldrich) for 5 minutes
at room temperature and washed with PBS (3×5 min). Next, coverslips were
mounted using ProLong Gold (#P36934). In the case of 6-well plates, coverslips
were directly mounted onto the stained cells on the plates. Once cured, the
bottom of each well (with coverslip attached) was cut out using a heated scalpel
to allow direct imaging.

5.4.4

Microscopy and image analysis

Cells were imaged using an Olympus FV1000 laser scanning confocal microscope.
Diode-pumped 405nm, argon ion multiline 458nm and helium neon 543nm
lasers were used in conjunction with appropriate filters to acquire images of the
nucleus (Hoechst dye), primary cilium (arl13b bound to goat anti-rabbit Alexa
Fluor 488) and acetylated α-tubulin (611b bound to goat anti-mouse Alexa Fluor
594), respectively. A 60x/1.35 NA oil immersion lens and sequential excitation
with four line averaging was used during image acquisition. Image resolution
acquired was 1600×1600 pixels, with an XY spatial resolution 0.132 µm/pixel.
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Figure 5.2: Single staining leads to false positive detection of primary cilia.
Arl13b (green) and acetylated α-tubulin (red) labelling in low (2% FBS) serum
HMEC-1, showing a lack of staining with arl13b but a false positive cilium
labelled with 611b. Nuclei are labelled with Hoecsht (blue).

To avoid bias, images were acquired in a non-overlapping row left-to-right, topto-bottom, starting from the top left-hand corner of the slide. This was done
until 10 images were recorded in every slide.
Acquired images were then analysed using Fiji Software (version 1.49m,
http://fiji.sc/Welcome) [248]. Every cell in each image was counted by by counting total nuclei, using the ‘thresholding tool’, followed by the ‘analyse particles’
tool in Fiji (selecting features greater than 20 µm2 in area). This automated
method was checked in each image by manually counting.
Every cilia in all images was counted. In every experiment in this study (both cell
types, high and low serum conditions, regardless of post-confluence treatment),
there were instances where primary cilium signal was detected in the 611b acetylated α-tubulin channel but not the arl13b cilia GTPase channel (see Figure 5.2).
These instances were not attributed as actual primary cilium but instead counted
separately. There were no observed instances where the opposite occurred: if a
primary cilium was detected using arl13b, a positive cilium signal would also be
detected in the 611b channel. Cilia length was also determined manually by the
same user using the ‘line segmentation’ tool with calibrated images in Fiji. This
method had less than 0.2µm difference compared with z projection method in
Fiji, using confocal stacks, indicating cilia were in plane in our coverslipped 2-D
culture. Cilia incidence was determined by dividing the number of cilia by the
number of nuclei for a given region of interest.
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Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using R software (version 3.1.2) [249, 250].
Poisson regression was used to compare cilia incidence between populations
with differing cell culture conditions. A p value of less than or equal to 5% was
considered significant and 95% confidence intervals were used. Main effects,
two-way and three-way interactions were all tested (see Appendix C for fitted
equations). Models are hierarchical: the two-way interaction model includes
main effects and the three-way interaction model includes two-way interactions.
The two-way interaction model was used to test for differences in cilia incidence
between individual populations.
Cilia length measurements were log-transformed as the data were right-skewed
(see Fig. C.2). The effect of different cell culture conditions on log(cilia length)
was examined using Tukey honest significant difference (Tukey HSD) post-hoc
tests. A p value of less than or equal to 5% was considered significant.
Images taken from the same slide or well were combined together to represent a
single repeat (N, number of repeats = 3-5; n, number of cilia for each of the 12
conditions ≥ 13). A total number of 13270 cells were examined.

5.5
5.5.1

Results
Cell characteristics

During the cell expansion phase, the mean time to confluence for HUVECs was
10.0± 0.3 days and 7.8 ± 0.5 days in low and high serum conditions, respectively.
In contrast, HMEC-1s reached confluence approximately 2-3 days earlier, with a
mean time of 7.2 ± 0.7 and 5.1 ± 0.3 days in low and high serum, respectively
(Table 5.1). HUVECs showed a mixed morphology during the expansion phase
with a combination of spindle-shaped elongated and flattened orthogonal shaped
cells, whereas HMEC-1 cultures were more consistent, showing spindle-shaped
elongated cells throughout the expansion and post-confluent phases. Serum
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Figure 5.3: Phase contrast images of HUVECs and HMEC-1s cultured on
fibronectin coated plates in low or high serum concentrations. Cells are grown
(shown at 2 and 4 days post-seeding) to confluence, and then either fixed for
imaging or serum starved (48 hours) or cobblestone treated (5 days further
growth).

concentration did not appear to alter cell morphology, as shown in Figure 5.3.
At confluence, both cell types adopted a cobblestone morphology and did not
overgrow on top of one another. HUVECs were considerably larger compared to
HMEC-1s, with a mean cell area of 510 ± 100 µm2 compared to 215 ± 84 µm2 .
During serum-starvation, cell number reduced and the confluent layer of cells
was lost in both cultures (Figure 5.3).

Cell type
HUVEC
HMEC-1

Expansion media
Low serum (2% FBS)
High serum (20% FBS)
Low serum (2% FBS)
High serum (10% FBS)

Time to confluence (days)
10.0 ± 0.3
7.8 ± 0.5
7.2 ± 0.7
5.1 ± 0.3

Table 5.1: Mean ± standard deviation time to confluence in HUVECs and
HMEC-1s.
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Detection of primary cilia

Using both arl13b and 611b, we observed a total of 728 cilia. We also found 1121
false positive cilia (see Figure 5.2).

5.5.3

Primary cilia incidence

Using a combination of arl13b and acetylated α-tubulin positive labelling, primary
cilia were identified on both HUVECs and HMEC-1s (Figure 5.5), with greatest
incidence of 19.5 ± 6.2% (median ± quartile range) in HMEC-1s expanded in
high serum conditions followed by culture in high serum media for 5 days.
HUVECs showed low cilia incidence in all conditions, with the maximal incidence of 2.6 ± 3.6% (median ± quartile range) in the population that was
expanded in high serum followed by serum starvation. Expansion of HUVECs
in low serum conditions prevented any ciliogenesis at confluence or in either
two post-confluence conditions.
Considering all populations together, cell type, serum concentration during
expansion and post-confluent condition all had a significant impact on cilia
incidence. Based on a 95% confidence interval, HMEC-1s had between 2.2 and
3.5 times greater cilia incidence than HUVECs (p < 0.001). Cells expanded
in high serum had between 1.1 and 1.5 times greater cilia incidence than cells
expanded in low serum (p = 0.0131). Serum starved cells had between 1.3 and
2.1 times greater cilia incidence than confluent cells (p < 0.001). Cobblestone
overgrowth had between 2.2 and 3.5 times greater cilia incidence than confluent
cells (p < 0.001).
Inclusion of two-way interaction led to a greater improvement in model fit (see
Table C.6). Observed data versus predicted data from the two-way interaction
model is shown in Figure 5.4 (dashed lines). There was significant interaction
between serum and condition, and cell type and condition, but no significant
interaction between cell type and serum levels.
Post-confluent conditions had no significant effect on HUVECs. Cilia incidence
significantly increased in cobblestone treated HMEC-1s compared to confluent
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HMEC-1s, for low and high serum conditions (Figure 5.4 p < 0.001 and p <
0.001, respectively), whereas incidence only increased in serum-starved cultures
that had been expanded in low serum (Figure 5.4 p < 0.001). High serum
cobblestone HMEC-1 cultures also had a significantly greater incidence than the
corresponding low serum condition (Figure 5.4 p < 0.001). HMEC-1s showed
a trend of greater cilia incidence compared with HUVECs, with significant
differences observed in high serum cobblestone treated populations (Figure 5.4
p < 0.001). Three-way interaction between cell type, serum level and postconfluent condition was not significant, and this model did not improve the
model fit to the observed data, hence was discarded.
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Cilia incidence in HUVEC and HMEC-1
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Post-confluent condition
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HUVEC
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Figure 5.4: Low serum (2% FBS) HUVECs did not express any cilia, whereas high serum (20%
FBS) HUVECs expressed cilia in all assessed conditions. High serum (20% FBS) HUVECs
had significantly lower cilia incidence than high serum (10% FBS) HMEC-1s, in cobblestone
population (p < 0.001). Cobblestone HMEC-1 cultures in low serum (2% FBS) had significantly
lower cilia incidence than high serum (10% FBS) HMEC-1s (p < 0.001). Cilia incidence in high
serum (20% FBS) HUVECs is not significantly different in either confluent, serum starved or
cobblestone populations. Serum starved and cobblestone low serum (2% FBS) HMEC-1s have
significantly higher cilia incidence than confluent low serum (2% FBS) HMEC-1s (p < 0.001, for
both). Cobblestone high serum HMEC-1s have significantly higher cilia incidence than confluent
high serum HMEC-1s (p < 0.001). Boxplots represent the median with upper and lower quartiles,
all data points have been plotted. Black dotted lines indicate the predicted data point for that
culture condition using the two-way interaction model. * = P <0.05, ** = P <0.01, and *** = P
<0.001.
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Figure 5.5: HUVEC and HMEC-1 primary cilia identification using both axonemal marker arl13b (A-B) and acetylated α-tubulin marker 611b (A’-B’, white
arrows). (A”-B”) Co-localisation of both antibodies indicates presence of cilium.
(A-A”) HUVECs grown in high serum (20% FBS) confluent. (B-B”) HMEC-1s
are grown in low serum (2% FBS) then serum starved (0% FBS for 48 hours).
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Cilium length

Primary cilia length ranged between 1.8-11.1 µm and 1.1-16.5 µm in HUVECs and
HMEC-1 cells, respectively. However, Figure 6 shows that confluent HUVECs
had significantly longer cilia than confluent HMEC-1s expanded in high serum
(p = 0.0032). In HMEC-1s expanded in high serum, serum starvation and cobblestone post-confluent treatment resulted in significantly longer cilia compared to
confluent HMEC-1s. In HMEC-1s expanded in low serum, this length increase
was only observed in cobblestone treated cells (Figure 5.6). See Table C.2 for the
data in tabular format.
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Cilia length of HUVEC and HMEC-1
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Figure 5.6: Post-confluent conditions did not significantly affect HUVEC cilia length. Confluent
high serum (20% FBS) HUVECs have longer cilia than confluent high serum HMEC-1s (10%
FBS), (** p = 0.0032). Cilia length did not significantly differ between HMEC-1s grown in low (2%
FBS) and high (10%) serum prior to confluence, regardless of post-confluent condition. In low
serum HMEC-1s, cobblestone treatment resulted in longer cilia compared to confluent HMEC-1s
(* p = 0.0309). In high serum HMEC-1s, both serum starvation (* p = 0.0267) and cobblestone
(* p = 0.0104) post-confluent treatments resulted in longer cilia compared to confluent HMEC-1s.
Boxplot represents the median with upper and lower quartiles, all data points have been plotted.
Data has a minimum of 13 cilia per condition, from a total of between 3-5 experiments.
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Cilia-cilia contact

In high serum confluent HMEC-1 cells, we observed 6 cilia-cilia contacts from a
total of 39 cilia (Figure 5.7). Contacts were not observed in high serum HMEC-1s
that were serum starved or grown for 5 days post-confluence. Contacts were also
not observed in low serum HMEC-1s, nor in HUVECs. At the point between
the two cilia there is lower signal intensity in both the arl13b and 611b channels,
suggesting that the observed contact is not a single long cilia. Bottom right hand
panel illustrates the path of the intensity plot (in black).
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Figure 5.7: Cilia—cilia contact observed in adjacent ciliated high serum (10%
FBS) HMEC-1s, at confluence. From 39 cilia, 6 formed contacts (3 pairs). The
intensity profile shows a reduction in intensity at the same location in both
arl13b and 611b channels, indicating two separate cilia, not a single long cilia.
The black line in RHS indicates the path of the intensity profile. Cilia-cilia
contact was not observed in any other culture condition. See Fig. C.3 for the
other data.
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Discussion

We investigated culture conditions which had been previously reported in two
different HUVEC primary cilium studies conducted by Geerts et al. [40] and
Iomini et al. [120], to determine if cilia incidence was due to variations in the culture conditions. Similar passage number, substrate stiffness and media composition were employed. We found that, in HUVECs, low serum concentration prior
to confluence abolishes primary cilia, whereas high serum concentration promotes ciliogenesis. HUVEC cilia incidence was not affected by post-confluence
treatment. In order to determine if this serum-dependent incidence occurred in
other EC types, we then examined the HMEC-1 cell type. We are able to report
that HMEC-1s are ciliated in every treatment we examined. In general, HMEC-1s
have a higher cilia incidence than HUVECs, and have increased cilia incidence in
response to both serum starvation and cobblestone treatment. We have determined a number of suggestions to aid future EC primary cilium studies which we
outline in this section.
Iomini et al. [120] reported 8.0% cilia incidence in HUVECs grown to confluence
in 20% FBS under static conditions. This is in reasonable agreement of our
findings of 2.1%. Furthermore, if we use a single acetylated α-tubulin based
method to identify the primary cilium, as did Iomini et al. , we report a median
cilia incidence rate 4.7%. We observed that low FBS concentration during the
expansion phase inhibits the presence of primary cilium in HUVECs. This
response is different to that observed by Geerts et al. [40], who measured 30%
cilia incidence in cobblestone (4 days post-confluence) HUVECs grown in a
media with 2% FBS. They visualised cilia using acetylated α-tubulin antibody.
Using the same visualisation method, we found 8.5% cilia incidence (see Table S3).
We speculate that this difference may be due to cilia identification criteria. Geerts
et al. identified cilia as a red (positive signal in the acetylated α-tubulin channel)
swab near the nucleus, 2-2.5 µm in length, and surrounded by an acetylated
α-tubulin positive “cloud” of lower intensity. They identified this cloud as the
golgi apparatus (confirmed through double labelling with GM130 golgi marker).
While we did not stain for the golgi apparatus, we also detected clouds of
acetylated α-tubulin in HUVECs (see Figure 5). Within these clouds there were
bundles of tubulin less than 2.5 µm in length. However, since the vast majority
of our double-labelled high serum HUVEC cilia were 4 µm or greater, we did not
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consider these shorter bundles as cilia in the low serum HUVECs (when carrying
out a single label acetylated α-tubulin based identification approach), which
may have led to under-reporting of cilia incidence compared to the Geerts et al.
methodology. It should be noted we did not have a lower limit of cilia length
in our identification criteria, when using both arl13b and acetylated α-tubulin
antibody.
FBS is comprised of growth factors, hormones, transport proteins and trace
elements. It is added to cell culture media to aid cell growth and proliferation,
supplement nutrition, and provide material for extracellular matrix attachment
[251, 252]. It is worth noting that the low FBS concentration (2%) used in this
study is the manufacturer’s suggested media formulation for HUVECs (#C003-5C, Life Technologies). While this concentration is sufficient for healthy
HUVEC growth, it was insufficient for ciliogenesis. Further study is needed
to determine the specific agents and concentration present in FBS required to
promote ciliogenesis in HUVECs. In particular, fibroblast growth factor (FGF)
is a candidate media component that has been shown to have an effect on cilia
length [253], and is naturally generated at a higher concentration in HMEC1 than HUVEC [254]. One challenge in determining if FGF (or other growth
factors) affect ciliogenesis, is that there are already many of these factors present
in FBS. The composition of FBS varies between manufacturers, as well as varying
between batches from the same manufacturer, and is also affected by season
[255, 256]. Using defined media to control for this variation would be a useful
extension of this study.
In confluent HMEC-1s, we found that cilia incidence is not significantly affected
by serum concentration prior to confluence. We speculate that ciliogenesis in
HMEC-1s is a process that is more robust against fluctuations due to variation
between batches of FBS as well as between manufacturers, compared to HUVECs.
In HMEC-1s, both the post-confluent treatments increased cilia incidence and
length. This may be due to a greater proportion of the cells fully differentiating,
thus being more likely to express a cilium [239]. Another possibility is that
primary cilia play a role in inhibiting growth as part of cell-cell contact inhibition
[257]. However, the same was not observed in HUVECs. This ciliogenesis
variation between HUVEC and and HMEC-1 may be due to the differences
between primary cells (HUVEC) and a immortalised cell line (HMEC-1). This
difference also accounts for the faster growth in HMEC-1.
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In light of our findings we have some suggestions to aid future EC primary
cilium studies. High serum (20% FBS) HUVECs are a suitable in vitro model for
studying primary cilia. We recommend that the HUVECs be grown to confluence
(not serum starved or cobblestone), to reduce the complexity and duration of cell
treatment, without affecting cilia incidence or length. Alternatively, low serum
(2% FBS) HUVECs may be an appropriate model for studies that aim to examine
cilia-free cells, without having to apply shear flow, or other de-cilation methods
such as chloral hydrate [64].
HMEC-1s have significantly higher incidence than HUVECs, reach confluence
faster, and are more robust against FBS fluctuations. Hence they could be a useful
alternative model for studying EC primary cilia, provided that a microvascular
cell line is physiologically appropriate to the aims of the study. We suggest
expansion of HMEC-1s for 5 days post-confluence in high serum media to
provide increased cilia incidence and length.
Lastly, we recommend the use of employing arl13b antibody to identify primary
cilia, either solely, or in conjunction with acetylated α-tubulin antibodies. We
found that use of acetylated α-tubulin alone led to a higher estimated cilia
incidence compared to double-labelled co-localised imaging using arl13b and
611b acetylated α-tubulin antibody. This is expected, as acetylated α-tubulin also
labels tubulin within the cytoplasm, which can lead to false positives if large
bundles are present. In our co-localised imaging we did not observe a primary
cilium using arl13b antibody that did not also have a corresponding signal from
the acetylated α-tubulin channel. Thus, we suggest that the arl13b antibody may
be sufficient on its own to identify primary cilium.
Direct physical contact between primary cilia has been observed in kidney
and liver mammalian cells [258]. In these cell types, cilia-cilia connection is
known to be stable, persisting for hours, and resists breaking when perturbed
with proteases or chemical agents. However, the function of these cilia-cilia
connections is unknown. To our knowledge, our study is the first to show
evidence of primary cilia-cilia connection in ECs. Further analysis is needed
with basal-body co-label imaging to confirm the connection, in conjunction with
contact disruption to determine the stability of these connections over time.
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Conclusions

In summary, HUVEC primary cilia incidence is dependent on culture conditions.
In particular, high serum (20% FBS) concentration prompts ciliogenesis, whereas
low serum (2% FBS) concentration inhibits cilia. Furthermore, we report for the
first time, primary cilia in HMEC-1 cells. Finally, we have made a number of
suggestions to aid future studies on EC primary cilia.

Chapter 6
Morphology of the cytoskeleton and
primary cilium

6.1

Preamble

In this chapter we quantify spatial variation in the primary cilium, and the acetylated α-tubulin and f-actin components of the cytoskeleton. This is motivated
by the work presented in Chapter 3. In Chapter 3, we demonstrated that the
morphological variation in the cell edge has substantial impact on mechanotransmission estimates. Given that the morphology of both the cytoskeleton and
the primary cilium undergoes WSS-dependent remodelling (see Section 2.1.1),
population morphological variation of the cytoskeleton and primary cilium may
also have an impact on mechanotransmission estimates. We suggest that this hypothesis is best tested with a generative approach, which captures morphological
variation using a smaller subset of virtual cells, thereby minimising computational cost. To enable the future inclusion of the cytoskeleton and primary cilia
into a generative-based model, we have quantified the morphology of those
components in a population of ECs.
Additionally, the research presented in this chapter is further motivated by the
findings of the ciliated model presented in Chapter 4. That model used an
idealised cilium, both in length and in position relative to the rest of the cell. The
findings of this model, in comparison with other published models, suggests that
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both cilium length and axonemal positioning can affect mechanotransmission
estimates. Hence, these variables are quantified in this study.
Our original contribution to the field is the creation and employment of new
morphological descriptors to quantify morphological variation of these components in the HMEC-1 type. Furthermore, these descriptors are suitable for
relating a specific cell’s primary cilium and cytoskeletal morphology with the
whole population. The morphological descriptors in this study are more sophisticated than those previously used to quantify ECs. Additionally, they enable
the generation of virtual cells with cytoskeleton and cilium representative of the
entire population.
The contents of this chapter were published in the Proceedings of the International Conference on Computational Methods 2015 in a paper entitled Generation
of three-dimensional models suitable for computational mechanical analysis, based on
a population of endothelial cells, and also presented at the Biological Cell Information Processing Workshop at the Unconventional Computation and Natural
Computation Conference 2015, in a talk entitled Modelling endothelial cell force
transmission of flow-induced shear stress.

6.2

Introduction

The morphology of f-actin networks, microtubules networks and the primary
cilium have been quantified. F-actin morphology has been quantified in flow and
stretch-induced remodelling studies on ECs [18, 42, 97]. Spatial descriptors of
f-actin include the height of filaments (relative to cell height) [18] and orientation
angle with respect to the flow or stretch direction [18, 42, 45, 97]. The distance
from the centroid of the cell is also qualitatively described as central or near the
periphery of the cell [18]. These descriptors are insufficiently complex to allow
creation of either specific cell morphologies or virtual cells with morphology
characteristic of the population.
Aside from this, a comprehensive method for quantifying actin networks has
recently been presented by Basu et al. [259], which is able to quantify centre line
position of the filaments, an estimation of filament junctions and intersections,
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number of filaments and filament length. This method has been tested on HeLa
and Arabidopsis guard plant cells. However, it is only two dimensional and
computationally complex [259]. Furthermore, the level of detail in the filament
network quantified using this approach is beyond what is currently modelled
at a whole cell level [12, 53, 172, 178]. Hence, for the purposes of computational
mechanical models further development is needed to devise spatial descriptors
that are more sophisticated than those used in EC remodelling studies. These
descriptors should have minimal computational cost so that a population of cells
can be examined.
The morphology of microtubule networks has been quantified in remodelling
studies using spatial descriptors such as whether the microtubule organising
centre position is in the upstream or downstream half of the cell, relative to the
position of the nucleus [18]. Other descriptors include a qualitative description
of whether they concentrate in the region over the nucleus versus adjacent to the
nucleus, and if they align with the flow direction [18, 42].
Several studies have used a generative approach to quantifying microtubule
morphology in a range of cell types [207, 260]. While the EC type was not
examined, these methods are informative for our study. Their spatial descriptors
included number of microtubules, mean microtubule length and colinearity. The
goal of these studies is to determine underlying distribution of microtubules from
which the real cells form their microtubule networks. As such, these approaches
have a level of detail beyond what is needed for whole-cell mechanical modelling,
aiming to recreate visually indistinguishable virtual cells. Nevertheless, these
methods are an excellent starting point for the analysis used in this study: we
have used a simplified subset of the methods presented in [207, 260].
It is worth noting that morphology of actin and microtubules has also been
examined at even finer length scales, with the consideration of cross-linking proteins [261, 262, 263]. However, these findings have a level of spatial complexity
that cannot be represented by whole-cell computational mechanical analyses,
and are not considered here.
Primary cilium morphology has also been examined. Primary cilia length is
reported to be between 2 and 2.5 µm in HUVECs in vitro [40], 5 µ in the chicken
embryonic endocardium [10] in vivo, and 1-2 µ in the murine aortic arch [15].
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Furthermore, femoral-artery EC primary cilia were found to vary in length from
∼ 0.5 µm to 1.6 µm depending on the pharmacological treatment the cells were
exposed to [264]. In endothelial cells, primary cilium axonemal positioning is
on the luminal surface [196, 265], but how this position, relative to the rest of
the cell, varies in the population (for instance, are they near the borders of the
cell, or more centrally, above the nucleus?) has not been quantified. However,
the microtubule organising centre/centrosome position relative to the cell has
been quantified in flow remodelling studies of ECs, as already discussed [18].
Although primary cilia were not explicitly imaged in that study, the base of the
cilium is associated with centrosomes. Therefore, centrosome remodelling may
indicate cilia axonemal position, with the caveat that not every EC expresses a
primary cilium.
The generative modelling approach can be effectively used to quantify mechanotransmission in the population (see Chapter 3), while enabling the computational
efficiency of considering only a few different models. The cytoskeleton has a
key role in the mechanical stability of the cell, and the mechanotransmission of
external forces [8, 79]. Additionally, the primary cilium is another subcellular
component which may act as a significant force amplifier [12]. Hence, to enable
future generative models to include the cytoskeleton and primary cilium, we
have quantified the morphology of these components in a population of HMEC1s. In particular, the f-actin and acetylated α-tubulin components of the cytoskeleton were examined. The HMEC-1 type was selected to have a consistent cell
type with the study in Chapter 3. Furthermore, HMEC-1s are a commonly used
cell model for studying ECs in vitro [166, 245, 246, 266, 267, 268, 269, 270, 271],
as they retain phenotype and functional characteristics of human microvascular
endothelial cells [244, 272].

6.3

Methods

We imaged a population of confluent human-microvascular endothelial cells
cultured under identical conditions in high serum (N = 15). Cell culture methods
used in this chapter are presented in Chapter 5. The nucleus, f-actin and acetylated α-tubulin components of the cytoskeleton were co-labelled and imaged using visualisation methods presented in Chapter 3. The cilia visualisation method
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used here is presented in Chapter 5 (immunofluorescence, image processing
and microscopy techniques). Shape descriptors were formulated to numerically
describe the morphology of the primary cilium, f-actin and acetylated α-tubulin.
These descriptors were used to recreate specific cell morphology. Furthermore,
the statistical variation in each descriptor was analysed and used to create generative virtual components: with morphology sampled from the shape descriptor
distribution of the entire population of endothelial cells. These generative cells
are appropriate for mechanical analysis.
Image processing and image analysis of the sub-cellular components were carried out in MATLAB (version R2013b), ImageJ (version 1.48o) and AMIRA
(version 5.6). From the previous chapter, the nucleus centroid and nuclear axis
were used as reference points throughout the study. Prior to segmentation of
f-actin and acetylated α-tubulin, the image stacks of both components were
deconvolved with an artificial point spread function (PSF). To reduce the computational cost of deconvolution, the image stacks were cropped so that only
one cell appeared in each image stack, and each cell was deconvolved individually. The artificial PSF was calculated using the ImageJ plugin Diffraction
PSF 3D with the parameters described in Table 6.1 ([273], available from http:
//www.optinav.com/Diffraction-PSF-3D.htm). The artificial PSF was
then deconvolved with the corresponding image using the ImageJ plugin Iterative Deconvolve 3D with the parameters described in Table 6.2 ([273], available from http://www.optinav.com/Iterative-Deconvolve-3D.htm).
The effect of deconvolution was to increase contrast of the cytoskeletal structures,
to allow automatic segmentation (see Fig. 6.1).
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PSF parameter
Index of refraction media
Numerical aperture of lens
Emission wavelength (nm)
Longitudinal spherical aberration
Image pixel spacing (xy resolution, nm)
Slice spacing (z resolution, nm)
Width, pixels
Height, pixels
Depth, slices

F-actin Acetylated α-tubulin
1.4
1.4
1.35
1.35
520
618
0
0
520
618
450
450
depends on cell, average is 500
depends on cell, average is 500
depends on cell, average is 18

Table 6.1: Parameters used in creating an artificial point spread function for
deconvolution. Note, while longitudinal spherical aberration may exist, it was
not quantified, hence was not considered (set to zero). Width, height and depth
was dependent on each cell stack, with the average values presented here.

Deconvolution parameter
Normalise PSF
Data in dB
Show iteration
Log mean pixel value to track convergence
Perform anti-ringing step
Detect divergence
Wiener filter gamma
Low pass filter x and y, pixels
Z direction, low pass filter z, pixels
Maximum number of iterations
Terminate iteration if mean delta < x%

Value
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
0.00
1.00
1.00
25
0.01

Table 6.2: Parameters used in the iterative deconvolution 3D plugin. The same
parameters were used to deconvolve both f-actin and acetylated α-tubulin
stacks with their corresponding point spread function. These values were the
default values.
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(b)

Figure 6.1: Illustration of the effect of the deconvolution algorithm. (a) The
raw single image slice of acetylated al pha tubulin in a cell. (b) The same image
after 25 iterations of the algorithm. Each cell stack was deconvolved separately
using a specifically created artificial PSF.

6.3.1

F-actin

Each individual actin fibre was traced semi-automatically using simple neurite
tracer tool in ImageJ [274], hence the 3D coordinates of each fibre (at pixel
resolution) were quantified. We found that nearly all stress fibres were within 2
slices (0.9 µm layer), in a layer one slice (0.45µm) below the base of the nucleus.
Hence the following analysis of actin fibre network is two dimensional. This
data was then represented using five spatial descriptors (see Fig. 6.2): first, the
number of actin fibres present in each cell, n f −actin ; the fibre length, L f −actin ; the
fibre orientation with respect to the nuclear axis, θ f −actin ; the length between the
centroid of the fibre and the nucleus centroid, L actin−cent ; and, angle of the vector
between actin fibre centroid and the nucleus centroid, θ actin−cent .
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Lf-actin
θf-actin

Lactin-cent

θactin-cent

nf-actin = 3
Figure 6.2: Spatial descriptors used to quantify f-actin morphology: (a) n f − actin ,
the number of actin fibres present in each cell, in this simplified example there
are only 3 fibres (blue); (b) L f − actin , fibre length; (c) θ f − actin fibre orientation
with respect to the nuclear axis; (d) L actin−cent the length between the actin
fibre centroid and the nucleus centroid (shown in green); and, (e) theta actin−cent ,
angle of the vector between actin fibre centroid and the nucleus centroid.

6.3.2

Acetylated α-tubulin

Our spatial descriptors for quantifying tubulin distribution were adapted from
the study by Shariff et al. [207]. Conceptually, acetylated α-tubulin migrates
outward from the centrosome, and therefore can be modelled as a branching
network, with straight segments. The centrosome was not explicitly imaged, but
instead was estimated to be the voxel with maximum intensity in the tubulin
images [207]. Again the simple neurite tracer tool [274] was used to segment
the acetylated α-tubulin morphology. The spatial descriptors used to α-tubulin
morphology were: the position of the centrosome with respect to the nucleus
centroid; number of microtubules in the cell, ntubule ; the length of each microtubule, Ltubule ; the colinearity of a microtubule against its parent microtubule (the
microtubule that it branched out from), θcotubule ; the change in height (z value),
of the centroid microtubule compared to the height of the parent microtubule;
and, the ancestry number of the microtubule, which identifies the number of its
parent microtubule. These descriptors are illustrated in Fig. 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: Spatial descriptors used to quantify acetylated α-tubulin morphology: (a) the position of the centrosome relative to nuclear centroid; (b) number
of microtubules in the cell, ntubule ; (c) the length of each microtubule, Ltubule ;
(d) the colinearity of a microtubule with its parent microtubule, θcotubule , note
this consists of an in-plane angle and a z-direction change in slice; and, the
ancestry number of the microtubule, which identifies the number of its parent
microtubule. In this example the ancestry numbers are 0, 0, 2, 2, indicating that
the first two microtubules originate at the centrosome, and the third and fourth
tubules originate from the second microtubule.

6.3.3

Primary cilium

Primary cilium image processing and length measurement methods are covered
in Chapter 5. A separate population (from the population that was used in cell
shape, nucleus and cytoskeleton analysis) of cells was used to examine primary
cilium morphology. This population was cultured under identical conditions
(confluent, HMEC-1 grown in high serum conditions). This is due to spectral
overlap in fluorescent antibodies, only 3 components could be simultaneously
co-imaged. Instead co-labelled images (acquired using methods described in
Chapter 5) were analysed. To avoid bias, every cilium in each image was analysed. Aside from cilia length, the vector between the nucleus centroid and the
base of the cilium was also computed, through manual identification of both
points. This vector is only in 2 dimensions, as the majority of images of ciliated
ECs were acquired as single images, not stacks. As discussed in Chapter 5, this
method is effective for calculating cilia length and centroid position, as cilia were
in plane in our coverslipped 2-D culture.

6.3.4

Generating virtual cells

Virtual cells were generated using the morphological descriptors previously
described. Boot-strapping was used to obtain a normal distribution for each
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of the descriptors. Briefly, the n-sized vector of each spatial descriptor was resampled with replacement, to generate 1000 n-sized vectors. This large dataset
is normal distributed. Individual fibres and components were then generated by
sampling from these distributions.

6.4

Results

6.4.1

Global population

6.4.1.1

F-actin

The median of n f −actin was 20 fibres, with a maximum of 32 and a minimum of
10. There were fewer actin stress fibres than microtubules on average. There is
an insufficient number of cells to determine if n f −actin is normally distributed.
L f −actin is right skewed, with a median value of 4.6 µm (see Fig. 6.4a). From
the angle histogram of θ f −actin (see Fig. 6.4b) there does not appear to be a
preferential angle of orientation of actin fibres. Median L actin−cent was 13 µm
(see Fig. 6.4c), suggesting that the majority of the actin stress fibres were beyond
the xy area bounded by the nucleus. From the angle histogram of theta actin−cent
(see Fig. 6.4d), it appears that the centroid of actin fibres are preferentially to the
left and right (270° and 90°) of the nucleus centroid , rather than above-below
(0 °and 180 °) the nucleus centroid (nucleus axis is parallel to the above-below
direction).

6.4.1.2

Acetylated α-tubulin

The xy centrosome positions, relative to the nucleus centroid are illustrated in
Fig. 6.5a. The height (z value) of the centrosome was also quantified (not shown).
Median ntubule was 38, with a maximum of 71 and minimum of 15. There is
an insufficient number of cells to determine if ntubule is normally distributed.
Ltubule was right skewed, with a median value of 5.9 µm (see Fig. 6.5b). The
median of θcotubule was 3°, with the majority of microtubules within 30° of the
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Figure 6.4: Quantification of spatial descriptors of f-actin in the population.
(a) The histogram of L f −actin shows L f − actin is right skewed and not normal
(Shapiro-Wilk test, p <0.0001). (b) The angle histogram of θ f −actin with units
in degrees: no preferential direction is evident. (c) The histogram of L actin−cent .
L actin−cent is not normal, (Shapiro-Wilk test, p <0.0001). Most of the values of
L actin−cent are above 5 µm, suggesting that actin fibres are far from the nucleus.
(d) The angle histogram of theta actin−cent . Fibres are preferentially to the left
and right (270° and 90°) of the nucleus centroid , rather than above-below (0
°and 180 °) the nucleus centroid
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Figure 6.5: Quantification of spatial descriptors of acetylated α-tubulin in the
population. (a) The scatter plot of the xy centrosome position of every cell in
the population. Centrosomes are generally very close to the nucleus centroid
(units are µm) . Note, that some centrosomes appear within the nucleus, but
are actually just above or below. No centrosomes are more than 1µm away
from the nucleus centroid in the z direction. (b) The histogram of Ltubule
shows microtubule length is right skewed and not normal (Shapiro-Wilk test,
p <0.0001). (c) Angle histogram of θcotubule , with units in degrees. The majority
of microtubules are within 30° of their parent microtubule.

parent microtubule (see Fig. 6.5c). The ancestry number and change in height
are not shown here (both are an array n in length, where n is the total number of
microtubules), but are stored, to allow specific cells to be recreated.
The actin filament and microtubule networks of a specific cell can also be recreated from its spatial description (see Fig. 6.6). The methods presented in this
paper result in straight actin filaments and straight microtubules. Nearly all
actin filaments are captured, whereas the finer microtubule network cannot be
resolved with this method. Note, these recreated images are in 2D. While actin
filaments are mostly in plane, the microtubule network is not, hence further
development is needed to extend these recreated models to three dimensions.

6.4.1.3

Primary Cilium

A histogram of primary cilium length is shown in Fig. 6.7a. The median ±
interquartile range of primary cilium length was 3.0 µm ± 1.0 µm. Further
length results are presented in Chapter 5 and Appendix C. The position of the
base of the cilia relative to the nucleus centroid is shown in Fig. 6.7b. There is
not a predominant direction.
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Figure 6.6: Actin filament (a-c) and microtubule (d-f) morphology in a specific cell can be
regenerated directly from its spatial descriptors. (a) Image slice of f-actin in a HMEC-1, with
individual filaments in pink, traced using the simple neurite tracer tool[274]. The nucleus is
shown in red. (b) The geometry of the actin filament network, recreated from spatial descriptors
described in Fig. 6.2. Blue lines are actin filaments, the red is the nucleus axis. The crosses
are centroids of each filament. (c) Overlap of the original image with the recreated geometry.
While the recreated filaments are straighter than they appear in the original image, there is a
close resemblance between the two. (d) Image slice of acetylated α-tubulin in a HMEC-1. The
nucleus position is evident, as microtubules form a cage structure around it. (e) The geometry of
the microtubule network (in 2D), recreated from spatial descriptors described in Fig. 6.3. The
nucleus axis is shown in red, with the microtubules in blue. (f) Oerlap of the original image with
the recreated geometry. Similarly, recreated microtubules are straighter than they appear in the
original image. Furthermore, the fine details of the network are not resolved using this analysis only the larger, thicker microtubules are detected.
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Figure 6.7: Shape descriptors of the primary cilium. a) The histogram of
primary cilium length. The median ± interquartile range of primary cilium
length was 3.0 µm ± 1.0 µm. b) The scatter plot of the xy cilia position of
every cell in the population. Note, this position is relative to the nuclear
axis. Centrosomes are generally very close to the nucleus centroid (units are
normalised by nucleus length). The majority of the cilia are within half the
nucleus length from the nucleus centroid. There does not appear to be a
predominant direction.

6.4.2

Generating virtual cell components

To illustrate the ability to generate virtual cell components, several 2D models of
a single cell composed of a nucleus, cilium and cytoskeleton were created (see
Fig. 6.8).
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idealised nucleus was also added (blue dashed oval), with length and width of
the average nucleus calculated in Chapter 3. Furthermore, the cell on the left
has a visible cell membrane based on the smallest shape that can enclose the
subcellular components.
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Discussion

In this chapter, we have quantified the morphological variation of the primary
cilium and the acetylated α-tubulin and f-actin components of the cytoskeleton
in the HMEC-1s. This was achieved using newly developed shape descriptors.
These descriptors are an original contribution to the literature, and can be used
to determine how the cytoskeleton and cilia morphology of a particular cell can
be related to the entire population, and can be used to recreate that particular cell.
Furthermore, the descriptors are be used to create virtual cytoskeletonised cells
that are characteristic of the entire population, and are suitable for mechanical
analysis.
We found that nearly actin filaments were within a 0.9 µm layer in the cell. As
cell height is ∼ 5-6 µm this means actin filaments were confined to layer that
is 15 -18% of the cell height. Galbraith et al. reported that in flow remodelled
populations, the standard deviation of thickness of this layer is approximately
20% (Figure 7, [18]), hence we are in reasonable agreement with their findings.
We are also in agreement with their findings for no particular orientation direction of stress fibres in static ECs. Our finding that the centroid of actin filaments
was beyond the are bounded by the nucleus is in qualitative agreement with
the findings of Chiu et al. [42], that actin stress fibres tended to localise at the
periphery of the cells.
Our estimates for number of microtubules (median of 38) and colinearity (median
of 3°, with the majority of values within 30°) is within the range of the findings
of Li et al. [260] for a number of different cancer cell lines. Our estimates of
tubule length (median of 5.9 µm) are slightly below their range (7.5 µm), perhaps
due to our practice of representing a single kinked microtubule as two straight
tubules: a child and parent tubule, with the branch point at the kinked corner.
We found that centromes do not have appear to have a directional bias in static
cells (they are equally likely to occur at any angle around the nucleus centroid
with respect to the nucleus centroid). Furthermore, we found that centrosomes
occur near the nucleus centroid. Both these findings are in agreement with the
qualitative findings of Galbraith et al. (Figure 1a, t = 0; [18]). Furthermore, the
base of the primary cilium is closely associated with centrosomes [14]: we also
found a lack of preferential direction of the base of the cilia with respect to the
nucleus centroid and nucleus axis. This is in agreement with Galbraith et al. ’s
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finding that the centrosomes in static cells are distributed evenly upstream and
downstream of the cell centroid (Figure 1b, t=0; [18]).
Our estimated HMEC-1 primary cilium length of 3.0 µm is within the reported
range of primary cilia lengths in other EC types. We are the first to report primary
cilia in this cell type, hence the lengths cannot be directly compared.
A number of our shape descriptor distributions are right-skewed. We suggest
this is the case for two reasons: firstly, there is a natural lower limit on many
spatial descriptors such as microtubule length (below a certain length, it is no
longer possible to resolve the microtubules in the microscope images). Secondly,
this may reflect our relatively small sample size of N = 15 cells. Li et al. reported
a normal distribution in microtubule length in several cancer cell lines of population ranging from N = 35-114 [260]. We expect to see a similar distribution if
we slightly increase our sample size to N >35. Nevertheless, our preliminary
study is the first generative attempt to quantify EC morphology and the shape
descriptors we have developed will be useful for future studies.
In our analyses, both actin filaments and microtubules were modelled as straight
sections. This assumption is appropriate form actin filaments in the cytoskeleton,
as they are in tension and are subject to pre-stress, [83] resulting in straight
filaments. However, microtubules resist the tension in the network, and often
have buckled or kinked morphologies. This morphology cannot be captured
by our method, except by artificially increasing the number of microtubules (i.e.
considering a single kinked microtubule as two straight tubules: a child and parent tubule, with the branch point at the kinked corner). However, our methods
are motivated by the desire to model the mechanotransmission behaviour of
the cytoskeleton and how it affects the whole cell. Whole cell models currently
represent these components as straight elements due to limitations in modelling
and contact mechanics [12, 178], so this level of accuracy is sufficient for our
purposes.
In this study, the shape configuration (for instance, degree of bending) of the
primary cilium was not quantified. Instead only the length and position of the
ciliary axoneme relative to the nucleus was determined. This is because we
assume that the initial shape of the cilium has a relatively small impact on its
role as a force transducer. When flow is applied the cilium passively bends into
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the flow direction [11, 63, 187, 275]. Therefore the resulting torque at the base
of the cilium will always be in the direction of flow, regardless of the initial
static shape configuration. In contrast, cilium length and cilium position do
affect mechanotransmission of WSS. Under the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory the
force developed at the base of the cilium is dependent on cilium length [11, 187].
Furthermore, cilium position dictates where that torque will be applied. Hence,
these two variables were assessed.
Intermediate filaments were not considered in this study, as they are less important to EC mechanics, particularly at low strains [79]. Furthermore, WSS
remodelling of the cell and actin-filament network can occur when intermediate
filaments have been disrupted with acrylamide [276]. Nevertheless, intermediate
filaments have a lesser role in dictating mechanical rigidity of the cell, and should
be examined in future. We suggest this can be readily achieved, perhaps with
EGFP-fused vimentin as used by Helmke et al. [115, 277], in conjunction with
the imaging and image processing methods as used in this chapter.
The virtual cell models generated in this study are preliminary. While, the
individual spatial descriptors in each virtual model are characteristic of the morphological variation across the overall population, our study has not quantified
interaction between descriptors. For instance, the microtubule network forms
a cage around the nucleus, and therefore, the morphology of the microtubule
network is dependent on the nucleus morphology. To capture this interaction, we
suggest performing a regression analysis on the spatial descriptors of each subcellular component. Nevertheless, the virtual cell models represented in Fig. 6.8
can be used to form the spatial domain of a 2D finite element cytoskeletonised
EC model.
Another logical extension of this study is to extend the analysis into 3 dimensions,
particularly for the microtubule network, which is less in-plane than the actin
filament network. Initial attempts have been made towards this, by adding as a
spatial descriptor that specifies change in centroid height between parent and
child microtubules. Currently, the z-axis resolution of these images is far lower
than the xy resolution. Improved z-axis resolution would facilitate this extension
in to 3 dimensions.
Another avenue for extension is applying WSS to the cells to quantify flowinduced remodelling: the primary cilium [109] and the cytoskeleton [18] both
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remodel in response to WSS. Hence, the methods described in this chapter would
be useful for future remodelling studies: a natural extension of this study is to
incorporate populations of cells under different flow conditions.
The work presented in this chapter is motivated by the need to incorporate
the primary cilium and the cytoskeleton in a generative computational model.
Such a model would be first image-informed generative model to incorporate
the primary cilium and cytoskeleton, and would also unprecedented in the
number of incorporated sub-cellular features based on real images of cells (in
a mechanical analysis). Thus the model could be used to determine the effect
of each component on overall cell mechanotransmission, and could be directly
experimentally validated because it is image informed. The major outstanding
challenges in developing such a model, and framework by which this model
could then be used to provide insight into mechanotransmission and mechanotransduction, are presented in the next chapter.

Chapter 7
An integrated model framework for
mechanotransmission and
mechanotransduction

7.1

Preamble

Within this chapter, we make an original contribution to the field by outlining
a framework that describes how an integrated cilium-EC model can be used to
understand EC mechanotransduction. Additionally we predict future directions
of EC and primary cilia models and identifymajor goals towards integrating
primary cilium models into a multi-component image-informed EC mechanical
model.
A preliminary version of our framework appeared in the discussion section
within a paper entitled “Computational models of the primary cilium and endothelial mechanotransmission” in the journal Biomechanics and Modeling in
Mechanobiology [72]. The discussion presented here has been updated to reflect
advances in the field since the time of publication. The other sections of that
paper were rewritten and incorporated into Chapter 2.

7.2 Introduction
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Introduction

Whole EC models (non-finite element, finite element and tensegrity) were discussed in Chapter 2, followed by an evaluation of both lower-dimensional and
three-dimensional standalone cilium models. The majority of models presented were image-informed with an emphasis on fluid WSS boundary conditions.
We now present future directions of both primary cilium and EC models, before describing the major goals needed to facilitate model integration. In brief,
it is evident EC mechanical models will increase in sophistication, driven by
the ever-increasing computational power, coupled with additional spatial, and
constitutive data on the EC and subcellular components. Given these trends,
we suggest that EC mechanotransmission can be quantified using a modelling
approach that benefits from a combination of the strengths of each model type.
In this chapter we outline a framework for how such a model can be constructed and used to understand mechanotransduction of WSS. Additionally, this
framework contributes by: 1) providing a method to quantify the role of the
primary cilium in mechanotransmission, 2) by integrating a wide range of data
and providing a foundation to integrate future experimental data, and 3) by
considering many of the EC mechanotransducers postulated to be involved in
mechanotransduction.

7.3

Future directions in computational models of
primary cilia and endothelial cells

Numerical mechanical models are characterised by a number of components: the
entity that is being modelled, constitutive equations and their implementation by
numerical solvers, data used as input and data used to verify/compare against
the output. These qualities are dependent on one another. We present what we
think will be the future directions in model development, for both endothelial
and primary cilia models.
Future primary cilia models are likely to encompass the complex internal structures of the cilium that have been revealed by electron microscopy [275, 278],
such as the ciliary compartment (microtubule 9+0 axonemal core component,
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ciliary necklace and ciliary membrane) and some components of the sub-ciliary
compartment (basal foot, basal body, centriole, striated connector and striated
rootlet). The mechanical properties of these sub-ciliary components have yet to
be determined experimentally. Incorporation of these sub-ciliary components
is challenging as they act at different length scales and integrate to produce an
aggregate effect. For instance, the degree of linkage of axonemal microtubule
pairs dictates the overall flexural rigidity of ciliary core. Finite element modelling
is likely to be employed to achieve multi-scale, multi-component integration
with the inclusion of more sophisticated mechanical properties. Indeed, some
efforts have been made towards this [186].
The majority of primary cilia image-informed models utilise micrographs of
cilia under flow to both 1) characterise the initial model domain (input), and 2)
verify model output. Light microscopy is effective at quantifying deflections in
response to unidirectional blood flow. The beam-equation approaches used in
earlier models can be readily extended to ECs to capture this deflection. More
recently, live-cell microscopy combined with transfection and immunofluorescence have demonstrated transient bending profiles of endothelial primary cilia
in response to oscillatory/unsteady flow [63]. This type of flow is increasingly of
interest, due to the implication of cilia as a low fluid shear sensor involved in the
pathogenesis of atherosclerosis. Furthermore, other studies have reported nonelastic relaxation upon cessation of flow, as well as evidence for non-homogenous
flexural rigidity [187]. Hence we believe that an attainable future goal is to develop models that can accurately model these complex behaviours, and thus
depart from traditional beam theory models.
Similarly, future EC models may incorporate greater internal complexity. While
the nucleus, focal adhesions, f-actin, microtubule and intermediate components
of the cytoskeleton, cell-cell junctions, cell membrane and cell cortex have already
been discretely modelled, future studies are likely to integrate many of these
features together in a model. The primary cilium is also a likely candidate for
future model inclusion. To allow their inclusion into models, the behaviour of
these components in response to force must be quantified. Some progress has
already been made already: the force response of focal adhesions [59, 279], stress
fibres [58, 60, 177], and cell-cell junctions [128], has been examined. Furthermore,
Dangaria et al. [280] demonstrated that the aggregate material properties of
EC rapidly adapt to fluid-induced WSS. Three different aspects of primary
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cilium response to fluid-induced WSS have also been examined: 1) primary
cilium length remodelling [109], 2) remodelling of microtubule attachment at the
primary cilium base [232] and, 3) primary cilium plastic deformation [187]. The
response to fluid-induced WSS also needs to be quantified for a number of other
sub-cellular components. Additionally, tensegrity studies have demonstrated
that pre-stress in the cytoskeleton is a determinant of overall material properties
of the cell, and therefore is significant in cellular mechanotransmission [83,
57, 281]. Progress has already been made to integrate pre-stress and discrete
cytoskeletal elements into an overall multi-component model, both in 1) the
endothelial cell type (with idealised geometry [53]) and in 2) non-endothelial
cell types (with idealised geometry [178] and image-informed [180] approaches).
Again, finite element modelling is likely to be used to integrate these components
together. Mechanical solvers have recently been implemented with improved
contact mechanics (stemming from the more traditional engineering application
of embedded reinforcement cables/wires) to allow more complex cytoskeleton
structures to be incorporated into finite element based models. Additionally,
current tensegrity models are largely based on adherent cell types, where the
external force is transmitted internally into the cell via the basal surface focaladhesions that are physically coupled to cytoskeletal filaments. In the future,
this modelling approach could be extended to incorporate fluid-induced WSS
on the apical surface of the cell, coupling of continuum mechanics theory with
tensegrity models. In other words, the interface between tensegrity and fluid
WSS models is blurring.
With regards to the data input, traditional microscopy techniques (light, confocal,
immunofluorescence) are sufficient to characterise the model domain, and cell
configuration prior, during and post flow. The pre-stress of cells can also be
measured using a number of methods including laser-severing and measuring
the viscoelastic retraction of strain fibres [177], confocal microscopy [142] and
force balance using magnetic beads [58]. With regards to data used to verify
model outputs, a number of advances in imaging techniques have allowed
mechanotransduction events to be visualised in live cells, a subject that has been
recently reviewed [175]. The stress and strain field outputs that are typical of
finite element models can be accurately compared using a number of experimental techniques. Multi-particle imaging micro-rheometry has been utilised to
produce distribution of cellular deformation in response to flow. Essentially this
process involves the local tracking of fluorescent beads embedded throughout
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cells during flow, and can provide data to verify model strain estimates. Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET)-based mechanical stress sensors can be
utilised to directly visualise stress distribution throughout the cell [282, 283]. As
such, this can be used to either provide cytoskeletal pre-stress prior to flow or
verify model estimates for post-flow stress distribution.

7.4

Model integration

Further study into the mechanical behaviour of the primary cilium is motivated
by the observation that low or disturbed WSS is associated with both the preferrential expression of primary cilia and the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis
[15]. In particular, it is of interest to determine if the primary cilium acts as a
force amplifier in the mechanotransmission of low and disturbed WSS. Given
the length scales (∼ 0.2 µm in diameter and less than 8 µm in length [10, 15, 64])
and drag forces (10-100 pN [117, 118]) acting on the cilia, the transmitted forces
at the base of the cilium are difficult to directly quantify experimentally.
Standalone cilia models of the primary cilium have shown that torques produced
at the base of the cilium [117] are substantial relative to maximum intracellular
forces that develop in cell models without a cilia [16]. Hence, standalone models
support a force amplification role for the cilium. However, these models are
not able to consider a number of factors such as the fluid drag effect of adjacent
cells up and downstream of the cilia; the fluid interaction with the bumpy EC
apical surface below the cilia (and the reverse, the fluid interaction that the
cilium produces, changing the flow onto the cell); the angle between the cilia and
the EC may be dependent on EC deformation in response to WSS; cytoskeletal
remodelling influences both ciliogenesis and basal body positioning [228], as
well as cilia length and orientation [229]; press-stress in the cytoskeletal structure
may affect cilium stiffness; location of the ciliary axoneme with respect to cell
affects the mechanical forces throughout the cell, as demonstrated in Chapter 4.
To consider these factors, primary cilia models should be integrated with whole
EC models.
There are two existing integrated models. Mazzag and Barakat [198] published
a model of an EC represented as a network of linear viscoelastic Kelvin bodies,
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with the primary cilium as an (unspecified) flow sensor that is represented by a
Kelvin body that initially experiences turbulent flow before the rest of the cell,
implemented by being placed in series with all the other sensors. Nine months
after the publication of the contents of this chapter, Khayyeri et al. published
a study with an integrated cilium and whole cell model [12]. They found that
primary cilium length is related to magnitude of internal strains transmitted
from flow-induced WSS. While this model is not explicitly based on ECs, and
uses idealised geometry, the modelling approach is useful for future EC cilia
studies.
Furthermore, their modelling approach utilised several of the solutions to challenges in model integration that were predicted in our published paper. For
instance, one challenge we identified was that commercial FEM solvers have
traditionally been unable to handle two-dimensional elements (cytoskeletal network and cilium) embedded within a three-dimensional structure (the cell).
However, we suggested that recent improvements in computational solvers can
now facilitate this modelling approach (recent versions of a number of commercial packages such as COMSOL, Abaqus, and ANSYS). The model presented by
Khayyeri et al. included a discrete 2D cytoskeletal structure, embedded in a 3D
structure, implemented in Abaqus. We also predicted that tensegrity principles
would be incorporated in future models containing a cytoskeleton. The ciliated
model presented by Khayyeri et al. represents the cytoskeleton as mixture of
tension only elements (representing actin) and compression and tension resisting
elements (to represent microtubules), thus tensegrity principles were considered.
The studies presented by Mazzag and Barakat, and Khayyeri et al. are a good
foundation for integration of the primary cilium into a whole EC model. However, more could be done to improve the integrated model. Further model
integration is hindered by several challenges.
Firstly, one challenge that has been identified as a result of our study presented in Chapter 4, is that in the absence of a cytoskeletal network to attach the
cilium to, force from the cilium will only cause localised deflections that quickly
dissipate. To model both the cytoskeleton and cilium together, the modelling
approach needs to become more sophisticated, multi-scale and multi-component;
combining tensegrity principles such as pre-stress into a continuum modelling
framework for modelling fluid-induced WSS. The ciliated model presented by
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Khayyeri et al. is a good step towards this, but their model does not consider
pre-stress. The tensegrity model suggests that pre-stress in actin fibres promotes
long range force propagation along the cytoskeleton [284, 285]. Therefore, we
would expect the force amplification effect of the primary cilium to increase if
pre-stress was considered in the model. Pre-stress is yet to be considered in a
ciliated EC model.
Another major challenge is that the axonemal position of the primary cilium in
relation to the nucleus and cell orientation is not known, nor is it known how
this changes in response to different flow conditions. The findings presented in
Chapter 4 suggest that axonemal position substantially affects mechanotransmission, motivating the quantification of this variable in Chapter 6. While we
have only looked at static cells, our methods could be readily extended to remodelled populations of EC exposed to a range of flow conditions. Thus, we
have contributed towards solving this particular challenge.
Another challenge is that population morphological variation may affect mechanotransmission of WSS in ciliated cells. In particular, the morphology of the cilium
and the cytoskeleton may affect how the cilia amplifies intracellular forces. This
has yet to quantified. The research presented in Chapter 6 contributes towards
quantifying this morphological variation. Further mechanical analysis is needed
to determine how the variation affects mechanotransmission. We suggest that
the generative approach described in Chapter 3 would be best suited to solving
this challenge.
The mechanical implications of the complex basal foot structures, as observed by
electron microscopy, are not known. Within the model presented by Khayyeri
et al. , the base of the cilia was tethered to the cell by sharing common nodes
between the cilia, cortex, microtubules and actin. While this is an assumption, it
is a reasonable starting point for incorporating the cilia into a whole cell model.
However, further study is required to determine if this assumption is correct.
Aside from this, there is potentially significant fluid-structure interaction between
the ciliated cell and flow, particularly in the case of oscillatory or disturbed flow.
Calculating and implementing this interaction is complex. Both our study, and
the study presented by Khayyeri et al. used one-way decoupled fluid-structure interaction to implement flow over the cell. Therefore, the effect of this interaction
has yet to be quantified.
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Another challenge is that fluid-induced WSS dynamically affects cell morphology
as well as the cilia length [109], and orientation [187]. This makes modelling
particularly difficult as models tend to be valid on a relatively short timescale
only, and are not capable of evolving their structure in response. Aside from
this, the constitutive properties of the sub-ciliary compartment are not known,
and the effect of flow-induced remodelling on the material properties of the
compartment is not known. This compartment is the link between the cilia and
the rest of the cell, and is likely to be crucial for primary cilium and EC model
integration. Finally, cytoskeletal re-organisation has been shown to play a role in
cilia length, orientation and positioning [228, 229]. Further study is required to
determine if other transducers or sub-cellular components also influence cilia
properties and mechanics.
These outstanding research goals are likely to be attainable in the near future,
as the capabilities of both microscopy and computer modelling continues to
improve rapidly.

7.5

Using an integrated model towards
understanding mechanotransmission and
mechanotransduction

We suggest a framework that integrates a mutli-component computational model
with a wide range of experimental data to understand EC mechanotransmission and transduction. Specifically, this framework can be employed to clarify
the contribution of a particular transducer such as the primary cilium. The
framework can also be employed to identify the key transducers of each type
of WSS. This is illustrated in Fig. 7.1, which demonstrates using the framework
to understand the mechanotransduction of unidirectional high WSS. Because
many of the mechanisms of mechanotransduction are currently unclear, we have
made a number of initial assumptions. However, we believe what we propose
provides a necessary first step towards understanding EC mechanotransduction,
and can be readily extended to incorporate future data regarding the validity of
these assumptions. Lastly, we discuss the benefits of our framework.
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Our approach can be broken down into answering four specific questions: Firstly,
given a particular WSS regime, where do the stresses and strains concentrate
throughout the cell? Secondly, given a particular WSS regime, where are different types of transducers typically located within the EC? Thirdly, what is the
characteristic individual response of each postulated transducer to WSS? Fourth
and finally, given a particular WSS regime, what is the measurable aggregate
signalling response from the cell? Once these four questions are answered, we
are able to implicitly identify which transducers are contributing to EC mechanotransduction, for a given WSS regime. This is achieved by isolating transducers that satisfy two criteria. Firstly, transducers must be located in regions
of stress/strain concentration (known by comparing the answers to question
1 and question 2). Secondly, transducers must have a characteristic individual
transducer response (question 3) that matches a component of the aggregate
signalling response from the cell (question 4). Transducers that satisfy these two
criteria are likely to substantially contribute to overall EC mechanotransduction.
It should be noted that, separately, each of the four specific questions have been
posed for some time. Progress has been gradual due to the complexity of endothelial mechanotransduction; the process involves many different transducers,
and a wide range of responses and interactions that can occur at vastly different
time scales. Many studies have focused on a single time scale or transducer.
With our framework, we suggest one possible way to combine data from these
studies together to further understand EC mechanotransduction.
We propose using the following techniques to answer these questions. Firstly,
a multi-component, ciliated, image-informed generative whole EC model, as
earlier suggested (section 7.4), could be used to answer the first question. Such
a model would require three distinct inputs. 1) Experimentally measured constitutive properties of EC-specific cell components taken from literature. 2)
Three-dimensional spatial data of the EC membrane, cytoskeleton, focal adhesions, nucleus and primary cilium. This data can be acquired using triple-labelled
fluorescence imaging combined with confocal microscopy (to image cytoskeleton, primary cilium and nucleus as accomplished by Jensen et al. [286] and
Slomka et al. [180]) and phase contrast microscopy (to image focal adhesions and
membrane as accomplished by Ferko et al. [16]). Populations of cells could be
imaged to provide statistical data needed to create virtual cells that form the spatial domain of the model, thus the model will be image-informed and generative.
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Within this thesis we have contributed towards this goal by creating a generative
model as a foundation. This model already encapsulates the population variation
in the nucleus and cell shape, and contains a reference system (nucleus centroid)
by which future components could be integrated. Furthermore, preliminary spatial data on the primary cilium and cytoskeleton has been acquired to facilitate
future inclusion of these components into the model. A further extension is to
consider separate cell populations that are categorised by the type of flow the
cells are cultured under (static, oscillatory, disturbed or unidirectional; high or
low shear magnitude), to account for vascular remodelling in response to flow. 3)
A range of different fluid-induced shear stress regimes (oscillatory, disturbed or
unidirectional; high or low shear magnitude) that are prescribed as a boundary
condition. Given these three inputs, a multi-component, ciliated generative
EC model can predict stress-strain distributions for each of the different flow
regimes.
To answer the second question (where are transducers located in the cell, and is
this dependent on the WSS environment), we propose using imaging techniques
similar to those described to obtain input for the EC model to acquire the spatial
distributions of postulated transducers (focal adhesions, caveolae, ion-channels
and other receptors). As was the case with gathering data for the spatial domain
of the model, these distributions should be acquired from populations of cells
under different flow culture conditions (oscillatory, disturbed or unidirectional;
high or low shear magnitude) to account for flow-induced remodelling.
The current literature is sufficient to answer the third question (individual transducer response) — there are a number of studies that experimentally measure the
output of individual transducers in response to WSS (see Ando and Yamamoto
et al. [70] for a recent review on this subject). These studies typically use either
genetic or chemical manipulation to abolish the expression of a particular transducer. The WSS response of the manipulated cell can then be compared to the
response of a wild type/untreated cell, to implicitly determine the abolished
transducer’s function. In contrast with our proposed approach, these methods
directly isolate the effect of particular transducers and thus may be more accurate.
However, because these methods typically irreversibly alter the EC, each study
is only able to consider one type of transducer. Distinctively, our approach will
be able to simultaneously consider a larger range of transducers, under various
WSS regimes. Additionally, our approach provides a framework to integrate
together data from these transducer-specific studies.
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Finally, to answer the fourth question (aggregate EC biochemical and phenotypic
response to WSS), we propose applying a range of WSS regimes to live ECs
in vitro, and experimentally measuring the corresponding transduction output.
Candidate outputs to examine include calcium transients, up-regulation of genes
associated with endothelial nitric oxide synthase, activation of extracellular
signal-regulated kinase (ERK) or other typical markers of WSS transduction.
Thus each WSS regime will have its associated transduction output profile.
Additionally, we suggest that the internal forces and strains that develop in
response to the applied WSS regime should be periodically measured. This
will allow validation of the model estimates that were used to answer the first
question.
Due to the current ambiguity regarding endothelial mechanotransduction, our
approach makes the following three assumptions. Firstly, we assume that the
transducers that are in regions of stress concentration contribute chiefly to the
overall cell mechanotransduction. There is the possibility that transducers could
be sensitive to stresses that are lower than the maximum stress regions within
the cell. This assumption can be tested by obtaining data on the stress thresholds
(minimum stresses) needed to activate each type of transducer. We can then
widen our approach to consider any transducers that are experiencing stresses
greater than their thresholds, throughout the cell. Secondly, it is not known if
EC transducers interact with each other. We assume that each transducer acts
individually in response to force. Hence aggregate cell transduction output
represents the linear superposition of individual transducer outputs (although
possible force amplification due to transducer interaction, such as the primary
cilium transmitting force to cytoskeleton, is considered in our framework). It is
possible that transducer interaction may occur leading to non-linear superposition. However, our approach can be extended to consider transducer interactions
by defining stress-activation thresholds for particular transducers that are dependent on the presence of other transducer types. Thirdly, it is initially assumed
that WSS-induced stresses within the EC will concentrate in a particular region,
and that there will be a reduced number of candidate transducers in that region.
However, it is possible that stresses will be evenly distributed throughout the
cell, or that there are several types of transducers located in high stress regions
that are known to produce the detected transduction response. However, in
these instances our approach would still be useful. In the former scenario, a
homogeneous stress distribution would be detected by our approach. In the
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latter scenario, we will be able to narrow the focus onto a smaller number of
candidate transducers.
In devising our approach, we have made two choices that have advantages
and disadvantages. Firstly, we have chosen to use a mechanical EC model that
is image-informed, multi-scale, multi-component, generative and incorporates
tensegrity principles into a continuum modelling framework. Hence, for detailed
studies, our approach would be an improvement on idealised geometry models,
such as the one presented by Barreto et al. [178]. However,our approach has
a much higher computational cost in comparison to idealised models, which
makes it less suited to considering different constitutive properties or mechanical behaviour. Secondly, the stress/strain distribution is numerically simulated
rather than experimentally measured. While the stresses and strains acting on
ECs can be directly measured using FRET-based sensors or multi-particle imaging micro-rheometry [282, 283], these methods are experimentally challenging
and are difficult to combine with immuno-labelling of postulated transducers.
Furthermore, the modelling based approach can consider a number of different pre-stresses and fluid dynamics more rapidly. Hence these experimental
techniques are better employed as providing validation data for our approach.
Aside from these, our approach introduces three specific novel improvements.
Firstly, this approach is able to integrate a wide range of data including threedimensional spatial distributions of both the cell components and transducers,
biochemical transduction output, as well as stress/strain distributions. Secondly,
our proposed modelling approach also incorporates a greater number of intracellular features than any existing published model. Earlier studies have shown
that the inclusion of these features individually alters model estimates. This is
the case with focal adhesions [16], stress fibres [142], and the nucleus [73]. There
is also the strong possibility that the inclusion of the primary cilium into an
EC model would result in significant variation in WSS mechanotransmission,
beyond what is predicted by the preliminary model presented in Chapter 4.
This is because we expect that the inclusion of a pre-stressed cytoskeleton will
increase the force amplification role of the cilium, based on tensegrity studies
[285]. Furthermore, this modelling approach considers the effect of population
morphological variation. Therefore, model findings can be generalised across the
population. Additionally, the model may provide new insights in to the mechanisms behind the changes in morphological homogeneity that are WSS-dependent
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[18]. Thirdly, our approach can be readily extended to consider disease models
by acquiring data from a population of diseased ECs to both build the whole EC
model, as well as input for the wet-lab experiments.
The model-based approach we propose would assist in identifying the contribution of each individual transducer to the overall EC mechanotransduction of
fluid-induced WSS. While we do not claim that this approach can capture the full
complexity of endothelial mechanotransduction, we believe that the framework
is valuable because it 1) integrates together data from a wide range of sources, 2)
considers the function of a large range of transducers for any given WSS regime,
and 3) provides a method for studying EC mechanotransduction that can be
readily extended to incorporate future data. Furthermore, our approach will
demonstrate whether the primary cilium has a particular role as a low/disturbed
flow sensor. In doing so, we would shed light on some of the postulated early
focal causes of atherosclerosis.
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Unidirectional high WSS
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Figure 7.1: Visual representation of the framework that will clarify which transducers are
contributing substantially to endothelial mechanotransduction. We illustrate the components of
the framework by considering unidirectional high WSS. The WSS regime is an input for the in
silico model, resulting in a prediction of stress concentration in the basal region of the EC. The
dotted lines indicate that the other two model inputs (constitutive properties and 3-D spatial
data) should be taken from cell populations that subject to unidirectional high WSS.
The same WSS regime is also applied to live cells in three distinct wet-lab experiments. Firstly,
cells subject to unidirectional high WSS are imaged to obtain 3-D transducer distributions.
Secondly, from the database of individual transducer responses we find that focal adhesions,
caveolae and cell membrane receptors all typically increase ERK activation in response to
unidirectional high WSS. Thirdly, cells are subject to unidirectional high WSS, and the resulting
aggregate transducer response is measured. We find an increase in extracellular signal-regulated
kinase (ERK) activation.
Focal adhesions are located in the basal region of the cell (where the stress concentrates), whereas
caveolae and cell membrane receptors are on the apical surface of the cell. Furthermore, ERK
activation is typical of focal adhesion response to WSS, and matches the observed aggregate
response of the cell. Hence we would expect focal-adhesions to substantially contribute to EC
mechanotransduction of unidirectional high shear stress. This conclusion is subject to a number
of assumptions (see Section 7.5).

Chapter 8
Discussion
The research presented in this thesis investigated effect of cellular morphology
and the primary cilium on the mechanotransmission of flow-induced WSS in
ECs. In doing so, this research has contributed towards the understanding of
mechanotransmission, mechanotransduction, and ultimately, the pathogenesis
of atherosclerosis. This research is motivated by the long term goal of developing new EC-based methods to diagnose and treat atherosclerosis. The aims
addressed in the research were:

1. To quantify the effect of EC population morphological variation on mechanotransmission of flow-induced WSS using a generative approach.
2. To create a cell-specific, image-informed model of ciliated ECs to determine
the role of the primary cilium as a stress amplifier of flow-induced WSS.
3. To optimise cell culture methods, visualisation methods and choice of EC
type to aid future in vitro studies of EC primary cilia.
4. To quantify spatial distributions of the EC cytoskeleton and cilium to future
enable generative models to be constructed in the future.
5. To identify major challenges in integrating primary cilium models into a
whole EC model, and to devise a framework to integrate such a multi-scale
model with experimental data to understand EC mechanotransduction.
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These aims were met by using a computational-based approach that integrated
haemodynamic boundary conditions, material properties of the cell and cell
morphology, with the latter being quantified in a population of cells using a generative approach; by developing a computational model of a ciliated EC based on
images of a HUVEC; by examining the effect of culture conditions, visualisation
methods and cell type on primary cilia length and incidence; by modifying existing shape descriptors of the EC cytoskeleton and primary cilia, and applying
them to a population of HMEC-1 cells; and, by undertaking a review of whole
EC and cilia computational models, and studies of EC mechanotransduction.
The findings of each chapter have been separately discussed in Sections 3.7,
4.5, 5.6, 5.7, 6.5 and 7.3 to 7.5. Findings were compared with existing data
and strengths and limitations were identified. Important future directions and
key implications of the findings were also examined. We now present a discussion of the overall body of research, including justification of the scope of
investigation, the overall strengths and limitations and key implications. In
particular, we discuss the implications of this research on: 1) understanding
the role of subcellular components in mechanotransmission, 2) the current understanding of endothelial mechanotransmission and methods of quantifying
endothelial mechanotransmission and, 3) understanding of the mechanisms
between mechanotransmission and mechanotransduction, ultimately in relation
to disease.

8.1

The role of EC subcellular components in
mechanotransmission

In this section we discuss the implications of this thesis on the understanding
of how cell shape, the nucleus, the primary cilium and the cytoskeleton affects
EC mechanotransmission of WSS. The reasons for examining specifically these
components from the many postulated mechanotransducers are outlined. Additionally, we discuss the advantages and implications of the protocol we have
developed for examining primary cilia in vitro. Key future directions are also
identified.
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The mechanical stability of a cell is dependent on its morphology and the morphology of its subcellular components. The effect of population variation in EC
shape on mechanotransmission has been assessed [73, 74, 172]. However, the
effect of this variable on mechanotransmission of WSS has not been assessed
in 3D, until this thesis. Importantly, our investigation revealed up to a six-fold
increase in stress estimates between different cell shapes characteristic of the
overall population morphology. Given that this effect is of the same order of
magnitude as including other subcellular components [16, 12, 178], overall cell
shape is crucial to mechanotransmission of WSS. Furthermore, our study demonstrates that the findings cell-specific studies may not always be applicable to
other cells in a population: cell shape variation should not be overlooked in
mechanotransmission studies.
The nucleus has been shown to increase the magnitude and heterogeneity of
stresses within the cell [16]. Ferko et al. found that intracellular von Mises stresses
halved when the nucleus was removed [16]. In our population morphology study
the effect of the nucleus was not explicitly examined: all mechanical models were
nucleated, and no comparisons were made between nucleated and non-nucleated
cells. This is because in the EC population examined in our study we did not
see significant variation in the percentage volume occupied by the nucleus.
Furthermore, WSS-induced remodelling of nucleus shape was demonstrated to
be insignificant [18]. This suggests that while the nucleus has an important role
in mechanotransmission (and should be included), it is likely the effect of nucleus
population morphology is less significant than that of the other components.
Therefore, instead of examining the effect of the nucleus, we extended on existing
nucleated computational studies by including the nucleus when considering
other variables, such as the primary cilium and cell morphology. Furthermore
we found that, while nuclei size and aspect ratio varied, the shape of the nucleus
was trial-axially symmetric and is well represented as a tri-axial ovoid. Hence,
our findings demonstrate that averaging nuclei in a population (such as the
methods used by Caille et al. in 2D[73]) is sufficient to yield models that have
spatial patterns approximately characteristic of the overall population.
A possible role for the primary cilium in mechanotransmission had already been
examined prior to this thesis: both implicitly, using experimental approaches
[120, 232], and through computational approaches [11, 187, 194]. However, the
need to integrate standalone cilium models with whole cell models, and the
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major challenges in that integration process were not identified prior to the
publication of our research presented in Chapter 7. Integration was needed to
investigate if the cilium is a substantial force amplifier in mechanotransmission
of WSS. Since a preliminary version of the framework presented in Chapter 7 was
published in 2014, Khayyeri et al. have developed an integrated cilia-cell model
based on idealised geometry [12]. Their model confirms many of the predictions
in trends in model development that were proposed. There was still need for
further extension, however, into cell-specific image informed geometries. We are
the first to develop such a model (Chapter 4). From our findings we suggest that,
in the absence of a discrete cytoskeleton to enable propagate forces, continuum
approaches are only able to capture the force amplification behaviour in the
near cilia region. This lends evidence for the tensegrity model of cell mechanics
proposed by Ingber [8].
The cell-specific ciliated model presented in Chapter 4 illustrated the importance
of primary cilium morphology. However, we were not able to reliably culture
and detect cilia using commercially acquired HUVECs, cultured according to the
manufacturers specification (#C-003-5C; Life Technologies; Carlsbad, CA, USA).
Therefore, we have optimised EC primary cilia culture and detection methods in
two cell types. The experimental protocols developed in this thesis are of use to
future experimental studies of EC primary cilia. In particular, we have identified
a combination of cell type and culture conditions (confluent, low serum HUVECs)
that suppresses ciliogenesis, without the need to apply chemical de-ciliation
agents such as choral hydrate. This is an advantage, because such agents may
affect the mechanical integrity cell: choral hydrate in particular elicits substantial
changes in microtubule organisation [287]. Furthermore, it is reasonable to
assume that these HUVECs are healthy and normal, given that culture protocol
is based on the commercially recommended one for this cell type. Additionally
the morphology of these cells does not appear qualitatively different to other
reported HUVECs [17, 40]. Therefore, we have identified a healthy, wild type
large vessel EC model that does not express cilia and can, therefore, be used
in comparative studies on the role of EC primary cilia. Furthermore, we have
identified cell culture conditions that elicit repeatable cilia incidence in both a
large vessel (HUVEC) and microvascular (HMEC-1) EC type, which may be of
use to a wide range of in vitro EC primary cilium studies. We also confirmed
that the arl13b antibody can be used to accurately identify cilia without another
co-labelled antibody. Thus future studies can use this visualisation method
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and reduce experimental costs compared to co-labelled methods. Furthermore,
the generative approach described in Chapter 3 requires morphological data
acquired from a population of cells. The primary cilium culture and detection
methods that we have developed will be useful for future research efforts to
integrate the cilium into a generative model.
An image-informed cytoskeletonised, ciliated EC model is needed to test the
theory that long range force amplification of the primary cilium occurs via
the cytoskeleton. Our research has laid the foundation for such a model. The
modelling approaches used in Chapter 4 can be combined with cytoskeletal
morphological information that we have obtained in Chapter 6 using the framework proposed in Chapter 7. This image-informed ciliated, cytoskeletonised
endothelial cell would then be able to quantify the effect of the primary cilium
on mechanotransmission in a range of flow conditions. Furthermore, it could be
directly experimentally validated.
Existing cytoskeletonised models of mechanotransmission of WSS use an idealised geometry approach [12, 53, 178]. These studies make a strong contribution towards understanding mechanotransmission, and establish computational
methods for modelling the cytoskeleton. However, from both the findings of
Chapter 3, and the experimental observations of substantial flow-induced cytoskeletal remodelling, we suggest that the role of cytoskeletal morphology in EC
mechanotransmission should be considered: at a single cell and a population
scale. The generative approach used in Chapter 3 would enable this to be tested.
To enable this we quantified cytoskeletal morphology (Chapter 6) in an EC population. The methods used in this study are optimised for creating spatial models
suitable for mechanical analysis at a cellular level. While we have developed a
framework for creating the spatial domain of future cytoskeletonised models,
further model development is required to extend this analysis into 3D. There
is also a need to continue developing modelling methods to allow inclusion of
pre-stress and tensegrity principles into the model, as discussed in Chapter 7.
The research presented in Chapter 3 has highlighted that interaction occurs
between different morphological descriptors of overall cell shape. It is reasonable
to assume that interaction may occur between the morphological descriptors of
different components. For instance, increasing cilium length may cause greater
force amplification on the nucleus. The effect size of this increase in cilium
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length may also be increased if there are more microtubules between the base
of the cilium and the nucleus. Experimental evidence supports this notion:
changes in WSS elicits both a length change in primary cilia [109], and a change
in the number of anchoring microtubules at the base of the cilium [232]. In
Chapter 3 we proposed a regression analysis coupled with mechanical analysis to
quantify interactions between nucleus and cell shape morphological descriptors.
This approach could be extended to morphological descriptors of a number of
subcellular components, to explain how each subcellular component interacts
in mechanotransduction. Furthermore, if interaction exists then this approach
would determine if it is non-linear, and if it is cumulative or destructive.
While there are many postulated subcellular components and organelles involved in mechanotransmission and transduction [69, 70], we have analysed
overall cell shape, the nucleus, the cytoskeleton and the primary cilium. In particular, the primary cilium is a key focus of this thesis due to its specific association
with disturbed flow, pathogenic inflammatory WSS states and atherosclerosis
[15, 64]. EC primary cilia are based on the apical surface of the cell, projecting
into the lumen [40, 120]. Luminal forces are primarily transmitted through the
cell via the cytoskeleton, hence its inclusion in our study. Additionally, the
cytoskeleton is mechanically linked to the nucleus, and force transmission to
the nucleus has a crucial role in affecting cell phenotype through disrupting
nuclear scaffolds [55]. Therefore, the nucleus was also examined. Aside from
this, overall cell shape was examined because continuum model studies of WSS
acting on cells have a strong dependency on cell shape: cell shape and height
dictate the amount of WSS experienced by the cell [16, 53]. Additionally, our
study is the first to study EC mechanotransmission and population morphology
using a generative approach. Given that this is a new field, it is logical to consider
overall cell shape as the first variable.
In future, it would be beneficial to extend our analysis to other subcellular components: in particular focal adhesions, intermediate filaments and the gylcocalyx.
The effect of focal adhesions has already been examined using a cell specific
approach [16] and an idealised approach [53]. Given that their findings demonstrated that focal adhesions increased the heterogeneity of intracellular force, it is
likely that focal adhesion morphology substantially affects mechanotransmission
estimates. Therefore, using a population-based generative approach to study
focal adhesions is a logical extension of this thesis. Intermediate filaments are
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third broad component of the cytoskeleton, along with actin and tubulin [79].
We did not consider intermediate filaments in this study as they are the least
mechanically important of the 3, particularly at low strains [79]. This is further
illustrated by the observation that mutations in the gene networks regulating
intermediate filaments are more tolerated in the organism compared to mutations to actin and tubulin [89]. Additionally, WSS remodelling of the cell and
actin-filament network can occur when intermediate filaments have been disrupted with acrylamide [276]. However, intermediate filaments may still affect
mechanical stability of the cell [92, 93] and should be considered in future. The
effect of the glycocalyx on mechanotransmission has been examined using an
idealised geometry approach [53]. Removing the glycocalyx increased the stress
at the nucleus boundary. Given this potential shielding effect of the glycocalyx,
it would be interesting to examine how the glycocalyx affects the role of the
primary cilium as a force amplifier. The primary cilium may extend out into the
lumen (we found cilia length to be 3-5 µm) above the height of the glycocalyx
layer1 and, subsequently, may have an increased force amplification effect in a
cell shielded from WSS by a glycocalyx compared to a cell without a glycocalyx.
It would also be interesting to extend the generative approach used in this thesis
to a monolayer of cells, thus extending the idealised approach of Dabagh et al.
[53]. In a mono-layer, cell-cell junctions play a role in mechanotransmission
[129, 128], and should be considered. Each of these subcellular components can
be assessed using the generative modelling approach developed in this thesis.
This thesis has key implications for mechanotransmission at a subcellular level:
we have discussed how overall cell morphology, the nucleus, the primary cilium
and the cytoskeleton affects mechanotransmission, and made a number of suggestions for future studies. Cell mechanics is multi-scale in nature: the mechanical implications of these subcellular components also has a role in overall EC
mechanotransmission. This will be discussed in the next section.
1 It should be noted that EC glycocalyx height is not yet well established: in vitro methods
have revealed the glycocalyx thickness to be < 100nm, whereas in vivo methods have revealed
up to 11 µm thickness [288]. Computational models of the glycocalyx typically use a thickness at
the lower range [289], such as 0.5 µm [53].
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Theory and quantification of endothelial
mechanotransmission

The specific implications of this thesis on the role EC subcellular components
have in EC mechanotransmission have been discussed. We now present a discussion on the implications this body of research has on overall understanding of
mechanotransmission. Furthermore, the implications this thesis has on existing
computational methods for quantifying endothelial mechanotransmission are
discussed. In particular, our findings supports the “wisdom of the cell” theory
of endothelial mechanotransduction. Limitations of the approaches used in this
thesis to quantify mechanotransmission will also be discussed along with future
extensions of the research.
Chien [9] postulated the ‘wisdom of the cell” theory, whereby EC flow-induced
remodelling represents an effort to maintain force homeostasis in the atheroprotective range. In disturbed flow, ECs are not able to sense the predominant
flow direction, and are unable to remodel and maintain athero-protective intracellular forces, which explains the link between disturbed flow and disease.
Given the increased heterogeneity of ECs in static and disturbed flow conditions,
our study demonstrates that the range of intracellular forces in the EC population substantially varies (up to six-fold). Hence our study supports the ‘wisdom
of the cell” theory of EC mechanotransduction response: there are likely to be
substantial differences in intracellular forces in different cells from a disturbed
flow population.
In 2002, Davies et al. highlighted three major challenges in understanding how
EC mechanotransduction of WSS is linked to the focal origin of atherosclerosis
[5]. These challenges stem from the need to investigate a small region of interest,
due to micrometer spatial variation in WSS. Firstly, the regions of interest contain
a very small number of cells. Secondly, at this length scale, computational fluid
dynamics analyses must consider the effect of the cell geometry. Thirdly, related
to the second challenge, there is cell-to-cell structural heterogeneity, which is
significant to understanding of mechanotransduction [5]. The first challenge
is related to the difficulty in assessing the biochemical transduction response
of only a few cells, with a high level of specificity. Davies et al. postulated
a genomics approach with the use of microarray analysis to tackle this first
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challenge: subsequently tools in this area have continued to advance to enable
the assessment of mechanotransduction output at a sufficiently fine spatial
resolution [165]. The second challenge has been solved using a cell-specific or
idealised approach. In studies using the former approach, computational cost
is reduced by examining mechanotransmission in only a single cell (or a few
specific cells) [16, 74]. In studies using the latter approach, computational cost
is reduced by simplifying the spatial representation of the cell [53, 74]. Neither
approach is able to satisfy both the second and third challenges simultaneously,
therefore the cell-to-cell structural homogeneity has not been examined until
this thesis. The generative approach proposed in this thesis is able to consider
population morphological variation using a reduced number of cell models.
Hence, we have demonstrated a method for simultaneously solving two of the
important challenges in quantifying mechanotransmission. We envisage that
this approach has the potential to be very useful to future flow-remodelling
studies or image-informed mechanical analyses of cells in different flow states:
characteristic models can be created for each flow state, as described in Chapter 7.
The computational approaches used in this thesis are ideal for capturing the
mechanotransmission behaviour of the cell at the early stages after the onset of
flow. Our modelling approach is not able to capture the adaptive remodelling
of the cell in response to sustained exposure to WSS [6]. This is because our
approach assumes constant material properties and boundary conditions, both
of which are violated in remodelling events. For instance, fixed displacement
boundary conditions are used to represent focal adhesions, and the geometry
of these boundary conditions are fixed. However, focal adhesion spatial distribution changes in response to WSS [18, 105]. Another example is that the
stiffness of the cytoskeletonised cell is represented by a fixed Young’s modulus
value. Flow-induced remodelling increases actin turn over and reduces total
actin by 34% [52]. Additionally remodelled cytoskeletal networks may add an
anisotropy to the material properties of the cell that would not be considered
using our approach. Finally, the hyperelastic constitutive properties used in
the models presented in this thesis are not suitable for modelling large plastic
deformations of the cell. Instead, such remodelling behaviour is best modelled
using different computational approaches such as cell migration models [290]
or non-continuum models with simplified geometry that explicitly consider
remodelling mechanisms, such as the 2D model presented by Pakravan et al.
[172]. Nevertheless, the early stage events in WSS mechanotransmission are
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still crucial to the understanding of mechanotransduction. This is because the
initial transduction response to WSS occurs within seconds [110], thus preceding
remodelling which occurs in the order of minutes to hours [18]. Furthermore,
quantifying the intracellular force distribution in the cell prior to remodelling
is of use in understanding the mechanism behind subsequent remodelling of
different parts of the cell. Additionally, the generative approach can capture variation in cell morphology, as illustrated in Chapter 3. It is reasonable to suggest
that flow remodelling in the population may result in quantifiable change in the
pattern of shape descriptors. If this is the case, it will be possible to generate
separate virtual cells to characterise static cell populations and flow remodelled
populations: the difference in mechanotransmission behaviour at a population
level could be understood using our proposed generative approach. Hence,
while dynamic remodelling behaviour cannot be captured, the mechanical behaviour across remodelled population can be quantified, once the cells have
stabilised into their new morphologies.
Indeed, because disturbed flow is of key importance to the pathogenesis of
atherosclerosis [6], a logical extension of this thesis is to consider populations of
flow remodelled cells, under different flow conditions. This is readily achievable
using the framework established here, as described above. This was not done
within this thesis because, given the need to develop a new generative-model
based approach, static cells were used as the basis of the cell models to streamline
the experimental complexity behind model development. However, flow remodelling should be considered as the next step. One area of extension that may be
required is the inclusion of temporal dependency in the model, such as through
incorporating visco-elastic material properties. This is particularly important
when quantifying the effect of oscillatory WSS and other time-dependent WSS
environments. Visco-elastic constitutive behaviour has been examined using
idealised geometries [198], and in a stand alone primary cilium model [186].
The latter study illustrated that force concentration at the base of the cilium
is dependent on the frequency of fluid oscillations: the cilium may act as a
low-pass filter. This highlights the possible implications of visco-elasticity on
overall cell mechanotransmission. Furthermore, there is an experimental basis
for visco-elastic behaviour in ECs [156]. Taken together, it would be interesting to
incorporating visco-elastic behaviour into our model framework, in conjunction
with disturbed flow boundary conditions.
Quantifying EC mechanotransmission with a computational modelling approach
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offers several advantages over direct experimental measurement alone. Experimental measurement is challenging, and the process of measurement can irreversibly alter the mechanical behaviour of the cell. For instance, the laser
micro-dissection method for measuring visco-elastic strain in the cytoskeleton,
destroys the measured actin filaments [177]. Furthermore, experimental measurement of mechanotransmission is difficult to combine with immuno-labelling
of postulated transducers, which may make downstream studies of the link
between transmission and transduction difficult. Hence in this thesis we have
used a computational approach to quantify mechanotransmission. This approach
can consider a range of different cell geometries and fluid dynamics more easily
and rapidly. We suggest that direct experimental measurement is best used
to complement and validate our computational approach in the future. Direct
imaging of cellular deformation is one method that could be used to achieve this.
While mechanotransduction was considered in this thesis, bio-chemical signalling, gene pathway activation and other indicators of mechanotransduction
behaviour were not explicitly quantified. As the transmission and transduction
phenomena are intrinsically linked (as explained in the decentralised model),
the logical future extension is to consider transduction in more depth. However,
mechanotransmission is the primary focus of this research. It is not currently
known which of the many postulated transducers are contributing to overall
mechanotransduction. Furthermore, their contributions may interact, perhaps
non-linearly. Additionally, it is not known how these contributions change as the
hemodynamics varies. Thus, a major outstanding challenge is to determine transducer contribution in overall mechanotransduction. The first step towards this
is determining forces that act on each part of the cell (and on each transducer).
Hence, the study of mechanotransmission was the first priority.
We suggest that model development will trend towards increasingly complex,
multi-scale models, and image-informed models, eventually leading to an imageinformed, generative model; with both continuous and discrete elements; with
the inclusion of a cytoskeleton and other sub-cellular components; and, incorporating tensegrity principles. Such a model would be able to integrate the
primary cilium, and the actin, microtubule and intermediate filament components of the cytoskeleton. Thus the model could be used to determine the effect
of each component on overall cell mechanotransmission, and could be directly
experimentally validated because it is image informed. In this thesis we have
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contributed towards the goal of developing such a model by 1) creating a generative model consisting of cytoplasm and nucleus, with a spatial reference system
that can be extended to other subcellular components; 2) by quantifying the
morphology of the cytoskeleton and primary cilium to enable these components
to be added in future; and, 3) by developing a framework for further modelling
development, and outlining how such a model can be integrated with other
experimental data to provide insight into the processes of mechanotransduction.
One challenge to the development of image-informed cytoskeletal networks for
assessing EC mechanotransmission is the computational complexity. Within
the last few years 3D computational models of cytoskeletal networks have been
developed [12, 53, 178]. However, these models still use idealised geometry to
reduce the costs associated with complex contact mechanics required to capture
cytoskeletal behaviour. This may be because contact mechanics within the cell
have a high computational cost, but are required in models that incorporate
a mixed formulation of discrete cytoskeletal elements within the continuum
representing the cytoplasm. This mixed model is needed over a purely discrete
cytoskeletal model, as WSS force transmission on the cell is are commonly studied using computational fluid dynamics with a continuum approach. Another
challenge is in modelling of microtubules, which are highly bent indicating
large deformations: deformations that cannot be captured using hyperelastic
models [53]. Furthermore, much is still not known about the interconnectivity
of cytoskeletal components, but these connections are important to the overall
mechanical stability of the cell. There may be lessons and boundary conditions
that can be applied from mechanical studies at lower length scales such as the
viscoelastic cross-linked actin network presented by Kim et al. [291]. Experimental imaging studies of cross linking proteins [94] may also provide insight
into this area.
In summary, the findings of this thesis supports the “wisdom of the cell theory” of endothelial mechanotransduction. The methods presented in the thesis
simultaneously solve two important challenges to the field of EC mechanotransmission. Such an approach is applicable for understanding the earlier stages of
EC mechanotransduction and transmission of WSS, and offers advantages over
direct experimental measurement approaches. The decision to examine primarily
mechanotransmission was justified. Future directions for this research were also
discussed. Our findings on EC mechanotransmission also have implications in
mechanotransduction, and will be discussed in the next section.
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Endothelial mechanotransduction and disease

The motivating aim of this research is the development of new EC-based methods
for diagnosing and treating atherosclerosis. We now present a discussion on the
implications this research has on the understanding of EC mechanotransduction
of WSS, and the pathogenesis of disease.
Experimental studies have demonstrated population morphology increases in
heterogeneity in the following order: 1) ECs cultured in laminar flow, 2) EC
cultured in static conditions, 3) ECs cultured in disturbed flow [17, 18]. Our
findings suggest that increasing population morphological heterogeneity of cell
shape would increase variation in intracellular stress. Greater variation, in magnitude and spatial distribution, of intracellular stress may activate a larger range
of different EC mechanotransducers. Taken together, this supports the theory
postulated by Davies [3]: the mechanotransduction response of ECs to disturbed
flow is more heterogenous than the response to laminar flow, because of EC
structural heterogeneity. This is an important finding in clarifying mechanisms
of how disturbed flow is related to disease. The immediate implication of this
is further evidence for the decentralised theory: therefore there is not a single
transducer target that can be modulated to prevent the pathogenic response to
disturbed flow.
The magnitude of force amplification due cell shape (six-fold increase) are significant to mechanotransduction. We estimated that intracellular stresses increased
from <10 Pa to >30 Pa in different cell morphologies characteristic of the morphological variation in the population. These differences in stress are significant
to mechanotransduction, because they are in the order of threshold stresses
(level of stress required to activate or elicit a response) of several transducers
that regulate gene and protein expression and cell function. For instance, Rac, a
sub family of Rho GTPases, has been shown to regulate EC permeability [292],
EC migration [293], EC integrin remodelling, and, crucially, intercellular cell
adhesion molecule 1 (ICAMâĂŘ1), which plays a role in associating leukocytes
to atherosclerotic plaques [294]. Rac has a threshold stress of between 8.8 and
17.5 Pa in human airway smooth muscle cells and fibroblast cells [295]. The Rac
threshold stress has not yet been reported in ECs, but given that experiments
have shown Rac in EC is activated by 1.2 Pa WSS [294], it is reasonable to assume
it has a similar value (importantly, our study used ∼1 Pa WSS). Taken together,
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the intracellular stress variation our EC population spans the range of threshold
stresses of Rac. Furthermore, the concept of threshold stress also applies to
other important regulatory and signalling proteins such as Src [295]. Thus, it is
reasonable to assume that variation in intracellular strain would lead to variation
in the phenotypic response of the different cells in the population. Hence our
earlier conclusion, that population morphological variation is a key variable in
mechanotransmission, also extends to mechanotransduction.
It has been suggested that EC primary cilia may be a compensatory mechanism
to disturbed flow that attempts to prevent the pathogenic EC response [63].
Such a theory would explain the in vivopreferential expression of primary cilia
at sites of disturbed flow/atherosclerotic lesion formation. Our findings of
primary cilium force amplification broadly support this theory: the local force
amplification predicted in our model is certainly enough to increase intracellular
stresses above the aforementioned stress thresholds of key regulatory proteins.
Therefore, expression of the primary cilia may be a force homeostasis response
to disturbed flow, to increasing intracellular forces back up to a atheroprotective
level. Further experimental investigation is needed to confirm this theory.
Our findings support the decentralised model of endothelial mechanotransduction, and suggest that variation in intracellular force is the mechanism by which
population morphology heterogeneity leads to heterogeneity of the mechanotransduction response to WSS. This is due to the threshold stresses of regulatory
proteins Furthermore, we have shown primary cilia causes substantial local
force amplification, which gives new insight on the role of the primary cilium
in atherosclerosis. In conclusion, the research presented in this thesis makes
several original contributions towards, and provides a framework for further
contributions to, the understanding of EC subcellular components and their role
in EC mechanotransmission and transduction of WSS.

Appendix A
Appendix: Supplementary
information on numerical methods
of cell mechanics

A.1

Power analysis of principle component
analysis of cell edge morphology

Principle component analyses (PCA) have no formal inferential statistical tests of
analysis power. Hence it is not possible to control the probability of making an
error of inference [296]. However, both large sample sizes N, and high ratios of
subjects ( number of cells in our study) to items (cell shape modes in our study)
are considered to increase the confidence that errors of inference are not being
made [296].
A review of psychology studies that use PCA found that 27.3% of studies used
a ratio of less than 5:1 and 56% had a ratio of less than 10:1 [297]. Our present
study analysed two shape modes with 15 cells (7.5:1), hence our approach is
within the range what is used in the literature. However, it should be noted that
the ratio is just a rough guideline and no formal test of power exists. The sample
size in this study (N=15) is of similar order of magnitude to other cell-specificc
mechanical analyses, such as those by Ferko et al. (N=1) [16], Yamada et al. (N=6)
[74] and Caille et al. (N=17, 17 and 21 for three distinct classes of cells) [73].
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(green) the average, as well as the average cell shape (red) of 15 different
populations are displayed. The first population consists of all 15 cells analysed,
followed by 14 sub-populations which are the same as the first but with a
particular cell omitted.

A stability analysis was also carried out to ensure that the sample size was sufficient to capture the variation in the cell population. This consisted of removing
each cell, one at a time, and repeating the PCA on the remaining 14 cells. Hence
PCA is carried out on 14 different populations of cells. The results of the analysis
(in 2D) is shown in Fig. A.1. There is very little variation between the first shape
mode of all 14 cell populations, indicating that the population shape modes are
not skewed by a single outlier.

A.2

Visualisation of the modelling domain

To aid the reader in understanding the modelling analysis in Chapter 3 we
present a visualisation of the modelling domain described in Chapter 3. Each
cell was modelled as a single cell in the middle of a flow chamber (Fig. A.2 a).
Inflation layers were used to refine the mesh close to the walls of the chamber as
the velocity rapidly transitions to zero at the walls (Fig. A.2 b). The mesh is also
finer near the region of the cell to ensure that the solution converges around the
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Figure A.2: Visualisation of the fluid domain of the finite element analysis. (a)
The cell is modelled in the center of the flow chamber. (b) Visualisation of the
velocity field through the cross section of the flow chamber. (c) Cross sectional
mesh of the fluid domain in region near the cell. Note that inflation layers are
used to refine the mesh closer to the walls of the chamber. The mesh is also
finer near the region of the cell. (d) Close up of the finer mesh in the region
near the cell.

more complex cell geometry (Fig. A.2 c-d). The solid domain is also displayed in
Fig. A.3. The shear stresses on the surface of the cell were calculated in the fluid
domain simulations. These stresses were then exported as a pressure boundary
condition on to the apical surface of the solid domain (see Fig. A.3 a). The solid
and fluid domains are meshed together to ensure continuity of nodal positions
at the boundary of the fluid and solid domain (the apical surface of the cell).
Hence, the pressure conditions can be directly applied to the nodes in the solid
domain. Similarly, the two different materials that make up the cell, the nucleus
and cytoplasm, are meshed together (see Fig. A.3 b). At the interface, there is
a common node between the two materials. The materials interact using the
contact-bonded parameter in ANSYS, indicating there can be no separation at
the interface.
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Figure A.3: Visualisation of the solid domain of the finite element analysis.
(a) Shear stresses calculated in the fluid domain simulations on the surface of
the cell are exported as a pressure boundary condition on the apical surface
of the solid domain. (b) The nucleus and cytoplasm of the cell are meshed
simultaneously using the Delaunay advancing front algorithm. The inset
illusrates that at the interface between the two materials there is a common
node.

A.3

Mesh independence analysis

To assess the mesh independence 100 monitor points were taken along the flow
axis of each cell model. The mesh size was progressively refined (increasing the
total number of elements used to represent the cell) and at each iteration, the Von
Mises stress at the monitor points was compared against the previous model.
The solution was considered converged when the maximum difference at any of
the monitor points was less than 3% and the difference between the averages of
the absolute difference between all of the points was less than 1%. To illustrate
convergence the Von Mises stress at the mid point of the flow axis is plotted for
the shape modes (see Fig. A.4). The maximum Von Mises stress in the average
cell model across successive mesh refinements is also plotted (see Fig. A.5).
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Figure A.4: Mesh independence of the finite element models of the shape
modes. The Von Mises stress at a mid point along the flow axis is plotted
here in the 8 shape mode models meshed with a varying number of elements
(average not plotted here). The calculated solution is shown to be independent
of mesh size. It should be noted that only the stress at one point is displayed
here, the mesh independent analysis monitored more than a 100 points evenly
spaced along the flow axis.
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Figure A.5: Mesh independence analysis of the finite element model of the
average cell. The maximum Von Mises stress in the average cell is plotted
here from models meshed with a varying number of elements. The calculated
solution is shown to be independent of mesh size at 300000 elements.

Appendix B
Appendix: 3D Visualisation of
virtual ECs
To visualise the shape modes, and to assess the effect of each shape mode on
mechanotransmission, virtual cells were generated to represent the first and
second modes (see Figure B.1), and their interactions (see Figure B.2). Due to file
size restrictions, both models are at far lower resolution that those used in the
mechanical analysis.
To illustrate goodness of fit of the three-dimensional genetic algorithm, we have
embedded two models: the original cell, the virtual cell recreated from genetic
algorithm-fitted shape modes (see Figure B.3). Due to file size restrictions, both
models are at far lower resolution that those used in the mechanical analysis.
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Figure B.1: The effect of first two shape modes on cell morphology. Cells
are labelled (i,j), where i and j are the number of standard deviations in the
first and second mode directions, respectively. The first shape mode (top row,
moving left-to-right) increases in size and shifts cell volume below the nucleus.
The second shape mode (bottom row, moving left-to-right) shifts the bulk of
cell volume from left and right of the nucleus to above and below the nucleus.
Note, the zoom can be adjusted, so the models do not have the same scale.
These models are illustrative and are at lower resolution that those used in
the mechanical analysis. Models are best viewed with Adobe Acrobat 9 Pro or
newer, with 3D multimedia enabled.
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Figure B.2: Visualisation of the first and second mode and their interactions.
This 3x3 grid illustrates the first two shape modes and their interactions. Cells
in diagonal positions are linear combinations of cells along the axes. Cells are
labelled (i,j), where i and j are the number of standard deviations in the first
and second mode directions, respectively. Because two standard deviations
are used to form these virtual cells, the majority of cells exist within the region
bounded by the outer 8 cells. Note, the zoom can be adjusted, so the models
do not have the same scale. These models are illustrative and are at lower
resolution that those used in the mechanical analysis. Models are best viewed
with Adobe Acrobat 9 Pro or newer, with 3D multimedia enabled.
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Original cell

Genetic algorithm-fitted cell

Figure B.3: Illustration of the goodness of fit of the genetic algorithm. The
fitted cell was recreated using all 14 modes. The fitting weights for each mode
are presented in Table 3.3. Note, the zoom can be adjusted, so the models do
not have the same scale. Models are best viewed with Adobe Acrobat 9 Pro or
newer, with 3D multimedia enabled.
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Appendix: Primary cilia

C.1

Primary cilia incidence and length in ECs

C.1 Primary cilia incidence and length in ECs

Cell type

HUVEC
HMEC-1

Expansion media
Low serum (2% FBS)
High serum (20% FBS)
Low serum (2% FBS)
High serum (10% FBS)
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Cilia incidence (%)
Cobblestone
Serum
Confluence
starvation growth
0.0 ± 0.0% 0.0 ± 0.0% 0.0 ± 0.0%
2.1 ± 2.2% 2.6 ± 3.6% 2.4 ± 1.4%
3.5 ± 1.6% 8.7 ± 2.8% 8.7 ± 2.2%
3.7 ± 2.0% 4.3 ± 5.1% 19.5 ± 6.2%

Table C.1: Endothelial cell primary cilia incidence of HUVEC and HMEC1s in various cell culture conditions. HUVECs grown in high serum (20%
FBS) have higher cilia incidence than HUVECs grown in low serum (2% FBS).
Post-confluence treatment did not significantly affect HUVEC cilia incidence.
HMEC-1s have higher cilia incidence than HUVECs. Following cobblestone
treatment high serum (10% FBS) HMEC-1s showed the highest cilia incidence
of any of the assessed conditions. Data represents the median ± quartile range
from 3-5 experiments.

Cell type

HUVEC
HMEC-1

Pre-confluence
Low serum (2% FBS)
High serum (20% FBS)
low serum (2% FBS)
high serum (10% FBS)

Cilia length (µm)
Cobblestone
Serum
Confluence
starvation growth
n/a
n/a
n/a
5.1 ± 2.4
5.7 ± 2.6
4.8 ± 2.2
3.4 ± 1.3
4.0 ± 2.5
4.4 ± 2.7
3.0 ± 1.0
4.6 ± 2.8
4.1 ± 2.6

Table C.2: Cilia length in HUVEC and HMEC-1. Data represents the median
± quartile range from 3-5 experiments.

Cell type

HUVEC
HMEC-1

Pre-confluence

Low serum (2% FBS)
High serum (20% FBS)
low serum (2% FBS)
high serum (10% FBS)

Cilia incidence detected by acetylated
α-tubulin antibody (%)
Cobblestone
Serum
Confluence
growth
starvation
7.1 ± 4.0% 4.8 ± 7.5%
11.4 ± 5.3%
4.7 ± 2.4% 6.1 ± 1.3%
7.7 ± 2.3%
5.4 ± 1.8% 14.4 ± 2.2% 10.8 ± 2.5%
6.1 ± 5.1% 7.3 ± 3.2%
22.0 ± 6.1%

Table C.3: Measuring primary cilia incidence is dependent on the cilia identification method. This table illustrates cilia incidence as identified solely by
acetylated α-tubulin antibody. This resulted in a higher cilia incidence compared to that obtained using both tubulin and arl13b antibody colocalisation
(see Table C.1). Data represents the median ± quartile range from 3-5 experiments.
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Statistical analysis

Multiple comparison analysis was performed on cilia length and cilia incidence
data. This study had 2x2x3 factor setup, where factors were cell type (HUVEC,
HMEC-1), serum levels during expansion (low, high) and post-confluent condition (confluent, serum starvation, cobblestone).

C.2.1

Primary cilia incidence

Primary cilia incidence data was right-skewed (Figure C.1). Cilia incidence was
defined as ncilia /ncells ×100%, where ncilia is the number of cilia and ncells is the
number of cells. Hence, number of cilia is a count variable (integer) that is
dependent on the number of cells counted (extensive data). Poisson regression
is the most appropriate choice for analysing this type of data 1 2 . Cilia incidence
was analysed using Poisson regression with a log link function offset by the
number of cells.
The fitted main effect Poisson regression model is described by the following
equation:
 number o f cilia 
log
= B0 + B1 Cell type + B2 Serum + B3 Condition (C.1)
number o f cells
1 Coxe,

S., West S.G., Aiken, L.S.: The analysis of count data: A gentle introduction to poisson
regression and its alternatives. Journal of personality assessment 91(2), 121–136 (2009).
R.: Econometric Analysis of Count Data. Springer, New York, USA (2013)

Frequency

2 Winkelmann,
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Figure C.1: Histogram of cilia incidence (%). Data is right-skewed.

C.2 Statistical analysis

Parameter
Intercept
HMEC-1
high serum
cobblestone
serum starvation
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Estimate B0−n
-4.44
1.01
0.23
0.91
0.52

Std. Error
0.17
0.12
0.09
0.11
0.12

z value
-26.21
8.2
2.48
8.19
4.25

Pr > |z|
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.0131
< 0.001
< 0.001

Table C.4: Poisson regression of main effects in primary cilia incidence.

For the 3 factors, the reference levels are HUVEC, low serum during expansion
and confluence. The coefficients B0−n refer to the difference in log(ncilia /ncells )
changing that particular categorical variable with respect to the reference variable.
For instance, if B1 = 3, we would expect log(ncilia /ncells ) to increase by 3 if cell
type is changed from HUVEC to HMEC-1 (all other factors being held constant).
Table C.4 shows the main effect model estimates for B0−n . From these estimates
and the standard error, 95% confidence intervals can be calculated. These are
presented in the results section of the main paper.
The two-way interaction model is described by the following equation:
log

 number o f cilia 
= B0 + B1 Cell type + B2 Serum + B3 Condition
number o f cells

+ B4 Cell type : Serum + B5 Cell type : Condition + B6 Serum : Condition
(C.2)
This model has the same reference levels as main effect model. Inclusion of
two-way interactions changes interpretation of B1 . B1 now refers to effect of
cell type at the reference case for serum and condition (i.e. when serum and
condition both equal zero) . Hence the two-way interaction model is used to
compare individual populations, by altering the reference levels (see Figure 4 of
main paper, and Table C.5).

The three-way interaction model is described by the following equation:

 number o f cilia 
= B0 + B1 Cell type + B2 Serum + B3 Condition
log
number o f cells

+ B4 Cell type : Serum + B5 Cell type : Condition + B6 Serum : Condition
+ B7 Serum : Condition : Cell type (C.3)
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Population 1
low confluent HMEC-1
high confluent HMEC-1
low confluent HMEC-1
low cobblestone HMEC-1
high cobblestone HUVEC

Population 2
low cobblestone HMEC-1
high cobblestone HMEC-1
low starved HMEC-1
high cobblestone HMEC-1
high cobblestone HMEC-1

Bn
0.86
1.74
1.11
0.99
1.9

SE
0.16
0.19
0.18
0.11
0.18

z
5.27
9.31
6.137
8.70
10.39

Pr > |z|
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001

Table C.5: Significant differences in cilia incidence between different populations, as estimated using Poisson regression two-way interaction model. For
brevity only significant interactions are included. Bn is the factor of effect. For
instance a Bn of 0.86 indicates that low cobblestone HMEC-1 have a factor
of e0.86 = 2.36 greater cilia incidence than low confluent HMEC-1s. SE is the
standard error. z is the z value.

Model
One-way interaction
Two-way interaction
Three-way interaction

DOF
40
35
33

Residual Deviance
195.56
78.23
78.229

Residual Deviance/DF
4.89
2.24
2.37

AIC
363.68
256.34
260.34

Table C.6: Criteria for assessing goodness of fit of each model explaining cilia
incidence. AIC is Akaike information criteria. DOF is degrees of freedom.

Table C.6 shows how well each of the models fits the data. Of the three models
examined, the two-way interaction model has the best fit.
Three-way interaction between cell type, serum level and post-confluent condition was not significant, and this model did not improve the model fit to the
observed data, hence was discarded.

Cilia length
Cilia length is not normally distributed, and is right-skewed (see Fig. C.2). A log
transform was applied to our data, which resulted in a normal distribution of
aggregate log(cilia length) as well as normal distribution in each of the 9 ciliated
populations (HUVEC high confluent, serum starved, cobblestone; HMEC-1 low
confluent, serum starved, cobblestone; HMEC-1 high confluent, serum starved,
cobblestone).
A three-way ANOVA model with interaction was used to analyse log(cilia
length). Analysis was performed using R software (version 3.1.2).

Frequency
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Frequency

C.2 Statistical analysis

Length

log10(Length)

Figure C.2: Histogram of cilia length prior and post log transform. Nontransformed data is right-skewed (Shapiro-Wilk test, p < 2.2e-16). Transformed
data is normally distributed (Shapiro-Wilk test, p = 0.0516).

Cell type
Serum
Condition
Cell type:Condition
Serum:Condition
Residuals

DOF
1
1
2
2
2
719

Sum of Squares
3.38
0.16
3.41
0.98
0.47
134.10

Mean of Squares
3.38
0.16
1.706
0.49
0.24
0.187

F value
18.10
0.88
9.149
2.62
1.27

Table C.7: Three-way ANOVA of log(cilia length). The factors included in
the ANOVA were cell type, serum during cell expansion, and post-confluent
condition. * indicates significance at 0.05 level, ** at 0.01 level and *** at
0.001 level). Interaction between serum and cell type cannot be considered
because there is no data for low serum HUVEC cilia length. Similarly three-way
interaction is not considered. DOF is degrees of freedom.

Pr(>F)
2.38e-5 ***
0.35
1.19e-3 ***
0.07
0.28

C.2 Statistical analysis
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Serum levels during expansion have no significant effect on cilium length (Serum,
p = 0.35). Cell type has an effect (p = 2.4e-5), as does post-confluence condition
(p = 1.19e-3). There is no significant interaction between cell type and condition
(p = 0.074), nor between serum and condition (p = 0.28). Tukey honest significant difference post-hoc tests were used to determine where the significant
interactions occurred, and the results of this analysis are presented in the main
paper.
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Figure C.3: Additional 2 pairs of cilia—cilia contact observed in adjacent
ciliated high serum (10% FBS) HMEC-1s, at confluence. From 39 cilia, 6 formed
contacts (3 pairs). The intensity profile shows a reduction in intensity at the
same location in both arl13b and 611b channels, indicating two separate cilia.
The black line in RHS indicates the path of the intensity profile.
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